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G'DAY
This edition of Transactor for the Amiga breaks new ground. For the first time ever, we bring you a Transactor
magazine that was not produced in Canada. Read Mike Todd's article on page 4 for the story behind the news.
Now that we have the incredible hassle of sorting out the legal jungle and arranging for authors, magazine layout
and sundry other small but troublesome items behind us, we can get down to it for real. With production under
our own control, putting out the magazine can be simplified and brought onto schedule.
One victim of the rationalisation that has gone on is that we will no longer produce the 8-bit Transactor in the UK
or Australia. Like many other magazines that started life with the C64, we found that a lot of the reader base had
moved on to the Amiga. Perhaps Transactor attracts the sort of person who likes to keep up with things (or even a
new toy?), but there was no point in pressing on when interest had waned. It was a sad decision to make—like
many of you, I cut my computer teeth with a copy of Transactor beside me. Its demise marks the end of a phase
in my life—and quite a number of other people, too, according to my mail.
Workbench 1.3 finally arrived around Christmastime, although by then thousands of people had copies that
cane from some unexplained source. The manual is very well done—a credit to its authors. Like any computer
software, 1.3 aims at the middle ground. Some like it, others get a bit carried away and grumble. The cry goes up
for 1.4! Another group remains faithful to ARP and it seems that a new version will be forthcoming, to keep
pace with C-A. This computing business is a bit breathless, isn't it?
Commodore have announced a variety of changes in their approach to the market-place. The PC models will in
general be handled by their new (?) CBM group, as will the Amiga 2000/2500 models, so I am informed. The PC
Colt and Amiga 500 will be sold through the retail stores and general dealers. Roughly, this equates to a split
bused on price. Whether CBM (as distinct from Commodore) survives will depend on their penetration of the
business market.
Their plan makes sense to me. But it will only succeed if they realize that the market-place is now crowded with a
huge variety o/ computers that tend to be very similar, and (like the airlines) the customers will be taking a long
hard look at what the product, and the company behind the product, offers them. The business community will
balance first-cost with long-term support, and will not pay a premium for any computer unless they see same
specific benefit (like good support) built into the package.
We have offered Commodore space to keep you abreast of the world through their eyes. Hopefully they will
respond with useful news, details of changes, upgrades, products and anything else of interest. Over to you Lane
Cow'.
What about you, dear reader This is your magazine too, you know If you have something to say, tell us. Praise,
complaints, suggestions (decent of course), articles, dealer reports (good/bad), dreams, fancies??. well, don't be
shy,
Until next issue, Paul Blair
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A Word Of Warning
Commodore (UK) has a warning for ROM-Jumpers

by Dr. Rahman Haleem
Commodore (UK) Ltd.
Commodore Engineering, Commodore-g'riga and CATS.
offer this official warning to ROM jumpers, structure-hackers
and others.
We who bring you the Amiga want to make it perfectly clear
that if you don't follow the rules, your programs WILL break
(and so says Don Curtis on page 7 - ED).

grammers (and compiler writers) must enter functions through
the library base jump tables, with arguments passed as LONGS,
and the library base address in M. Results returned in DO must
be tested, and the contents Do-DI/AO-Al must be assumed lost
after a system call.

• Jumping directly to ROM code

Do not use assembler instructions which are privileged on any
68000 family processor. All addresses must be 32 bits. Do not
use the upper 8 bits for other data. Do not execute code on yor
stack or put system structures on the stack. Do not use the TAS
instruction.

• Modifying or depending on private system structures

Do not use software instruction-based timing loops or delays.

• Depending on the addresses of system structures or free
memory

If you are programming at the hardware level, you must
follow hardware specifications. All hardware is NOT the
same. Do not assume that low level hacks for speed or copy
protection will work on all drives, or all keyboards, or all
systems or future systems.

The following practices are NOT supported:

• Ignoring hardware or software interfacing specifications
Do not jump into ROM. Beware of any example code that calls
routines in the $F80000 to $FFFFFF range. Those are ROM addreses, and those ROM routines WILL move. The only supported interface to system ROM code is through the provided
library, device and resource cans.
Do not modify or depend on the format of the private system
structures. This includes the poking of copper lists, memory
lists and library bases.
Do not depend on any address containing any partciular
system structure or type of memory. The system modules dynamically allocate their memory space when they are initialised. The addresses of system structures and buffers differ
with every OS, every model and every configuration, as does
the amount of free memory and system stack usage.

Software distributors who purchase or contract software from
cuticle programmers must make sure that the programmers are
aware of correct programming practices and are providing
software which will not break on different machines or different OS revisions.
We are dedicated to enhancing ana expanding the capabilities
of the Amiga hardware and software, while maintaining compatibility wherever possible for those who follow the rules.
Those who don't follow the rules can consider themselves
warned.

Editors Note:
We make no apology for apparently flogging these points in
this issue. It is becoming increasingly apparent that some programmers are ignoring the rules and causing grief to Amiga
If you are using the system libraries, devices and resources, users. For those programmers reading this, PLEASE take
you must follow the defined intrerface. Assembler pro- note!!
0
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The Amiga operating system was writtenwith a lot of thought. It was designed so that it was non-machine-specific.
There is only one absolute reference in the entire system, and that is $4 (AbsExecBase). Unfortunately, several software
authors have chosen to ignore the aides and "hit" the operating system routines directly. As a consequence, some
software may not work across different models, or even on differentmachines of the same model. Commodore is so
concerned about the problem, that it has issued this statement to all Amiga pmgrammen.

Dispatches
by Don Curtis

5

Don peers inside some hard disk problems, such as re-validation, amobooting an FFS partition, an autoboot board for
the A2090 and some problems with SCSI interfaces. There's a warning for Seagate SCSI drive users, a helpful hint for
users of the Xebec 972013D drive and some advice for those who want to use the FFS on the MS-DOS side. Don also
has an update on she Video Toaster and a tip on how to set multiple RAM drives.

The View Port
by Lârry Phillips

8

A personal viewof the present and the future of the Amiga operating system. What will 1.4 have for us, and what should
it have?

Devices - 1
by Betty Clay

10

The first of two articles in this issue dealing with how Amiga devices wo In this, aimed at the less experienced programmes, Betty describes the basic concept of Amiga Devices.

Access
by Steve Ahlstrom

13

Once again, Steve examines the best of non-commercial software. He locks at a tool which will give advanced warning
of disk space problems, another which will allow WorkBenth programs to be run from a special menu and a new
Slideshow program. There is also news of the fonhmming release of some previously commercial CAD packages to
whet your appetite.

Disk drives and timing
by Bryce Nesbitt

16

The second of our two' official' warnings in this use aimed at prognumners who don't stick to the rules. Going your
own way is writing Amiga software is very dangerous and can lead to many unforseen problems. In this uncle, from
Commodore-Amiga Inc., Bryce gives some very sound advice for those writing fancy disk software, and some tips for
those needing to include time delays in their programs.

The Amiga Transputer
by Dr. Howard Oakley

18

Several computer manufacturers are now showing tranaW¢r based machines. Commodore is no exception and
Dr. Howard Oakley, the man who rems te Transputer Users Group, puts us in the picture -and slmen a few myths in
the process

Amiga Program Structure
by Jim Butterfield

21

The Amiga stores executable programs on disk in the form of "bunks". Sim has been in there to fond outjust what gees
on, and in the process has given us en AmigaBASlC program re examine programs and see how they are put together.
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ARexx Programming
by John Carpenter

24

29

Reny takes us on a meander through some bugs in 1.3, gives us a how-to on having a DPI: on the A2000 (where is can
be a bit tricky): she leets at a problem which affects FasiFonts, introduces two new vinsses (Or rather one that is and
one that isn't), and has some useful advice for users of 1.3

ROBBS - an introduction
by Larry Phillips

33

With ROBES, lacy is about to do for ARexx what ARP did for AmigaDOS -a set of ARexx building blocks is his
goal ln this introduction, he explains the philosophy of the project and talks about die first building block, a tool to
communicate with the serial port.

Devices - 2
by Steve Simpson

36

Steve develops the concept of devices for the advanced programmer, giving details of creating your own divices, and
using them in pogrom -complete with example code.

K-Gadget
by Amanda Jones

51

Kuma bave produced a valuable software tool for C programmers which allows gadgets to be created and edited, and
which than produces C source code. Amanda Jones looks at what this product delivers.

Review: Amiga System Programmers Guide
by Graeme Ing

53

There is a large range of Amiga programming books now available. Abacus must be one of the most prolific publishers
in this area and Graeme lakes a look at their System Programmers Guide, and weighs its worth against those books
from Addison Wesley.

A 68010 Boot Fix
by Danny Ross

The ONLY address for correspondence
and subscriptions is:
35 Calder Crescent
Holder ACT 2611
Australia

In this, the fust of an occasional series, John Carpenter examines how to Program using ARexx.

Quirks and Quandaries
by Betty Clay

Transactor's phone number is:
(062) 88 3584
This line is open 7-9 pm weekdays
At other times, you may leave us a
message.

55

In an a tznptm find a quick and easy way of installing a software fix for those programs which do not work with a
68010 processor installed, Danny Ross has put toogethera boa-black program (and install program) which will install
the 68010 fix routine everydme the disk is booted.

Cover Picture: Three Goblets by Richard Farrow
The front cover picture was generated using images created by SURF, a
Bezier surface drawing program on FISH 170. The images of the wireframe and shaded goblets were then loaded into UPaintll PAL. After adjusting the colouring from the grey of SURF, the final IFF was imported
into Professional Page, which created the colour separations for printing.
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From The Kernel
For our fust four issues, Transactor Publishing Inc., based in
Toronto, was the source of the magazine. Transactor (UK) Ltd.
simply took the Canadian material and re-printed it with some
European input.

This issue
Apart from the regulars, this issue sees a very special article.
Dr. Howard Oakley, a leading expert in the field of vansputers, has brought his mind to bear on the facts and fictions
behind the transputer in the context of the Amiga.

As the Canadians found it harder and harder to provide material in a timely fashion, we found that our issues were getting
farther and farther apart. The reasons are long and complex, We also have a couple of warnings from Commodore. There is
but did not represent anything more serious than a change in serious concern in the Commodore camp about the increasing
their financial status. With the 8-bit magazine into its ninth appearance of software which does not stick to the rules on the
volume, there was little doubting their ability to produce a Amiga.
magazine, but changes in circumstance created very real
problems which all parties thought had been solved - but they When the Amiga was designed, these rules were set out to
make programming easier, to allow programs to multi-task
had not.
and, most important, to ensure that software would work with
As a result, once issue 4 was completed, we had some concern the range of operating systems that would be in the field. This
about the future of Transactor Publishing Inc. We felt that the means that jumping into ROM code directly is forbidden, and
only way to ensure the existence of Transactor for the Amiga that programs should be courteous when wanting the use of
was to terminate our contract with them and commit ourselves hardware resources.
to producing TransAmi in the UK (for the whole of Europe,
Asia, Africa and Scandanavia), with exclusive rights to the All programmers should read the warnings carefully, and take
heed. If they don't, their programs may not work on but a few
magazine's name in these areas.
machines.
At about the same time, promises of assistance were being received in Toronto from another UK company. Wary of the pos- I should add that, at the same time as they established the
sibility of commercial pressure lowering the high technical programming environment, Commodore-Amiga also set out
standards for which Transactor has always been renowned, we a standard for the user interface. This specified a consistent
decided that to stay as an independent outlet for the material Intuition environment, with standardised menu choices and
was the only way we could guarantee our standing as a serious keyboard shortcuts.
journal for Amiga programmers.
Sadly, many software houses (and that includes the big ones!)
So, that is how you see us now. The magazine you now read is have chosen to ignore this standard. This is usually because
produced and printed here in the UK (and is also published in their products exist on other computers as well as on the
Australia and, in translation, in Italy). However, we are very Amiga. To them, and to others about to write software, can I
pleased to be able say that we will still have the central core of direct the following plea.
American and Canadian writers who have agreed to send their
material to us at the same time that they offer their material for Amiga users may have IBM PCs, or ATARIs but consistency
publication in Canada. This means that we will be able to between these machines is totally inappropriate when it conbuild on the high standard of excellence they have already flicts with consistency across products in the Amiga range. It
might make programming easier, but your software product
founded.
will be seriously devalued. PLEASE, stick to the conventions,
Inevitably, the change from a straightforward reprinting oper- even if you don't like them!
ation based on late material (hence the occasionally nontypeset material you will have noticed in previous issues) to a
full in-house editing and type-setting operation has led to
delays. We have now established a system with which we have
every confidence, and which will result in a regular publication from now on in.

Mike Todd

H
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Amiga Dispatches
1.3 hard drives, multiple RAM disks and the Video Toaster
by Don Curtis
Don Curds is a police officer in Denver, Colorado. For the
last couple of years. he has been assigned to program design
and development along with system design and maintenance
of 10 AT&T Unix 3B2 computers. In his spare time, Don is an
assistant Sysop on CompuServe's Amiga forums.

I've been picking up lots of little bits and pieces off the networks lately and thought I'd use this issue's column to pass
along as many as I can. By the way, I've tried as many of these
items as I can, but I don't have all possible combinations of
hardware and software, so can't guarantee each and every
item. I can say that the information came from reliable
sources, and where possible, has been verified by others trying
it. However, as with all things, if you try something, make sure
you backup your data first. That way, if things don't work
quite as expected, you haven't lost anything except some time.
Hard Disk re-validations
Have you started using the new Fast Filing System (FFs) and
suddenly discovered you're having re-validations occurring
during a LoadwB from a startup script?
That can occur if you've assigned T. to your Old File System
(oes) partition on the Hard Drive. Here's what's going on.
The 0F5 has a bug that causes an inhibit to always succeed,
even if you currently have a file opened for writing. When you
execute a script file, execute writes to t, when you do a
Loadwa, WorkBench checks everything on the device list to
see if it's a disk drive or not. Well, execute has your OFS T. directory open for writing and WorkBench just inhibited it!
So what does the system do? It re-validates the OFS partition to
fix up the bit-map. The fix is very simple, just assign T: to
RAM: and the problem will go away.

can the MicroBotics HardFrame. Commodore will be doing it
in the near future.
For those of you with access to the new v1.3 include files,
you'll fmd the information contained in devices! hardblocks h
and resources/filesysres.h. The information is too complex to
reproduce here but it works. There's a major advantage to this
also, you can update the fdesystem without a ROM change.
Problems with SCSI interface?
Having problems getting a SCSI drive and/or peripheral
working? It seems that some manufacturers of scsi devices
don't properly handle SCSI lines 20, 22, 24, 28, 30 and 34.
They are supposed to be left unconnected, but some are tied to
+5v and some are tied to ground. That can cause some obvious
problems between devices if one manufacturer puts them on
the 5v line and another des them to ground and you try to
hook up both devices to the same SCSI bus
There's a simple fix, just don't pass those lines in your SCSI interconnect cable.
Autoboot board for A2090
Are you a bit miffed that your Amiga A2090 can't autoboot
even if you install the v1.3 OS ROM into your A500 or A2000?
Commodore is coming to your rescue. No, they're not going
to allow you to trade-in your A2090 for an A2090a, but what
they are going to do is come out with a separate board that will
allow autoboot.
The board will contain an autoboot ROM that will then look for
the A2090 and if found, bring it on-line and boot from it. The
board will take up an Amiga slot.

Autobooling an FFS partition

No idea on cost or availability yet but it will require the Amiga
have the v1.3 OS ROM to work.

Commodore has now provided a standard method for storing
FFS on the hard drive itself in a loadable format. That means
that, properly done, you can now autoboot an FFS partition.
Great Valley Peripherals can do it with their AutoBoot ROM as

Michigan Software is also coming out with a similar device.
Their board will have a battery backed RAM disk using static
RAM. It will come with 64K of RAM and can be expanded to
256K of RAM using 32x8 static RAM chips. The RAM disk will
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be hardware write protected so it will be next to impossible to
munge the data. It should be able to auto-mount all partitions
and may be able to autoboot from an FFS drive. It will also
have user settable boot priority in case you have more than
one autoboot device on your system.

and format commands. You'll still have some slowdown due
to the data going through the Janus interface, but you will get
faster data access and an extra 5% of space on your drive.

Finally, it will have a switch selectable autoboot. That way, if
you are still using the 1.2 ROM, your system won't crash. By
the way, if you weren't aware of it, an autoboot device will
crash v1.2. This is why all current autoboot devices (such as
the A2090a) don't have the ROMs installed when delivered.
Again, no information on when it will be available or what it
will cost, only that it's in testing right now.

Do you have a Xebec 9720tm drive and want to use Fas? I've
even got a possible fix for that setup. A warning is required
here though, fust of all, you MUST have Xebec's scsi.device
v3.0. You can determine which version you have by going
to the den directory of your boot disk and issuing the
command:

Using FFS with the Xebec 9720HD drive

type scsi.device opt h.
SeaGate SCSI drive warning
If you've got an A2090a, you've probably read the warning
about using SeaGate SCSI drives (those with the N suffix in the
model name) as an autoboot drive with it.
First of all, the problem only crops up on a cold start, it
doesn't occur on a warm start. The reason is that the SeaGate
drives take longer than the boards timeout Value to power-on
and self-test. If you have a SeaGate SCSI drive and an A2090a
and want to Autoboot, there are a few things you can do.
The first is to separately power the SeaGate and turn it on
about 15 seconds before you turn on the Amiga. The second is
to allow the cold boot to fail and then give the Amiga the three
fingered salute (CRI-Amiga-Amiga). Finally, you can wait for
Commodore to come out with their new driver, they are
working on it and this will fix the problem also.
Using FFS on the MS-DOS side
Do you want to use FFS on the Amiga partition of an MS-Dos
side hard disk with the BridgeBoard? Yes, you can use the FFS
with mo: (or nit:, rtt2:, etc.)
Go through the normal low level formatting and partition of
the drive using FDISK and ADISK. Now, instead of using the
DJMount and DJFormat commands to mount and format the
drive, use the normal Amiganos mount and format commands.
The way to do this is to create a mountlist entry for each Mx:
partition you've created. The device will be jdisk.device (and
that file has to be in DRYS: or properly pathed on the Device =
Ume). mio: is unit 0, mit: is unit 1 and so forth. Use the proper
starting and ending cylinders as you set it up with FDISK and
ADISK.

Within the first few lines of the screen output will be a line
telling you the version number. If you don't have v3.0, do
NOT try running it as an Ffs drive, you WILL lose data.
Another warning is that not everyone who has tried this has
had it work reliably. Most have, but some folks have reported
that what seemed to work at first started giving them errors
after a few days. This is probably related to an incorrect
MaxTransfer value in the mountlist, but that hasn't been verified as of yet Because of that, make frequent backups of your
data in case a problem does crop up. Further on in this column
I'll discuss MaxTransfer a bit more.
To set up the Xebec as a FFS drive, you simply forget about
using their scsimount command and their hdparms file. You
treat the Xebec just like any other liard Drive and simply
create a mountlist entry for it using a typical FFS mountlist.
The Device would be scsi.device and the unit number would
be 1. If you've lost your documentation, the 9720 has 4 heads,
612 cylinders (number 0 to 611) and 17 sectors per track.
Again, be sure you use the proper FileSystem entry, DosType
and GlobVec. As above, look at the sample mountlist on page
A-3 of the 1.3 manual for guidance.
The correct use of Max1}ansfer
Are you using the mountlist item MaxTransfer properly? MaxTransfer is a limiting parameter, not a speedup parameter!
Some drive controllers can only handle limited amounts of
data at once. If you request too much data at once, the controller will overflow and corrupt your data. The fix for this is
the MaxTransfer parameter.

MaxTransfer limits the amount of data that can be read or
written to the drive in a single request to the number of bytes
The same goes for the number of heads, surfaces, and so on. specified. The 1.3 manual says that the MaxTransfer should be
The rest of the information is the same as for any other Fast specified in blocks, but that is incorrect it should be specified
File System drive (Buffers, FileSystem, GlobVec, DosType, in bytes.
etc.). Use the sample mountlist (with appropriate changes) on
page A-3 of the 1.3 manual as a guide.
A simple way to test to see if you need a MaxTransfer value in
your moundist is to make a test/ and tes 2 directory on your
Once you've made sure you have it right, you can now mount hard disk. First, copy several large program files (100K
and then format the drive using the normal AmigaDOS mount filesize or more is good; the larger the fde(s) the better the
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test) into the directory test!. Then attempt to mn the files. If
they run ok go to the next step. If they don't, then add a
MaxTransfer parameter to your mountlist. Start at 65536, reboot and then try again. If they run ok now, go to the next
step, otherwise lower the MaxTransfer parameter by 1/2
(32768), re-boot and try again.

number of bytes transferred. While the format command
shows the options FFS and NOFFS, in fact format reads the information in a mountlist, if applicable, and will properly
select the correct format method (FAS or OFS) with or without
the options. In fact, Andy Finkel says he's going to remove
those options from format in a future version.

Once the above works ok, then copy the entire contents of directory test! into test2 using the ALL option of the copy
command (copy dhûaestl to dhO:test2 ALL) Now try running
the programs again. If they all work, you're probably in good
shape. If they don't, go through the above procedure to add a
MaxTransfer parameter, re-boot and try again.

If you have a 1 Meg chip set (as some developers do) and use
Setpatch the manual is wrong on the R option. It is case sensitive and MUST be lower case.

Hard drives as standard
Commodore has announced that all new Amiga models will
come with a hard drive as standard. Not only that, but the hard
drives will come with the system software already installed.

Multiple RAM drives
If you're using RAD: and FFS, it has problems recovering. This
can be corrected by adding a Mount = I line in your mountlist.
If you do this, it will now recover as it should. One user reported it even recovered after several intervening re-boots
without mounting the drive, on the final re-boot, he mounted it
and it recovered fully.

A few days later, they announced the Amiga 2000HD; an
A2000 with A2090a controller and 40 Meg 28ms HD for
$2.999.

If you want multiple RAD:s, you can have them. It requires a
sector or file editor to make some modifications to ram-

They also announced the A2500, an A2000 with the A2090a,
a 40 Meg 28ms hard drive and the A2620 68020 co-processor
card with 2 Meg (expandable to 4 Meg) of 32 bit wide RAM for
$4,699. By the way, the A2500 will be able to support UNIX.

First copy ramdrive.device to ramdrivl .device (you MUST
keep the same number of characters in the filename!) Now edit
that file using a sector or file editor (such as NewZAP). From
0, at byte offset $171 you'll find the ASCII character e, change
that to a 1. If you view the file, you've just changed the string
ramdrive.device to ramdrivl.device.

Video Toaster Update
The Video Toaster is still coming from NewTek. The reason it
isn't here yet is due to the RAM chip shortage and pricing.
Right after it was announced, RAM prices jumped through the
ceiling and NewTek said the Toaster would have to sell for
$2,500 for them to have been able to make a reasonable profit.
That was IF they could get the chips in the first place, and they
couldn't get the quantities needed for production.
Because of that, NewTek decided to continue to work improving the Toaster rather than produce a trickle of them at
outrageous prices. They have improved the video quality so
that now it is "dead-on broadcast spec RS-170A" and their
software is more powerful. They have also re-engineered it to
make it compatible with possible future add-on products.
NewTek still won't give a release date, but feel that the chip
situation is much better now and are hoping to release it in the
near future.
More on V1.3
Hopefully, you all know that v1.3 of the Amiga Operating
System has been available for a while now. There have been a
few interesting quirks and/or corrections pop up.
As noted above, on page 3.2 MaxTransfer is noted as the
maximum number of blocks transferred. In fact, it limits the

drive device.

Now, go to byte offset $5A1 (from the start of the file) and
change the ASCII character 0 to 1. You've just changed the
string RAMBO to RAMBI. Now duplicate your mountlist entry
for RAD: as RADI: and change the Device = entry to

ramdrivl.device.
Mount RAD!: and you've got a 2nd recoverable RAM drive. You
can repeat this for a RAD2: or as many as you like and memory
allows as long as you create a separate driver and mountlist for
each with the appropriate changes in the driver and mountlist
Software incompatibilities
If you have a 1.3 ROM in your Amiga, you'll find a few programs no longer work. Again, some developers have gone to
hard coded entry points in the 1.2 ROM and they changed
under 1.3. I wish program authors would learn that there is
only ONE absolute address you can depend on in the Amiga,
and that is AbsExecBase. At least use that to find the correct
entry points into the ROM.
I hope the above information has been useful to you. As you
can see, there are right and wrong ways to go about doing
things, let's hope that everyone chooses the correct methodology so that changes to the hardware or os will no longer
cause programs to break!
0
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ViewPort
The WorkBench in 1.4 and beyond
by Larry Phillips

Larry Phillips is an Amiga hardware and software hacker from
Vancouver, British Columbia, and a Sysop on Compuservés
AmigaForum.

you can actually click on the one you want. You curse the
WorkBench. "This is a multitasking machine," you say, "why
can't I just keep clicking on things?"

As might have been predicted, Commodore's release of 1.3
has stirred a lot of discussion about 1.4, and much of that discussion centres around one of the primary aims of 1.4, the improvement of the WorkBench environment; The Amiga is a
machine of choices, in everything from colours and pointers to
hardware addons, and most visibly, in choice of user interface;
al or WorkBench.

I wish the answer were simple. It boils down to the WorkBench not really knowing what you want to do. Are you
telling it to stop what it is doing and start the next operation?
Perhaps you want it to start the next operation while continuing with the first one? Perhaps what you really mean is
start the next operation when this one is finished.

Unfortunately, only one of the choices of user interface can be
used for all things, while the other is of limited use. The cu
can be used for everything, and in fact, the WorkBench need
never be loaded in order to make full use of the machine. The
WorkBench, however, is less than adequate when compared to
the cu for anything beyond the running of applications and
the most rudimentary routine maintenance.
This state of affairs has prompted the writing of many tools
that attempt to make the WorkBench more powerful.
HandyWB, Browser, IconX, and so on, are all trying to
overcome shortcomings in the WorkBench environment. They
do a pretty good job in the areas they are aimed at, but the
WorkBench problems go deeper than that. Unfortunately, the
solutions put forth for a general WorkBench facelift do not
always address the real issues, but merely scratch the surface.
I'd like to address some of the proposed solutions in this light,
and point out a few of the problems inherent in them.
The WorkBench, as it now stands, is single-threaded. Not to
be confused with single-tasking, this simply means that you
must finish certain operations that you start, before you can
start another.
Have you ever been annoyed by the sleeping cloud while
waiting for something to finish loading? You click on a
window, it opens immediately, and the disk starts looking
for the icons. There's the program you wanted; the first
icon that appears. Frustration sets in, because there are 5 or
6 more icons that need to be found and displayed before

H
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If the first case is assumed, you can be assured that there
would be many times when you really needed to see the rest of
the icons, which of course would never appear because the
icon gathering had been stopped, and of course aborting a
program to load another is probably not what you want at all,
so different operations would have to be treated in different
ways.
The second choice, starting the second operation while the
first is still working, is perhaps the worst of all. It would be especially annoying to those using only floppy disks, because
the two operations would be in contention for disk resources.
If you have never loaded two programs simultaneously from a
floppy disk, try it someday using two separate d is. They will
fight for head position, and though they will both eventually
load, it is a long and noisy process.
Given all the complaints about the slow directories and
program loading from floppy dick allowing competition for
disk resources from the WorkBench would do the Amiga more
harm than good.
The last choice, allowing you to click-ahead is relatively
harmless. Much like type-ahead, it will do the job, though it
won't really speed anything up, but does give a user a better
feeling about the environment.
Another possibility, which I have yet to see mentioned, is
that the operation in progress is suspended while the next
starts up, and continues when the next one is done. This presents its own problems, especially on a 512K machine,
unless care is taken to prevent running out of memory from
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multiple tasks being held in a suspended state as you launch
more and more programs.
Another area being heavily discussed is that of the visibility of
Ides. A Cu allows you to see every file in a directory, which is
one of the main reasons that the cu is more suited to full
control of the machine. The WorkBench, on the other hand,
allows you to see only icons, which has far reaching ramifications, both in usefulness of WorkBench, and in the perception
of the machine by a user.
The icons, of course, can be looked at as representations of objects. You click (or double click) on an object, and expect
something to happen, exactly what happens being dependent
on the type of object you are clicking on. This is fine for such
things as launching programs or opening drawers, but there are
often more operations you might want to perform using that
object, and you are hampered by the iconic representation.
Since it does represent an object that does a particular thing,
there must be another method, over and above clicking the
icon, to indicate to the machine that you want to do something
different from the normal operation. This has been addressed,
partially, by menu selections on the WorkBench for such
things as Duplicate, Rename, Info, Discard, etc.
The main problem here is that the icon, while representing an
object, does not necessarily represent the right sort of object
for another type of operation. Copying a program to another
disk is a good example. When we click and hold on an icon,
and drag the image to another disk or drawer, we are doing
more than copying the icon itself. We are copying the icon and
the program of the same name. Unfortunately, many programs
are not fuly contained in one file, and perhaps not even in one
drawer. The object has changed, in effect, for the copy operation. What we really want to do is to copy the entire program,
including any and all support files.
The most common solution put forward for this problem is
that we need to be able to see all the files on any given disk by
using the WorkBench. Some say we should see icons for those
files that have icons, and text for those files that have no icons,
while others argue for default image icons to fill in for files
that have no icon specified.
This solution seems, at first glance, to be simple and straightforward, handling all cases well, but is (as usual) more
complex.
The complexity stems from the philosophy of the user interface itself. WorkBench is aimed at making things easy for
the user, and particularly for the new computer user. It is supposed to remove the intimidation of computers, hiding the
gory details, and letting the user look at things in terms of jobs
to be done, rather than at the details of how those same jobs
have to be ret up to be run.

4❑
ering the effect on the new user of a solid wall of icons, or a
screen full of file names, perhaps extending off-screen, requiring scroll bars or some other means to see them all. This
loses sight of the reason for the WorkBench environment in
the first place. Imagine that first-time user, seeing fonts,
device drivers, libraries, and so on, clicking on them, and wondering why they didn't do anything useful. Is there really any
difference between seeing all files on the WorkBench and
using a cu?
My feeling about the WorkBench is that yes, we need to be
able to do a lot more with it, and yes, we need to be able to see
all files with it, but that these needs must never lose sight of
the underlying philosophy of the mouse/icon interface. There
am many ways to do this, and some of them would require
very rework of WorkBench, while others would require that
old methods be retained in addtion with newer methods, in
order to ensure that older programs still worked properly.
The WorkBench should probably default to being much like it
is now, with only those icons showing up that make sense in
terms of jobs to be done, reataining the flavour of the application oriented nature of the WorkBench.
Further options could expose more of the underlying structure
of the files on a disk for purposes of copying entire applications to another disk or to manipulate all files belonging to one
application. Another option might expose more files, perhaps
all files, to give the user an ultimate, cu-like control over the
machine.
Many good ideas have been put forward by Amiga owners.
User definable menus, backdrop patterns, gravity for positioning disk icons along one edge of the display, proper aspect
ratio for icons on interlaced screens, different methods for extended select, and so on, are all good ideas, and many have no
negative impact on the new or experienced user.
Some of these ideas can be considered nothing more than cosmetic, and are important in their own way. More important
though, is that all users should be comfortable with the user interface that suits them best, and the only way to ensure that is
to make the Cu and WorkBench environments equally powerful. Only by providing choices without severe compromises
can we expect the Amiga to appeal to everyone.
The Mac suffered for years with Apple's attempts to restrict
the machine to mouse/icon usage only, and the MSDOS machines suffered from lack of anything other than the command
line interface. Later, third party efforts tried to rectify the
shortcomings of each of these. The Amiga is the first machine
that made an attempt to offer the best of both worlds right out
of the box, and it did a pretty fair job of it. It certainly isn't
perfect, especially in the WorkBench area, and it could be improved considerably, provided that the basic philosphies of
each user interface are always taken into account.

It is all too easy for an experienced Amiga airier to say that
WorkBench should allow one to see all files, without consid-
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Amiga Devices - 1
A Device is a Library is a
by Betty Clay
Betty Clay, a former mathematics teacher, is the Amiga
columnist of STARTEXT, a videotext service of the Forth Worth
Star-Telegram). She has a regular column in the ICPuc
newsletter, and her work has also appeared in The Amigan.
Betty can be reached through CompuServe's Amiga Forum,
QuantumLink (bjc), or by mail at 1322 South Oak Street,
Arlington, Texas, 76010.

Amiga Libraries

Each of the Amiga libraries consists of three main divisions:
• a Node structure, used to link it into the system
• a set of jump instructions, giving the exact location of its
various routines

Devices are of vital importance to the operation of the Amiga.
The trackdisk.device controls our disk drives, the Audio.device • a library dale segment.
lets the Amiga speak, and so on. When we ask for Assign, we
may get a list of a dozen or more devices that are active in the The address of the library is considered to be the first byte of
system. My own system currently shows the Pipe:, Aux:, the library node. The jump table vectors are located at negative
Speak:, Newcon:, VDK:, DF2:, DPI:, DFD:, Pre, Par:, Ser:, Raw:, offsets from this base address and the data items are at positive
Con:, and RAM: devices. The names are familiar, and the offsets.
general purpose of each is well-known. But of what, exactly,
The library node contains these items:
does a device consist? And what does it do?
It is not my purpose here to tell an advanced programmer how • A List Node, to de the library to the rest of the system
to write a new Amiga device, but to clarify the concept for
myself and for other beginner to average users. (Advanced • 1 byte to hold the flags that tell whether the library is valid,
programmers may like to read the article by Steve Simpson, has a proper checksum, etc.
elsewhere in this issue - ED). Mortimore filled an entire book
with information about devices, and those wishing to write • 1 padding byte to ensure proper alignment, otherwise unused
their own should consult it (Amiga Programmer's Handbook,
• I word (16 bits) to indicate the size of the jump table
Volume II, Eugene P. Mortimore, Sybex).
(negative size)
The term device is used in at least two different ways. Sometimes, we speak of a device as being part of the hardware, such • 1 word to give the size of the data table (positive size)
as a disk drive or the serial port - we may speak of those
physical devices as being units controlled by a device. In the • I word to give the version number of the library
Amiga environment, it is more accurate to speak of a device as
being the software that controls the physical devices. An • 1 word to give the revision number
Amiga device will always control one or more physical
devices, each of which is a separate unit. But even here, we • The ID suing - which can be as long as 255 characters
use unit to mean both hardware and software. Confusing!
• 32 bits to hold a checksum
When I asked the experts (consulted all of the available books
on the Amiga), I found differing definitions of devices. All • 1 word to hold the number of tasks currently using this
agreed that the device was a software concept, and seemed to library (lib_Opencnt)
agree that a device is a superset of an Amiga library. Libraries
are more easily understood and are better documented, so it is The list Node structure is the same for all nodes in the system.
Everything that must be kept in a system list begins with a
easier to answer the next question, "What is a library?"
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similar list node. The structure is quite simple, only a few
bytes long, and consists of:

Flow does a program know where to find a specific function,
when the system only gives it the address of the library?

• a pointer to the next node in the list, and one to the previous
one (the In_Succ and In_Pred)

That is where the compiler and linker fit into the picture.
When the programmer links a program, the linker locates the
offset into the jump table for each specific routine the program
calls for, and codes the offset into the program. At run time,
the program locates the library base address, then moves to the
specific offset the linker had coded, and jumps from there to
the address of the actual routine.

• a byte that specifies the type of node that this is (device, font,
interrupt, library, etc.)
• a byte that sets the priority of this structure
• the name of the node.
The type byte ensures that this node will be placed in the
correct system list when it is loaded; the priority byte determines its position in the list. Items with higher priority are
placed at the head of the list, assuring them of more frequent
access to the CPU. The list node is not really part of the library
itself, but is just a means of keeping track of things in the
system.
The last item, lib_OpenCnt, is incremented each time a task or
process opens this library, and is decremented each time something closes it. When the count has been decremented to zero,
the library can be expunged from memory, and this will
happen if the machine is running low on free memory. It will
not be removed as long as a task is still using it. The incrementing and decrementing happen automatically as tasks open
and close the library, and programmers need take no further
notice of it, except to be sure that they do close the library
when they have finished using it.
When a program calls for the library (with the OpenLibrary
statement), the system list is searched to see if the library is
already in memory. If so, the open count is incremented and
the program is given the address of the first byte of the library
node. If it is not already in the list, the library will be loaded,
placed on the list, and then the base address is returned to the
program.
The location of the library in memory may be different for
each version of the system software. For disk-based libraries,
it may be different every time the library is loaded, but the
location of the jump table offset within the library will remain
constant. That is how software can remain compatible between
different machines, or between different versions of the
software. If a programmer calls the routine in the approved
manner, the system can fmd it, no matter where it is currently
located
From the library's base address, the functions will each have a
negative offset, and the data a positive offset (hence the negative size and positive size fields.) Each entrÿ in the function
table is allotted six bytes - two for the jump instruction itself,
and the other four for the address of the routine. The actual
routines may be located in any available par. of memory, but
their addresses will be stored in the jump table, and from there
the task can locate the instructions it needs.

♦
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The data portion of a library could be accessed by a task, but it
is usually used by the routines within the library itself. In some
cases, the instructions for the actual routines are stored in the
library data section. This portion of the library is not as closely
defined as the library node and the jump table.
Devices
It was a goal of the Amiga's designers to make every part of
the system as consistent as possible. Consistency makes for
easy programming. In the case of the devices, however, this
was extremely difficult. A light pen simply does not need the
same kind of commands as those used by the disk drive. The
timer devices require different signals from the audio devices.
The devices were made as nearly consistent as was possible,
but each requires routines peculiar to its purpose, and hence
the difficulty in ferreting out their exact nature.
Since a device is a superset of a library, we know that it must
have a device library node, a jump table to the device functions, and a data table, and that these must follow the library
pattern of having the jump table use negative and the data area
use positive offsets.
.
There are descriptions of the individual devices in the Rom
Kernel Manual which describe the functions peculiar to each
particular one, but there am standard mutines used by all.
The jump table for every device will have the standard library
routines for Open, Close, Expunge and the reserved function
ExtFunct. It must also have entries for BeginlO and AbortlO.
The BeginlO routine is called with a pointer to an IORequest
structure, in which the programmer has stored information
about the device to be used, and the commands that the device
needs in order to work. These may be standard commands
such as Open, Read, Write, or Close, or they may be devicespecific commands such as allocating a sound channel on the
audio device. Most devices will have additional entries in the
jump table for routines that control the unique features of the
hardware.
Every device must have related structures called units. The
trackdisk.device is an obvious example, since we might have
many drives managed by the one device. There would be an
associated unit for each of the drives. This unit is not
hardware, however. It is a software structure that enables it to
pass messages and data to and from the task or process that
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needs data. Every device will have at least one unit structure
associated with it.
Since the major function of any device is to manage input and
output, an understanding of the 10 functions is necessary to
understanding a device.
When a task opens a device unit with the OpenDevice call, the
system automatically initialises the device structure and also a
unit structure which will serve as a message port for the particular unit selected. The same device and unit can be shared
by any other tasks that are running, and the OpenCnt slot in
the device structure (the same as that in the library structure)
will keep a record of the number of tasks currently using it.
A task will use an 10 request structure that describes its needs
for data, and will send this request to the message port of the
unit structure. The message will describe the data needed, and
will tell the device where to put the data in memory. Normally,
these requests are handled on a first in, first out basis, but in
some instances the task can use a QuicklO structure that bypasses the standing in line. The device, however, is pretty
smart. If it is impossible for it to handle this queue jumper
promptly, it will be placed on the queue with the others.
All of this is handled automatically by the system software,
and the programmer must only have provided the proper 10
request structure.

WHITE'S

When a task has operated on data within its memory buffer,
and then sends a message requesting that the data be written
out, the data must go from the task memory buffer through the
device buffer and then be written out to the hardware.
Why?
The libraries and devices make excellent use of memory. The
code can be stored wherever in memory it fits, and the system
lists keep it available. It is easy to get upgrades to the system,
since the libraries and devices are just jump tables, and relocating the actual routine does not affect user software.
The order of the entries in the jump table remains constant,
and a specific entry is found through indirect addressing. The
system will find a routine if it is called by name, using one of
the higher level languages, so there is no need to memorise
lists of locations as was the case with the older, absolute
address machines.
The use of the libraries and devices is especially important in a
multitasking computer. Once a library or device has been
loaded into memory, it can be used by all tasks that are
running. Each individual program can be much smaller
because it does not have to contain coding for all of these
functions. And finally, it is far easier to write a program when
these common tasks have been written for you.
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COMPUTERS

37 DAPHNE AVENUE, CASTLE HILL 2154

(02) 634 6636
Quality computer supplies at
reasonable cost
• Blank disks
• computer paper
• external floppy disk drives
• hard disk systems for A500 and A1000
• printers
• ribbons, and
• most other consumable items.
Mail/phone orders welcome.

Tuition classes for beginners
Bookings essential
Contact Chris or Alan White
•
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Bi-monthly Amiga meetings are held at the
Girl Guides Hall. Bounty Avenue, Castle Hill.
between 12 noon and 4 p.m. Dates for 1989
are 2nd April, 4th June, 6th August, 1st
October, 3rd December. Everyone
welcome. Commercial and non-commercial
displays. Accessories on sale. If you have
developed a special expertise or application
on the Amiga and would be prepared to
demonstrate it for us, please call.
Latest magazines in stock include
• Transactor
• Amiga User
• Amiga World (flown in monthly)
FREE AMIGA CLUB STARTING SHORTLY

BANKCARD • MASTERCARD ■ VISA —

Welcome
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Access
The world of non-commercial software
by Steve Ahlstrom
As the primary Sysop on CompuServe's AmigaForum, and a
veteran Amiga programmer, Steve Ahlstrom sees just about
every notable public domain and shareware program that gets
written. In this column, he tells you about the ones that have
recently caught his eye. If you have information you would like
to share through this column, you can leave a message for
Steve on AmigaForum (76703,32006) or send it to us, and we
will pass it on.

You may set it up to flash all screens 5 times while also
flashing the relevant item in DST's window, bring up a requester (Workbench will be brought to front if this is the
case), have narrator kick in and tell you about the problem,
or ignore the warning other than flashing the entry in DST's
window.
The default warning is set to 5% of the total capacity of the
device with a minimum alarm level of 50k.

Disk Storage 5.0
Freely distributable software by Khalid Aldoseri

Have you ever been merrily working away and then try to
save your data just to find out that you haven't any free space
on your disk? Wouldn't it be nice if there was a program you
could run from your startup-sequence that monitors such
things and let you know before you get in a bind? Thanks to
Khalid Aldoseri, there is and it's called Disk Storage (DST).
DST probably gives you more information about your disk
drives and ram than you ever wanted to know, but when that
need arises, it sure is nice to have it in your system.
When run, a window will open giving you the following information:
Name:

Size

DFO:
Del :
DF2:
DHO:
DH1:

837
10
837
129
- No Disk Present
19864
6742
19734
1118

Free

DST's window will be as large as it needs to be to display all
mounted devices. There is a limit, however, and that limit is
20 devices.
Various other bits of information are given the DST's window
display. If a floppy disk has its write protect tab in place an
asterisk will appear next to the Free number corresponding
to that disk. If the disk is being validated by AmigaDOS then
a V will be shown.
DST automatically updates every 3 seconds, so you can run it,
and forget about it. Even though 3 seconds is a relatively
short period of time, there are those who are more anxious
than others; DST will update immediately by clicking on it's
titles line. You may also change its update time for more or
less than 3 seconds.

Alarm
50
50
993
986

What this is telling you is that on DFO: you have 837 data
blocks available and there is only 10k free for your use. The
alarm feature is user settable for any given number. In this
case, you would be informed that the free space on DFO: has
dropped below 50k free. DST will pop up on any screen so
you won't get the warning and not know about it.

DST offers many user definable options. You may remove devices from the list, remove just floppies from the list, switch
memory display on and off, switch time display on and off,
put the program to sleep, and more.
Did I say switch time display on and off? Yes, you can have .
the date and time displayed in DST's window title area. You
can also have Dr display RAM usage.

Like many other utilities, it will display available chip RAM,
available fast RAM, and total available RAM. However, it has
a feature few others do. You can have it display memory
chunks rather than total available memory. This will display
the number of free memory blocks in currently in your
As well as being able to set the alarm level to any number system. This is very handy to know as it will give you an
you wish, you may also set what type of alarm you want. idea of just how fragmented your memory is.
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There a lot more features to this program and I use them all.
This is one of those little programs that finds itself run from
my startup-sequence and I usually just forget about until it
needs to warn me of a storage problem. DST occupies about
18k in memory and takes less than 1/2% of your processor
time (at an update rate of 5 seconds).

You can now add your program names as menu items to the
Workbench menu strip. The present version only supports
Workbench Tools, but, hey!, this is a great star. Instead of
having to open disk window, click on file drawer, locate the
icon for your Tool, you can now add it to the drop down
menu of the Workbench title bar.

The documentation states:

Under the Handylcons title on my Workbench you'll find
DeluxeMusic, Preferences, Calculator, Clock, and many
"This program is placed in the Public Domain, you can others. For me, this is so much easier. I can install what I
spread it as much as you like as long as you keep this file want there and not have to be double clicking on icons,
with it, and don't modify either the program or this docu- nesting myself deeper and deeper through my submentation".
directories.
Since the author is placing a restriction on its distribution
(do not modify, keep executable and documentation together) I think his use of the term Public Domain is slightly
misleading. Consider this freely distributable software in
the freeware vein (copyrighted, but with no fee requested/required).

The number of menu entries you can add is limited to the
font size you are using and the current vertical resolution of
your Workbench. I normally run with an interlaced Workbench using Topaz 11. With that configuration, I can get 47
entries into my Handylcons menu list.

By the use of an auxiliary program called HandyWB, you can
Mr. Aldoseri lives in the Persian Gulf country of Bahrain and start up Handylcons from your startup-sequence. This is for
can be reached on CompuServe at 75166,2531 for questions, those people like me who enjoy using both the Cu and Workcomments, suggestions and updates.
bench environments. I can just boot my machine and the programs I want access quickly are immediately available via
the Workbench menus.
Handylcons
Freely distributable software by Alan Rubright
This is another of those utilities that I have come to depend
upon. I put it in my startup sequence and forget about it. It
There seems to be a raging controversy going on now among becomes part of my environment and many times I forget
Amiga users. It is primarily a battle between Cu and Work- that it's not really part of the Workbench.
bench users. What both sides agree is a benefit is that, unlike
other machines with a graphical user interface, the Amiga With tools like this, DST, Sniplt, Qmouse, Browser, and a
gives you a choice. You aren't forced to point and click any lot of others, you too can customize your system to behave
more than you are forced to type long command line argu- just the way you want and not have to spend the next few
ments.
months participating in the guessing game of what 1.4
Workbench will be and just how it will be all things to all
While the CLI proponents wish for more power in that envi- people.
ronment the Workbench users are petitioning for more power
also. Another common ground of agreement for both groups There is an obvious problem with Handylcons (at the time
is that the current Workbench environment is very weak.
of this writing) as distributed by Mr. Rubright. It does not
work with the 1.3 ROMs installed. (I have not tried it on an
The arguments center on just what needs to be done with AI000 and the 1.3 KickStart, but I assume the problem
Workbench to make it much more powerful and intuitive to exists there also).
use. It's fairly widely known that CHM is now working on 1.4
the major emphasis being a complete rewrite of Workbench. Again, Mr. Khalid Aldoseri comes to the rescue. He has
Regardless of what GBM actually produces there will be yells created a patch that will allow Handylcons to run with the1.3
of glee and cries of protest. CBM will not be able to satisfy ROM installed.
everyone. So, whether it's now, or after 1.4 is released, the
controversy will surely rage on indefinitely.
What the patch does is to simply remove the code in HandyIcons that checks for what version of WorkBench it is
For the Workbench enthusiasts, there are some very nice pro- running on. With the patch in place, HandyWB works fine
grams available now that can really improve that envi- with 1.2 and 1.3 but may run into problems with 1.0 or I.I.
ronment. Handylcons by Alan Rubright is one of those.
Here is the patch to fix Handylcons to work with 1.3 ROMs,
Handylcons allows you to add a fourth title to your Work- but please make sure that you work on a copy of the
bench menu bar. The new entry is appropriately titled program, so that if you do make a mistake, you won't lose
Handylcons.
the original.
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• Using NewZAP (or any disk editor, I use NewZap 3.1),
load Handylcons.

The effects you have to choose from are fade in, venetian
blind, checker board, zoom in, scroll, sideways, and spiral.

• Search for socoo0o2t

You may also set the length of time a picture is displayed
on a picture by picture basis. The default setting is 3
seconds and it can be set from 0 to 30 seconds. This is the
time the program will wait before loading the next picture.
Obviously, the loading time differences between floppy
disks and hard disks will greatly effect how the delay
should be set.

• NewZAP will highlight OC 000021.
• The values after that are 66 00 012a
• Change those to 4E 71 4E 71 and click on SAVE.
• Next, load Handy W B into NewZAP.

A play program is provided to be used to execute your
scripts.

• Search for $00000021
• Starting from the highlighted values change oc 00 00 21 67 1A
to ocoo000066 to
• Click on SAVE.
Now Handylcons and HandyWB should work with 1.3
ROMs.
The documentation that is distributed with Handylcons does
not explicitly state if the program is Public Domain,
shareware, or freeware. Since no specific statement is made,
consider Handylcons to be freely distributable, copyrighted
software by Alan Rubright.

While the concept and overall design of this program is very
nice, it does have its flaws. The proportional gadgets in the
programs do not work properly. Some areas of the program
are not intuitive, which shouldn't have been much of a
concern but the supplied documentation is skimpy in many
areas.
Overall, a nice, usable slideshow, a couple of bugs here and
there. I'm looking forward to the next revision which will
hopefully include more fleshed out documentation.
Slideshow Construction Set is shareware. No specific fee is
requested.

Some other stuff
Slideshow Construction Set
Shareware by Adam Rybicki
There are many IFF slideshow programs that are either
Public Domain or Shareware. But there are few, if any,
which are as nice and easy to use as Adam Rybicki's
Slideshow Construction Set (scs).
scs is totally Amiga-ised. It presents you with a very nicely
done window full of gadgets. Scs allows you to automatically create scripts for displaying your IFF slideshow presentations.
Currently the program cannot display overscan or Extra
Halfbright images, but in future versions Mr. Rybicki plans
to add this capability, as well as adding more effects (as in
wipes, fades and so on).
scs is not limited to displaying images of only one type and
resolution. Each picture is displayed on its own screen. Other
than the overscan and Extra Halfbright limitations, there are
few others.

It won't be long now before there are a couple of very nice
CAD programs available as shareware. The programs involved are PCLw. Pe1A Plus, and Scheme. These are commercial products of SoftCircuits.
Unfortunately, for various reasons, most of all being very
bad luck, SoftCircuits is going out of business. The rights to
their CAD products belong to Ben Blish. Mr. Blish will
release those products as shareware in the near future
(probably by the time you read this). Mr. Blish's new
company, Black Belt Systems, will continue to support registered owners of these products.
Black Belt Systems is involved heavily with state of the art
software for the Amiga and HAM radio operators, including
an outstanding Amiga HAM (that's HAM as in amateur radio
rather than hold and modify!) slow scan TV software package.
Mr. Blish will continue to produce excellent commercial
software through his new company and freeware/shareware
products like his Cocomm, FixText, SetPri, and others.

You may preview a picture and decide if you want to add it
to your script. If you do, you can choose what effect should
be used during the slideshow when the picture is displayed.
You then choose what effect to be used after the picture is
displayed and before the next one.
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Disk Drives and Timing
What you are doing wrong, and how to do it right.
by Bryce Nesbitt
Copyright O 1988 Commodore-Amiga Inc.
This material comes from Commodore-Amiga Inc., and originally appeared in AmigaMalP', July/August 1988.
Several of our third party hardware and software developers
have been using the floppy disk drives in an incorrect manner,
and have been programming Liming delays in a totally unacceptable manner.
Remember that, for disk access, using the trackdisk.device is
always the safest procedure. If for some reason you go directly
to the hardware, or build hardware for the disk system, or you
need small timing coops, then this article is for you. There are
ten pointers for disk users, and then a discussion on the best
way to create delays.
The ultimate source of information on drive timing comes
from the manufacturer's specifications. This article simply
highlights the most misused points. You would be wise to
obtain a copy of a vendor specification for a floppy disk drive.
Most large electronics distributors would be happy to send one
to you.

A typical use would be:
#%00000010,$bfd100
;Set up direction
or.b
and.b ii11111110,5bfd100
;Pulse low
nop
;Wait a bit
nop
,..and again
or.b
Fi00000001,$bfd100
;Set it high again
,-- now wait 3 miliseconds for the head to
get co the next crack

We specify that our drives must get to the next track within 3
miliseconds. Some drives will step considerably faster, others
will fail at or before 2.8 miliseconds. When the direction of
step is changed, the settling time must also be added (a total
minimum delay of 18 miliseconds).
Note that the TRACK ZERO sensor will not be valid until the
head actually reaches the track.
4: When turning on the motor, wait for the READY signal to go
low before reading or writing (steps are ok before then). Note
that READY is only valid when the motor signal is ON.

Disks and software
This part is primarily directed at people who write custom
boot-loaders for game software. Due to defective loaders,
there are thousands of Amiga owners who can't load some
games, and will NEVER BE ABLE TO BUY THEM.

1: L m't make bad assumptions. For example, if you depend
on the motor being on, then turn it on before use. Don't
assume that your boot code will be entered with the disk drive
or system in any reliable state.
2: NEVER use a simple DRRA loop for timing. It fails to
produce accurate timing under a large number of circumstances. See later, in the section How to waste time.
3: The STEP line must be used as a low-going pulse. The direction must be set up first, with a separate write to the register.

S: To determine if a disk is in the drive, look at the
DISKCHANGE signal. If it is low, the disk has been removed
since the last check (and possibly inserted again). Step the
head to reset the latch and examine the current state.
6: Some code uses an extra track or two for storage or copy
protection. We will not guarantee that our drives will have
more than the normal 80 tracks. We will say that using one
extra track is rather safe, two tracks is probably ok, and three
tracks is a very bad idea.
7: After a disk write DMA has finished, a delay of 1.2
miliseconds is required before any other operations (drive
select, step, head change, etc.).
The type of disk drives we use have a gap between the erase
head and the read-write head. The disk drive keeps the erase
head enabled after the end of write gate to compensate for the
gap. Failure to wait out the delay may result in writing over innocent data on other tracks or sides.
9-t
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Disk hardware points
8: The disk drive light should not flash on and off during
access. Our drive activity light reflects the state of the motor.

The timer can be set to automatically reload the count and start
again. This gives even pulses, even if your software can't respond to them immediately.

Typically the same signal is also connected to IN USE (pin 4).

Calculating the time

9: For compatibility with future systems, we require that drives
refuse to step past track zero. If the head is already at zero, and
an outward step is received, it should not move the head. The
drive must still reset its DISKCHANGE latch, however.

First some definitions:

10: The critical specifications for our 90mm (3.5") drives are:
3ms track-to-track. l5ms settling time. >80% radial alignment
using a Dysart Alignment disk. 500ms motor spinup. 800ms
maximum power on delay.

1 milisecond (ms) m 1/1,000 second
1 microsecond (µs) = 1/1,000,000 second
1 nanosecond ins) m 1/1,000,000,000 second
On a stock 68000 based Amiga with no extra memory, the
DBRA instruction listed above will take about 1.5 microseconds
per loop. The loop above will thus waste about (2000 * 1,5 =
3000) microseconds.

How to waste time
Absolutely the worst way to insert a delay in an Amiga
program is this:

loop:

move ,w
dbra

#2000,d0
loop,d0

Yet many custom disk-loaders use loops like this for step
timing. This is totally unacceptable.

Each 8520 chip has two 16 bit timers counting down (on an
NTSC machine) at .715909 Mhz, or 1.3968255 microseconds
per tick. To get the same 3 ins delay with the 8520, we need to
divide the desired time by the rate. 3000 / 13968255 = 2148.
A complete example of how to use the timer:
; A complete B520 timing example. This blinks the power light at exactly
; 3 milisecond intervals. It takes over the machine, so watch out:
; The base Amiga crystal frequencies are:

Programs that use this method will not work on all Amigas, and
may fail on ALL new Amigas in the future. Already there am
cases of some programs that will not load on some machines.
If running under the multitasking operating system, the

timer.device can provide a delay that still lets other tasks run.
If you are taking over the machine, the following is better:

loop: btst.b #0,$bfed0l
beq.s
loop
This uses one of the high speed timer chips. As the example at
the end shows, the timers are very easy to use.
This type of loop is superior for a large number of reasons. For
as start, his timer chip method is mom accurate.
The software loop method fails to produce accurate timing
under a large number of circumstances. The speed depends on
what CPU is installed in the system, what video mode is selected, what type of memory the program is in, in what relation to vertical blanking the code executes in, what the butter
is doing, what interrupts are enabled and many more other
factors than you want to think about.
This timer chip method is more accurate and it can be set and
forgotten. The chip does the counting and your code can continue to get other things done while the chip is counting.

NTSC 20,318181 MHz
PAL
28.37516 Mhz

; The two 16 bit timers on the 8520 chips each count down at 1/10 CPO
; the CPU clock (.715909 Mils). That works out to 1,3968255 microseconds
; per count. under PAL the countdown is a hair slower at .709379 MHz.

To wait 1/100 second would require waiting 10,000 microseconds.
The timer register would be set to (10,000 / 1.3968255 = 71591
; To wait 3 milrseconds would require waiting 3000 microsecsonds.
; The register would be set to 0000 / 1.3968255 = 21481.
see the hardware manual for more information on the 8520 chips.
claatalo 2011 $bfe4OI
claataht ECU $bfe501
ciaaier EQU $bfed0l
ciaacra ECU $bfee0l

;Timer A low
;Timer A high
;Interrupt centre
;timer A control

move.w IS7rif,5dit09a

:Kill all custom chip interrupts

-- Setup, only do once. This sets timer A to one-shot mode
move.b claacra,dO
;Sat control register A on CIM
and.b 19110e0000,0
;Don't trash the 60/50Hz flag
or.b
1800003000,d0
,or serial direction bits
move.b d0,ciaacra
move.b If01111111,ciaaicr ;Clear all 8520 interrupts
-Set time (low THEN high byte)
move.b 112148a2551)claatalo
move.b 912148»B1,ciaatahi
ait

PND low order with 5fi
; shift high order by 8

for the timer to count down

busy_wait:
btst.0 10,ciaaicr
begs busy wait
bchg.b 51,$bfe00l
bset.b 10,eiaacra

:Wait for timer expired flag

;Blink light
;Restart timer

bra.s busy_wait

If required, the timer can produce an interrupt when it is finished, or it can set a bit you can examine at any time.
7
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The Amiga Transputer
What it is, what it does and why
by Dr. Howard Oakley
Dr. Howard Oakley is a research physiologist with the Royal
Navy, specialising in human survival. He also has a partnership
specialising in programming for Transputers, Commodore
Amigos, Macintoshes, and PCs, particularly in numbercrunching applications. His commercial products include sail
design and production software, and he is currently developing
Mercury, an operating system for Transputers. He co-founded
the Transputer Users" Group, and runs it single-handed.

This results in another popular misunderstanding, regarding instruction throughput benchmarks.
Because the Transputer opcodes are not feed-length, the effective speed of the chip varies - a standard 20 MHz Transputer
will only achieve a best speed of 10 million instructions per
second (MIPS) using single-byte instructions; throw some elaborate floating point and other abstruse manoeuvres at it, and it
will soon slow down.

Most vaguely interested British school-children have heard of
the Transputer, although of the very well-informed American
computer enthusiasts, almost all will be completely ignorant of
it. Over the last year or so, its increasing availability, the development of Atari's MW, and Commodore's showing of a Transputer board for the Amiga have all generated a number of instant experts, some enthusiasts who cannot wait to get one into
their machine, and plenty of people convinced that they will
solve all their problems.

The instruction set is rather bizarre in some respects too. The
Transputer sees a series of processes, each of which has its own
memory (workspace which can be altered but not legally
shared) and its own code. Setting up such processes is very
simple - it really is just a matter of giving some workspace, and
throwing the code in. The processor then carries out its own
round-robin process scheduling: it first attempts to run the
process at the head of the process-ready queue. If it can, it does
so until it has run for a certain (fixed) length of time, although it
Whilst Transputers can certainly offer substantial benefits to the only checks the time when executing a few operations such as
user, if it were ail that easy the world would already be full of LOOP and communications operates. It then gets and runs the
them (doubtless made in a.number of Far Eastern countries). next process in the queue, and so on.
Likewise, the Atari design is over a year old now, as is Commodore's board, although neither is freely available from This is complicated by the existence of high-priority processes,
dealers yet. Clearly, whilst Transputers may solve problems, which were introduced to allow for interrupt or trap-style
coding. A high-priority process is not time-sliced, but runs
they must be creating some too.
through until it has to stop, either because it terminates or requires to communicate.
What is The Transputer
Whilst discussion of the design philosophy of the 68000 may be Communications are achieved by means of channels, which are
of limited interest to Amiga programmers, that of the Transputer effectively delimited shared memory. One process sends a
is crucial to anyone considering what they might do with one. message by placing it in the channel area, then the recipient obRather than build upwards from an earlier design, linos started tains it from the same location. Either process will be halted
with a clean sheet, and then implemented a particularly simple until the other is ready to complete the message-passing - thus,
and elegant form of parallelism. This was described by C.A.R. channels can be used to synchronise processes as well as move
Hoare in papers then a book on Communicating Sequential Pro- data between them, and hence the communicating sequential
cesses, and forms the design philosophy for both the chips and processes.
their preferred programming language, Occam.
The four varieties
The Transputer is not, as is often stated, a RISC chip. Instead, it
has an ingenious instruction set which consists of byte-length Transputers currently come in four varieties. At the bottom of
instructions for 70% of the most frequently used instructions, the range is the T212 is a very cheap 16-bit device with potential uses in very large anays or as a peripheral controller.
ranging up to very infrequently used 8 byte instructions.
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The M212 is a derivative of this, intended for 10 control, particularly for high-speed hard disks and other storage media.
The T414 was the first 32-bit Transputer, and has 2 Kbyte of onchip memory and four communications links, but no coprocessor (it also steals processor cycles when communicating).
The T800 is the current top-of-the-range 32-bit Transputer, with
4 Kbyte of on-chip memory, four communications links (which
do not steal processor cycles), and a very fast maths coprocessor - all in one chip. Inmos are already manufacturing
more sophisticated versions in trial quantities.

4 cf
software to be coded (and post-linked) for fixed hardware. Thus,
you could opt for your program to run on six Ttansputers, but it
would not then run on five, and would waste any more than six,
without re-editing the source and re-compilation.
The first release from this came in the form of 3L's Parallel C,
and subsequent Fortran and Pascal compilers. As well as providing a rather more flexible general purpose configures, they
also allowed you to flood-Fill any number with slave processes
controlled by a single master process - the major drawback
being that all the slaves had to be identical.

Clearly, an operating system of sorts is required, and Helios has
The size of on-chip memory, and the way in which it is used, is now matured into enabling you to dynamically configure tasks
often critical, as these processors are essentially devoid of reg- onto an arbitrary array of processors. My own attempt at an
isters. However, you do have up to 4 Kbyte to fill with code operating system, Mercury, is much simpler than Helios, and
and/or data, which has access speeds almost as good as a more will also offer load-time configuration, so that the software can
conventional chip's registers. In number-intensive work, where remain relatively independent of hardware at last.
you might have relatively few variables but lengthy code to
chug through, it may pay to place critical numerical routines in The Goal
on-chip RAM, for example.
Parallel processing has rapidly become one of the most popular
Until a year ago, the majority of Transputer users were working topics in computing today, although the arguments in its favour
with T414 chips, as the T800 was only available in limited are often poorly understood and bear repetition. No sooner had
samples (and was still not bug-free).
the first proper electronic computers been built than academics
started to speculate how fast they could become. Them is, natuThe transition to using T800s has not been easy - for one thing, rally, a limit to processor throughput, although this has been
they are more expensive, and their instruction sets are different. steadily raised over the last decades.
It is not even easy to generate code which will run on either
type, as the T414 has some instructions which are not available To achieve the really fast processing of a Cray or CDC supercomon the T800. Until the price of T800s has fallen to the point puter, the tricks which keep throughput up have become extraorwhere T414s disappear, there will continue to be such compati- dinarily expensive - liquid cooling, very expensive semiconbility issues, and Inmos appear determined to make further ductors and so on. Parallel processing should thus be a very cheap
changes in future chips.
way of performing as well (or better). Indeed, sequential processing (even on a Cray) is very inefficient at many things which
Perhaps the single most distinct and innovative feature of these are ideal for parallel methods - Monte-Carlo simulations and
chips is the high-speed communications links which enable you other models, engineering Finite Element analysis, and so on.
to connect them up into large arrays. The actual speed realised
varies considerably. T800s should manage 20 megabits per The benefits of putting Transputers into an Amiga are not so
second unidirectionally, slightly less with bidirectional trans- clear-cut. Trivial examples such as Mandelbrot sets are common
mission, and these are set to increase in later models. But you but of little consequence. Eric Graham's ray-tracing techniques
will be very lucky to get anything near those when passing data are ripe for a touch of Transputer parallelism, and serious video
to or from a host computer, even a very fast 68030 - the link and CAD work is too. More innovative ideas such as AI-based
adaptor and the inherent slowness of the host soon see to that.
document processors and multi-media expert systems might be
longer-term goals.
Two main solutions have been proposed. The neatest from the
software viewpoint is to provide cleverer hardware in the form The most common way in which the user sees what our
of dual-ported RAM, which can be accessed normally by both software has produced is on the screen - which could be driven
the Transputer and the host processor. More challenging by the Amiga or a Transputer. If the Amiga is to display results
software development has centred on the use of direct memory and graphics, then in most instances we would really end up
access (DMA), as in MicroWay's latest PC-hosted board and using Transputers as co-processors, or communications overCommodore's design.
heads would become excessive. This would be cheap, and I
think a potential mass-market approach.
Perhaps the biggest disappointment to those investing in expensive Transputer boards and compilers, though, has come However, to bring the graphics up to the speed of the Transputas,
when they discover that communicating sequential processes on allowing full programs to nm on them, a Transputer-based
a single Transputer are very different from those spread across graphics card (connected link-to-link into the processor array)
several. The original approach to this was to force each piece of would be required, at considerable extra cost. The Amiga would
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then be reduced to a keyboard, a few very slow 10 ports, and
slow disk filing. As PCs are already filling this role for Transputer systems at far less cost, I see only a small market here.
Whatever Commodore would like to see Transputers doing in
Amigas must be set in the context of their competitors. MicroWay are already the largest producer of Transputer cards, and
do so solely for PCs. They offer a range of cards, including
superb graphics systems, ultra-fast hard disks, and more specialised 10 boards. They are well-established and sell into corporate and academic sectors, as do their competitors who also
offer PC-hosted products.
Levco now provide a well-supported if expensive range of cards
for the increasingly-popular Macintosh, and even have programming support from Apple themselves. Atari are clearly
putting a lot of money into their workstation, the ATW, although
its long-term success is doubted by some.
Would the Commodore board be a spoiler for the ATW? Can it
compete against the massive PC market?
•
I feel that if it is to succeed, it must be extremely low-cost,
simple but strongly supportive of the Amiga's talents, singleuser, and single-tasking (bear in mind that Transputers are far
more fragile when multi-tasked than even the 68000, and lack
any memory management hardware).

with it, requiring a much more intuitive method of building the
complex of tasks to make up their program.
The combination of Commodore's hardware and Helios would
not, of course, seem a good one for using Transputers as coprocessors. Although they have DMA to accelerate data transfer,
this would also require support for the near-naked use of the coprocessors (no operating system to talk through), and good
function libraries. Whilst these may be under development, they
are unlikely to appear until after the Helios set-up, and will certainly be overshadowed by it.
Every time that I hear of urns, or Unlet-like, systems, I always
grow rather disinterested, and I fear that a growing number of
computer users do likewise. Apple have teamed something of a
lesson which Commodore might attend to: the Macintosh's
uND(-workalike, A/(JX, is only a help in corporate tales when
mini- and main-frame connectivity are all there. The Mac enthusiast eschews A/UX, and magazines like MacTbtor barely
mention it. I know of no-one running it yet, although I have
many contacts with Mac Ns.
Does Commodore, still selling only PCs in any numbers in the
corporate market, feel that it can succeed where Apple learned
the hard way, in the face of Jobs's NeXT, the Atari ATW, and its
own (and many other) 680x0 boxes?
Who Wins?

The Route
What has so far been announced is that Commodore have produced limited quantities of a series of Transputer boards for the
Amiga 2000. These would allow a maximum of 17 Transputers
to be put internally, with the possibility of an additional one for
graphics (although this puzzlingly requires a PC expansion slot,
perhaps being a PC board and not an Amiga one). System
software will be Perihelion's Helios, developed so successfully
by Tim King, architect of AmigaDOS, and his team.
Helios is now a mature and quite stable product, after a rather
faltering start. The team have devoted a lot of attention to producing a UNct-compatible operating system with few vices (the
worst of which is probably lack of any means of dealing with
message-passing failures), and many virtues. It is fairly robustly
multi-tasking, and multi-user up to rather grand campus-wide
networks running off pools of Transputers in local processor
farms. The XWindows server has also been the focus of hard
work, in reducing its code and data sizes to make it almost manageable, at least if you have a few Transputers in your system.

The Commodore products will undoubtedly keep the small but
vociferous band of Amigix hackers happy; those who, for one
reason or another, think that the Amiga is really going to grow
up into a tract engine. They will probably also do some damage
to the Atari ATW, although if either firm's products fail, I expect
both will.
I dread the prospect of trying to use the Commodore board as a
co-processor, even without Helios and with its DMA. Someone
is going to have to write those libraries, and they have got more
than a few problems to think of. One of the advantages of dualport memory was the ability to change the byte-order in the
process of transferring data; rather important if you are going to
be moving mixes of integer and real types between processors
which see the order of bytes in exactly the opposite way!
Then there is the problem of ensuring that only the right bits of
code get loaded into the Transputers' on-chip memory, or they
will be painfully slow even against a 68030 and 68882 coprocessor.

There are still some minor penalties associated with Helios, So if you are quietly developing a Transputer board which could
though. It naturally imposes some overhead in temps of pro- be made cheaply, and fits the role of a co-processor, please let
cessing speed as well as memory usage, although it is difficult me know. Perhaps, after all, Commodore's main interest lies not
to make direct comparisons on which to base figures. Originally, in marketing the product - it is already a year old - but in using
it looked to be very poor for configuring programs onto varying it for in-house development and training for a future chip which
arrays of processors, but Perihelion have produced a superb will be even better than the Transputer, and form the basis of the
process description and placement language to resolve this. next generation of Amigos. In the meantime, I just want to put
However, I fear that many users will be simply unable to cope my favourite processor into my favourite microcomputer.
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Amiga Program Structure
Taking a close look at hunks
by Jim Butterfield

Copyright © 1988 Jim Butterfield
Jim Butterfield is a Toronto writer, programmer and lecturer
whose association with microcomputers goes back to the IK
KIM-I in the earliest days of Commodore computing. Jim's
ability to communicate his encyclopedic knowledge of CBM
products through articles, books, lectures and television
programmes has made his name a household word among
Commodore users around the world.
A computer program (often called a tool in Workbench lingo)
seems to be a simple thing. A program is often described as a
set of instructions which do a certain job. But there's more to
it than the simple definition suggests.
Program hunker allows you to examine the complex structure
of programs. It's written in BASIC; you won't need any costly
compiler, and if you wish to look into the workings of the
program, it's easy to LIST and see what's happening.
The Three Elements
A typical program is made from three elements. First, the code
itself; the instructions that make the program work. Next, there
are the constants: fixed values and messages used by the
program. Finally, there are variables: values that are calculated
as the program runs.
In BASIC, the three types seem to be mixed together. A
statement such as PRINT 1+5 is certainly an instruction, but it
also contains a constant (value 5). It seems to contain a
variable, 1, but in fact it does not; the real value of 1 is stored
somewhere else, separate from the program.
Much of the style of machine language programs is a result of
careful planning of constant and variable areas.

The Amiga structure originally planned for programs to keep
these three elements separate, blocking them out in hunks.
There am three types of hunk: instructions would be stored in
a code hunk, constants in a data hunk, and variable work areas
in a BSS (Base of Stack Segment) hunk. This last type of hunk,
as stored on disk, contains no data: just a note of how much
space will be needed. The variables that go into such a hunk
will be set up by the program as it mals.
BSS is a term from Unix, and the words Base of Stack Segment
have no useful meaning on the Amiga. I'd rather use a much
older translation of BSS from earlier machines, and think of the
term as meaning Block Segment Size.
Programs were originally planned to contain one of each of the
three hunks. In fact, there's more: many running programs are
made up of independent programs, or routines, linked together.
Want to do some maths? The programs to do the job would
likely be called in separately (hunks and all) and linked to the
original code. And then the program may be prefixed with
canned startup code. It's quite common for a simple program
to end up as a collection of a dozen or more hunks. Indeed, the
beginning programmer in machine language or C might have
trouble finding his or her tiny bit of code among the masses of
extra material that has been added.
Scatter Loading

On simple computers, a program is one chunk. Loading it
brings it into one area, and the programmer often knows in
advance exactly where that area will be.

It's a different story on the Amiga. A program may be made up
of a large number of hunks. The program will be scatter
loaded, that is, each hunk as it is brought in will be placed in a
Does a PLEASE WAIT message get printed from two different completely separate and unrelated part of available memory.
places within the program? The programmer will store it once The loading program that does this job will make all necessary
and then arrange for two separate parts of the code to access it. connections between the various hunks.
Do you want to set fifteen variables to zero at a certain point
in the program? The programmer is likely to put them next to You don't need to worry about any of this. The Amiga takes
each other and have a simple memory-clearing loop zap them care of all the details for you, and you won't be aware that
all at the same Ume. It's often true that more time goes into your program is fragmented into dozens of pieces scattered
planning data structures than goes into writing the instructions. across memory. It all works together very nicely.
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Whenever one hunk refers to another - to get or store data, or forces the relocation tables to be printed. They are not usually
to call a subroutine - this fact is noted in a relocation table. too useful.
The table helps the loader adjust the addresses so that they will
point at the proper place. Here's a technical note: since all You may be surprised to see another item in some programs:
addresses used in this way are held in full 32-bit long words, symbols. These are the names used by the programmer, or by
the table is called RELOC_32. You'll see a number of these the system, to identify certain pieces of code. These symbols
tables as you run the program hunker.
am not needed after assembly/compilation and linking have
taken place. They are them to assist in debugging.
Why Hunks?
As you snoop around through various programs and comThis type of scatter loading has several advantages. The most mands, you'll also be surprised at the wide variety of hunk
important factor is better usage of memory. Suppose, for ex- counts. Some small programs (such as BindDrivers) use lots of
ample, that we had a program 50K in size. If it came as a hunks. Some medium size programs (such as Echo) use hardly
single chunk, we'd need to find an empty 50K piece of any. The programmer controls this when the program is commemory in order to load it. But if, as is more likely, the piled and linked; it's a matter of programming style.
program is made up of ten hunks, each of size 5K, we would
have much less trouble finding space for all of these.
Happy Hunting
There are two types of memory in the Amiga; chip memory
and fast memory. (Until you expand to over 512K, you have
only chip memory). Data that needs to be accessed by the
video/audio chip set (the Portia-Agnes-Daphne chips, or PAD)
must be placed in chip memory; that's the only part of
memory that these chips can see. Other program stuff that the
PAD chips don't want to see is best placed in fast memory if
space is available there.
Each hunk within a program can be marked to indicate where
it belongs. If a hunk is marked CHIP, it will be loaded only into
chip memory. If a hunk is not specially marked, it will go to
fast memory if any space is available there; otherwise it will
use chip memory. On the rare occasion that a hunk is marked
FAST, it would be loaded only to fast memory. A program containing such a hunk could not run on an Amiga equipped with
5I2K or less, which would have only chip memory.
Thus, you can imagine loading a huge program, say 200K in
size, into an expanded Amiga. A few of the hunks would be
marked CIS and would go to chip memory, but the remainder
would go to fast memory. Result: chip memory would be conserved, and the program would run faster by its major use of
fast memory.
Let's Go
Type in program hunker; it's written in AmigaBASIc. Save it
and command RUN. You can give the name of any executable
program file; the input command LINE INPUT allows you to use
characters such as colons or commas without causing confusion to BASIC. One of my favourite commands/programs is:
DFO:c/BindDrivers
There are several replies that you may give to the question
WANT TO SEE THE BYTES? A reply of YES outputs the bytes, and
a response of NO causes you to see only a list of the hunks. But
there are a couple of others: D or DATA gives a printout of only
the DATA hunks (where you might spot text); and A Or ALL
f
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Do you need any of this? Not directly. The programs will mn
perfectly well whether or not you know they contain hunks.
It's interesting to look into the inner workings of your computer, however. A better view of a program before it is loaded
can give you mom ideas as to how to use a debugger (such as
wACK) to look into the behaviour of a program.
And the ideas that you'll get from playing with HUNKER will
help prepare you for the day you dive into more advanced
languages and more serious Amiga programming.

Hunker:
PRINT 'Bunk Analysis Program - S Butterfield"
PAINT 'v0,2 December ab'
PRINT
PRINT 'name of executable file? ";
LINE INPUT f$
OPEN f$ FOR INPUT AS II
length-LON1)
PRINT f$, . , length; lutes:"
IF lengtb>a THEN
h$-INPUTS l#,1)
m$UR oval
IF Valu&-loll THEN 'hunk header
PRINT "want to see the bytes?';
LINE INPUT x$
'view = 0 no byte display
'view - 1 data bytes and hex
'view - 2 all bytes, hex data only
'view - 3 all bytes, all hex
View-2
IF x$-"n" OR x$-"no" THEN Viev-0
IF x$-'d' OR x$-"data' THEN View-1
IF x$="a" OR x$="all' THEN Pimp)
PRINT 'send output to printer? ";
LINE INPUT x$
dev$-"sern:"
IF x$-"y" OR x$-'yes" MEN dev$"prtP
OPEN dev$ FOR OUTPUT AS 12
PRINTI2,"File:•;f$
b$-INPUT$0,1)
oSUa Eval

-on-
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unl=Valu&
WHILE unl)O
PRINTI2,'Unit Nan - ";INPUTS lura1+4,I)
14-INPUT$14,1)
GOSUB Eval
unl-Valud
WEND
?ANTI?, 'RUNK HEADER ';
shot/cot-0
h$ INPUTS(4,11
tOSUE Eval
size-Valu&
PRINTI2,'Size';saze;
'IS-INPUT/14,1)
GOSUB Eval
Hui=Valu&
PRINTI2,' Pron";Nwk;
h$ INWTS14,11
GOSUB Eval
1-Valu&
PR1NT12,'to";1
Ask=0:IF Viev>1 THEN Ask=1
GOSUB Damp
RETIE NOT EOFIE
t$-INPUTS11,1)
AS-01PUT513,1)
NunkTypeS="
p-ASCN51/64
IF p<>INTIp} TIEN PRINT °?"
IF P-' TEN EunkTypeS-".CWP"
IF p=2 TEEN NunkTypeS=".FAST'
IF p=3 THEN BunkTYpeS-'.???°
ODSUE Eval
IF Yalud-1001 OR Valud-1002 THEN
PRINTI2,'Hunk':Hunk:
Buok4unkt1
IF Valoi4001 TEEN Aak=LPRINTI2,"HNIK.CME';RunkType$
IF Valu1-1002 TEEN Ask-2:PRINTI2,"HUIIK.DATA';HunkType$
hS-INPUTS 14,1)
CnSUR Eval
size-Valu&
IF Viet--0 OR Vier-3 TEEN Ask-Vies
GOSUB Dump
ELSEIF Valu4=1003 TEN
PR'NTI2,"hunk";Hunk;
Bunk=Eunktl
hS=INPUT$ 14,11
(ESE Eval
PRINT12,"EUNIUSS.';pubS" I ";size;'Iono words,";size4;"bytes I"
ELSEIF Valu&=-1004 THEN
h1=INPUT$I4,1)
GOSUB Eval
WHILE Valudo0
size-Yalu!,
hS=INPUT$14,1)
GOSUB Eval
hk-Valu&
PRIW12,"..HUNc.RELOC_12 Bunk";hk;
IF Viet<2 THEN
Ask-0
ESE
PRINTII,'vectors:"
Ask-I
PINI IF
DOSE Dump
h$=1NPUTS14,1)
GCSUB Eval
WEE
ELSEIF Valud-1008 THEN
PRINTI3,"..HUNK.STIEOL"
h$=-INPUTS 14,11
GOSUB Eval
EILE VaIud>0
lengthsValu&4

namS-INPUT$ (length,')
WHILE KIDSInan$,length, 11 FIR$101
length-length-1
WEND
PRINTI2," I";LEFT$ nam$, length';"I
h$-INPUTSN,I)
shot/ant-0
((SUB nohow
PRINTI2,
h$=IDPUT511,1)
GOSUB Eval
WEND
ELSEIF Valu;=1010 TEEN
PRINTI2,"..HUNK.END"
ELSEIF Valu&-1013 TEEN
' not sure about this one
PRINTI2,"..HUNK.CVE LAY°
h$=INPUT$14,I}
GOSUB Eval
Ask-Vier:IF Ask>1 TEEN Ask-Ask-1
size=Valu&
GOSUB Dump
ELSE!? Valud=1014 THEN
PRINTI2,'..11UNK.BPaW'
ELSE
CLOSE 12
OPEN 'sea:" FOR OUTPUT AS 12
PRINT Valu/
PRINT "diagnostics:"
FOR j-1 TO 11
h$=INPUT514,11
ESE nsho
NEXT j
STOP
END IF
WEND
CLOSE 12
ELSE
PRINT "not an executable program"
END IF
ELSE
PRINT "too short'
END IF
CLOSE 11
PRINT
END
Dump:
shotmt=0:tx1'"
FOR j-1 TO size
b1-INPUTS 0,1)
IF Wk>0 THEN
IF showent)4 THEN
showent=0
PRINT12,tx1
tx$=' "
END IF
PREFIX,"
FOR k-1 TO 4
kO-ASCINID$Ih$,k,II)
IF Ask>l TEEN
IF k0>31 AND kO<122 THEN
txS-tx$4CHR$Ik0)
ELSE
tx$=tx$t".'
END IF
END IF
k%=INT(k0/16)
GOSUB byteshow
kt-k0-kk46
GOSUR byteshw
NEXT k
shwent-shwcnt+1
END IF
NEXT j

SPACES(30-length';
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ARexx Programming
Part 1 - syntax, symbols, operators and the trace option
by John Carpenter
ARexx is a powerful system language which, apart from the
normal programming features, allows tasks within the Amiga to
talk directly to each other. Complex CL/-style command sequences can be constructed and external programs (including
application software such as SuperBase) can be "driven" externally by an ARexx program, or even some other application
provided with an ARexx interface. Several commercial packages
are now being provided with an ARexx interface, and the future
looks promising.

It was with excitement that I read, a few months ago, an article
that announced that William Hawes had written an implementation of the Rexx language for the Amiga known as ARexx.
Rexx is an abbreviation of Restructured Extended Executor, a
language developed by Mike Cowlishaw of IBM (UX) Laboratories Ltd. It was initially released (or so I believe) as a replacement for the EXEC language running on CMS; which is part
of the IBM's Virtual Machine (vM) operating system.
The Amiga implementation closely follows the language definition as described in The Rexx Language: A Practical Approach in Programming (by M. F. Cowlishaw, published by
Prentice-Hall).
Like BASIC, Rexx is an interpreter and that, excepting a few
common keywords, is where the similarity ends. It has a sophisticated instruction interface allowing it to start external programs and communicate with them, thereby allowing the programmer to develop fully integrated software packages.

(which are ignored, unless they are delimiters or form part of a
string), Rexx keywords, tokens and the special characters. The
Rexx keywords am reserved names for the Rexx instructions.
Tokens are classed as comments, strings, symbols, numbers and
operators. The special characters are ( 1
: and these
have special significance when found outside a suing.
A clause is delimited by a new-line, except when the last character in the line is a comma (except in comments), or when the
line ends in the middle of a string or a comment. The clause
may be explicitly delimited by using a semicolon.
Blanks, except for those within a string, are always compressed
to a single blank, while blank lines are ignored. After this compression the clause is read from left to right by the interpreter.
Comments consist of any sequence of characters delimited by
/ * and */ , and these may span more than one line. They can
also be nested between other tokens. Comments are ignored by
the interpreter, except that they act as a separator and are
therefore converted to a single blank.
Rexx programs must start with a comment. This was done to
allow compatibility between Rexx programs and EXEC programs in the CMS environment
Strings
A string is a sequence of any characters to be used as a literal.
They are delimited either by single quotes (') or by double
quotes (") and hexadecimal or binary strings can also be coded.

It is very easy for the beginner to use. The syntax of the language is uniform and does not suffer from some of the quirks
that some dialects of BASIC suffer from. One of the best features
for the beginner (and experienced programmers as well) is the "abc"
abc'
superb source level debugging facilities that are available from
'John"a
book'
the trace mode.
A Rexx program
A Rexx program consists of an ASCII script (which may be
created using any editor which produces an ASCII output file)
containing a series of clauses. A clause can consist of blanks

/* a null string
*/
/* a string with the value abc */
/* same string delimited differently*/
/* John's book, the two quotes*/
/* indicate a single quote */
"John's book" /* also results in John's book */
"he said, ""help""" /* results in he said, "help" *1
/* a hexadecimal string */
'12AE'x
/* equivalent to the above*/
"12 ab"X
'00000001'b
a binary string */

419-
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Symbols

This would result in Amiga Fred bring displayed.

Symbols begin with an alpha character or a special character,
but may not start with a period (. ), semicolon (;) or colon (:)
and these symbols may be used as variables, labels and, if uninitialised, they may be considered to be a string.

Numbers

The rest of the symbol may contain numerics and certain special
characters, and the symbol will be translated to upper case
before execution.
An uninitialiced symbol that is not a label has the value of its
own name although, in my experience, it is best not to make use
of this facility except in very simple programs.
A label is a symbol ending with a colon.
a=1
a=b

/*
/*
/*
/*
Tax_rate=0.5

fa-0
Call start
Start:

a is a simple variable
*/
b is a simple variable, unless it has*/
not been initialised. In this case it*/
has a value of b
*/
/* underscores make variable
*/
/* names more intelligible
*/
I* some special symbols can also
*/
/* used to start variable names
*1
/* this is
call to the
*/
/* routine labelled Start
*/
/* this is the label Start
*/

Arrays

Numbers consist of numeric character sequences which may be
prefixed by a minus or plus sign. Numbers may also include the
period to represent the decimal point and/or E (or e) to represent
the exponential notation.
Thus, the following are all legal numbers in Rexx:
1
1.0
-1.0
2e5
2e-3
+12.34
Operators
The operators are the typical set of computer operators including + - «= and so on. The complete set and their priorities can be found in the ARexx manual.
Two special string operators are worth a mention though, they
are I I and the space character.
If the following is executed
a='Hello there' 'world'

The period (.) has a special meaning, it is used to create com- then a would contain "Hello there world", but with the folpound symbols and stems. A compound symbol consists of the lowing:
stem name and one or more subscripts.
a = 'Hello there' I I 'world'
Suppose we have a simple array called a and it has elements 0
to 9, then the element names would be al, a.2 and soon.
a would contain "Hello dtereworid" (no space between there
and world).
We could use variable b to address these elements by coding
ah, setting b to values between 0 and 9 would return the value All die above rules may seem complex but when you start to
of the element. Setting b to 10 would return a.10. Multidimen- use the language you will ford that you follow most of them
sional arrays can also be created by using more subscripts as in quite naturally.
a.b.c.

Tracing
A stem has only one period and that must be the last character of
the symbol name. It is used to initialise all possible compound
variables with the same stem name. Executing a.=0 would
affect both 4.6 as well as a.b.c.

To demonstrate the power of the Rexx trace facility, enter the
following program into a text file (using any editor which produces an ASCII text file) and call it SIMPLE, remembering that all
Rexx programs must start with a comment

If the following part of a Rexx program was executed:
a=3
b = 1

/* assign 3 to variable A
*/
/* assign 1 to variable a (note the
*/
/* blanks are stripped before execution)*/
c.a.b a 'Amiga' /* assign "Amiga" to element C.3.1*/
d-'John' •
e.john = 'Fred' /* assign "Fred" to E.JOHN
Say c.3.1 e.d

/* print C.3.1 and E.JOHN

/* A simple Rexx program */
Trace Value 'Off' /* set trace off
a=1
/* assign 1 to variable a
b=/*comments can go here too*/ 'John'
/* assign "John" to b
Say "Say" b a
/* print a and b
Exit 0
/* The exit statement is one
/* way of ending a Rexx prog

*/
*/
*I
*/
*/
*/

~*
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With the Amiga's version of Rexx, you will first need to have
the master background program rex.wast running. Once this is
installed (by simply typing rexvnast at the CLI prompt) the
SIMPLE program can be executed by typing:

Rx SIMPLE
The result of running this program will be:
Say

John 1.

Nothing difficult about that, now change the trace line to read:
Trace Value 'R'

The ? prefix toggles interactive tracing on and off. Pressing
enter with no input causes the next clause to execute, but if you
enter data then this will be interpreted as a clause. This is a very
powerful debugging tool and I tend to use it with the result and
intermediate trace options. Try it, and I doubt if you will ever
want to use an interpreter without this level of tracing ever
again.
The ! prefix toggles the host command execution inhibit on and
off.

/* trace results */

The output will now be:

*-* a=1;
>» 'Ti"
7 *-* b= 'John';
»> "John"
9 *-* Say "Say" b a;
»> "Say John 1"
Say John 1
10 *-* Exit 0;
»> „0"
6

The numbers on the left are the line numbers of the statements
within the file. The *-* indicates a clause. This is followed by
the statement and »> indicates the results of the operation.
Now change the trace line to:

Trace Value 'I'

There am two extra characters which can be used to prefix the
trace option; namely ? and !.

/* trace intermediate results */

The output is now:

6 *-* a=1;
>L> "1"
7 *-* b= 'John';
9 *-* Say "Say" b a;
>V> "John"
>V> "1"
>0> "Say John"
>0> "Say John 1"
Say John 1
10 *-* Exit 0;
>L> "0"
At this stage, comments and superfluous blanks have been removed but the clause delimiter (;) has been added. The >t> indicates the evaluation of a literai. The >v> is tracing the contents of a variable and the >0> outputs the intermediate results
as the interpreter operates on two terms at a time.
There are many other trace options but I tend to use the ones
above or ALL this just outputs the clause, or OFF which simply
turns tracing off.

Rexx is able to send command to external host programs, but
with this trace option on, the clause is evaluated but the
command is not sent to the external host and the special return
code variable (tic) is set to zero.
The host command execution inhibit is turned off when the
trace command is executed with the OFF option specified.
Assignments
In the last program we saw both litent and number assignments.
Those of you that are used to BASIC will be wondering what
happened to the $ suffix for literal variables. The answer is they
do not exist but the idea of number and literal variables do.
Try keying and running the following:
/* Program 2 *f
Trace 'I' /* Interactive trace
a-1
/* assign the number 1 to a
b-'l'
/* assign the literal 1 to b
ca+b
/* add them together
Say c
/* and print the result
d-'2+2'
/* set d as a non-numeric literal
Say c+d
Exit n

•
/
*/
•
/
•
/
*/

*/

The results will be as follows:

3 *-*
>L>
4 *-*
5 *-*
>V>
>V>
>0>
6 *-*
>V>

a=1;
"1"
b='1';
c=a+b;
„1"
"1"
"2"
Say c;
"2"

2

7 *-* d='2+2';
8 *-*
9 *-* Say c+d;
>V> "2"
>v> "2+2"

-brin
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»> "HELLO WORLD"
»> "2"
»> "WORLD"

+++ Error 47 in line 9: Arithmetic conversion error
Command returned 10/47: Arithmetic conversion error

The surprising thing to BASIC programmers is that, although b
contains a literal, Rexx was able to understand it as a valid
number and do the necessary conversions in line 5.

d='2.2'

8 *-* end;
6 *-* Do i = 0 to Words(invax)-1;
»> "2"
10 *-* Say a.5;
»> "A.5"
A.5
11 *-* Exit 0;
»> "0„

d=' 2e2'

Line 4 issues the PDLL instruction. This instruction is used to get
input from the stack. When the stack is empty, as in this case, it
will read a string from the input console.

Literal d does not contain a valid number so the addition in line
9 could not be done. Changing line 7 to read either

or

would result in correct operation.

Line 6 is the start of a do loop, with its end on line 8. This particular invocation is equivalent to the BASIC:

More on arrays
The next program explores compound symbols and stems.
/* Program 3*/
Trace 'R'

FOR I*1 to N
NEXT
It is worth noting that whilst in the do loop, the trace is indented
two characters. In the case of a nested loop, the trace is indented
for each level of nesting.

/* trace results*/

Say 'Key same words and then press enter'
Pull invar
/* assign the input to invar */
Do i - 0 to Wordslinvar)-1
/* loop to set up array
a.i - Word(invar,itll
/* assign element to the ward */
/* terminate loop
*/

end
Say a.5
Exit 0

If you type Hello world when requested, this will be the result:
3 *-* Say 'Key some words and then press enter';
>» "Key some words and then press enter"

Key some words and then press enter:

Line 7 has the assignment of the array a. After the do loop, the
element a.0 will contain HELLO whilst the element a./ will
contain THERE. The Word() function returns the nth word of a
string.
Line 10 outputs element 6 of array a but as there were only 2 elements nod, element 6 will be uninitialised. However, according to the rules above, uninitialised variables will be set to
the value of their name. This explains why AS was output.
Changing line 5 to read:
a. = "

4 *-* Pull invar;
»> "HELLO WORLD"
6 *-* Do i = 0 to Words(invar)-1;
»> "0"
»> "HELLO WORLD"
>» "1"
7 *-* a.i = Word (invar,i+1);
»> "HELLO WORLD"
>» "1"
»> "HELLO"
8 *-* end;
6 *-* Do i = 0 to Words (invar) -1;
»> „1"
7 *-* a.i = Word (invar, 1+1);

FI

Also on line 6 is the Words() function. Rexx has many functions, as you will soon learn. this one returns the number of
words within a string.

/* initialise array

*/

will make the program run correctly. Line 10 will now output a
null line if this program is mn without a sixth word being keyed.

Next time, I will look at some more Rexx instructions including
the dolend instructions in full.

0
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Disks from TRANSACTOR for the AMIGA
TransAmi Disk #1
BLink
StructureBrowser
Uedit
PopToFront
TrapSnap
PopColours
XE
Asm68K
Csh
ARC
Asm6502
Text Reader
FnPlot.bas

TransAmi Disk #2
StructureBrowser 1.3
DumpLo
TWM
TalkingTasks
People Ball
ArtThief
PopColoursl.3
FXE-Calculator
Test Reader

TransAmi Disk #3
Vol I Issue I
StructureBrowserl.3
ARP
Cycles
More Rows
Dos Packets
VirusProtect
MemWatch
JBEcho
Lists
FixHunk
JTCaIc
ARC22
Text Reader

TransAmi Disk #4
Vol I Issue 2
MintermTutor
ARP
Cycles (updated)
Toy3
Browser
Random
Rob Peck
DBufDemo
Keep
Update
Showlnfo
ARC
Tex t Reader

TransAmi Disk #5
Vol 1 Issue 3
ARP
Bits
Access
EventMaker
DeciGel
Copilot
3DPlot
Chatty
Text Reader
ARC

TransAmi Disk #6
Vol 1 Issue 4
RunTimeLibs
DiskSalv

TransAmi Disk #7
Vol 1 Issue 5
SysCheck
Hunker
Boot68010
VirusX31
WPutilities
Devices
Val

Transactor Disks
for the Amiga
are available from:

Modula2
CallingCLl
ChangingFonts
ShellScripts

Transactor (Aust)
35 Calder Crescent
Holder ACT 2611
Each disk is $11
Please include $2 p&p
with each order.
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Quirks and Quandaries
Some bugs, some thoughts and some ideas
by Betty Clay
Is there such a thing as a bug-free computer? I doubt it Can
even one piece of software be totally free of them? Not
likely. Little faults cause us trouble, and as we find them,
one by one they get fixed, or we discover ways to work
around them.

SPEAK:
Timothy Meisenheimer reported a problem with the SPEAK:
device that has been confirmed as a bug, but one that is
easy to remedy.

This article describes some of the strange or troublesome The examples given show OPT to be in upper case, but it
things that have been reported recently. A few of these must be lower case in order to work properly. If only all of
came from personal experiences, but most have come from our solutions were so simple!
others. They were collected from various networks, magazines, newsletters, and conversations. Perhaps they will be RESIDENT
of interest, or maybe of help, to you.
The most frequently reported "bug" in 1.3 turns out to be a
misunderstanding instead. It has been reported by many
SETCOMMENT
people and on all the boards that there is an error in the
Matt Dillon reported a problem with SetComment under UseCount with RESIDENT.
1.3. It seems that Matt set a comment that was larger than
the maximum size allowed for, and the file system copied No matter how many times you have used a command, it
the comment right on through the file name and subsequent most often shows a UseCount of O.
fields of the file header block. This caused a rather spectacular crash, repeatable on each reboot until the offending It turns out that UseCount reports the number of tasks curfile was removed.
rently using a command, not the number that have used it
since power-up. If no task is using it at the moment, the
Getting rid of that file was not so easy. The file name was count will be O.
now destroyed, so its hash value was wrong, and the
checksum was wrong. With the wrong hash value, it was Disks with Gurus
impossible to delete the file. Matt used DISKED to get rid of
the file, but most Amiga owners are not so knowledgeable.
Another problem that continues to cause trouble is with
disks that won't validate. This usually brings up a key is out
He made a couple of suggestions for Commodore: (I) Set- of range, key is already set, or key is already free. requester.
Comment should not be permitted to write more than the al- The key, of course, is the sector number of the file header.
lotted length, and (2) the DiskValidator should not only
check for impossible filename lengths, but should also If it is already set, that sector is claimed by a different file
make sure the hash value and the filename match. This for its own header, and you can't have two files with the
problem is not something we can correct ourselves, but we same sector for the header. If the key is out of range, the
can work around it by watching the size of our comments file system has written in a sector number that is more than
1759 for a floppy, or larger than the highest sector number
while we wait for Commodore to repair it.
in the partition on a hard disk. These can be corrected by
It was also Matt Dillon who reported problems with the 1.3 hand if you are good with a disk editor, but can usually
printer files in the Native Developers' Kit. He found that handled more easily by DiskSalv.
there is an XREF missing in each of the files, but Matt says
that if you just remove that reference when the error The problem is most often caused by a flaw in the disk
message appears, the assembly can continue without it.
media itself, but can be caused by a disruption in the power
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to the computer, or by something else that disturbs the drive I still do not know what caused the original to lose all those
during a write. If it happens to you often, you are probably files. I've looked at the original files with a disk editor
using disks that are old and worn, were not of good quality several times, but have not yet spotted anything unusual
to start with, or were single-sided. In the case of floppies, that would cause this behavior. Perhaps one of you can exbetter disks is the best answer.
plain this one.
Another corrupt disk caused a most interesting crash on Jim
B utterfield's Amiga. Jim had tried to replace a file on a disk
that was too full. The save had appeared to be successful.
When the disk was placed in the drive the next time, all
went well until one particular icon was called. Fireworks
erupted on the screen, pitiful cries came from the sound
chips, and the machine went down.
Jim knew that I like to study corrupt disks with strange
problems, so he sent that one to me. Examination of the
disk revealed that the icon had actually grown to some 37K
in length. When the icon file was examined, the executable
program was found to have become attached to the end of
the info file.

Hidden files - 2
Have you ever had a disk file that could not be deleted,
renamed, or otherwise manipulated, yet it appears in your
directory? You can see the file every time you ask for the
d ri ectory, but nothing you do accesses the file in any way.
This is caused by having the pointer to the file in the wrong
place. A file pointer (the number of the header block) must
be placed in the directory slot that corresponds to the hash
value of that file name. If it is in a different slot, the file
system can still find the file name and put it in a directory,
since it reads the sector number from the directory block,
and then gets the name of the file from the header-block
sector.

In this case, I copied the files over to another disk and
saved the corrupt one for further study. DiskCopy will not Going backwards is a different matter. When you ask for a
work in a case like this. It would copy the errors as well as particular file, the system first gets the hash value of the
the good files. Copy takes a long time, but it takes only the file name, then looks in the slot corresponding to that value,
good files over.
and goes to the sector number it finds there to get the file.
Hidden files -1
Another interesting disk problem is one I have not yet
solved. There was no guru, nor any other warning that all
was not well.
While preparing a monthly disk for my club, I had been
adding icons to all of the files using one of the programs
that adds icons automatically. There were drawer icons of
several types and colours on the disk, and I deleted all of
them in order to allow me to replace them with drawers that
matched.
The program refused to make new icons for the directories.
I then tried to copy a drawer icon over by hand, and that
failed. Next, I called for a directory, and found no files. By
this time. it appeared that the entire day's work was lost.
In desperation, I used the correct path to call for a program,
and it loaded and ran. Every program for which I could remember the correct name would run with no problems, but
they would not appear in a directory or in a list.
If I asked for a subdirectory whose name I could remember,
it came up in the normal fashion.

Suppose the hash value of a file name is 12 (it must be between 6 and 78, inclusive). If the header block were 4898,
then the directory entry on the disk would be something
like this:
slot
0
1-10
11
12
13

contents
002 the file type
xxx
898
xxx

location of file with hash value of 11
location of header block for our file
location of file with hash value of 13

After checking slot 12, the system reads sector 898, jumps
down to slot 107 (which is byte 432) and reads the file
name. If the number of the sector header is in the wrong
slot, there will be false information in slot 12, so you will
not be able to find the file.
The number might be zero, indicating that no file by that
name exists; it might be the number of a block in which another file begins, and the file names won't match. The
entire hash chain will be checked and at the end, the system
will give up, having found no file with the right name.

In a case like this, if you can locate the actual file on the
disk, you can get its header block number from the beginning of any block, get the hash value of the filename,
I solved the immediate problem by copying (not and then place that block number in the slot corresponding
diskcopying) the files to a good disk, using Copy 410: to to the file name. Most of the disk editors allow you to
dfl: all. Every file copied correctly to the new disk, where search the disk for a string. You can enter the file name into
it behaved in a normal manner.
the string and the editor will find the header block for you.
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RAD:
Many people are using RAD: (the recoverable RAM dick)
happily, booting from it and using it as a Workbench in
memory. Others find it to have many problems.

Something in my own machine causes problems with any recoverable ram disk. I find RAD: to be of little use because on
every reboot it reports a read/write error, and just rebooting
doesn't get rid of the error. It is more trouble than it is worth
to me.

We decided to purchase a replacement, but could not locate a
Chinon drive to match the broken one. We bought a TEAc
drive, and it wouldn't run. Knowledgeable friends came over
to help, but nothing worked. The SideCar was fine - and the
drive was fine, but they seemed unable to cooperate.
A solution was finally found, and it was very simple. There
had to be a jumper between Ry and ML. With it in place, the
drive functioned perfectly. So easy, once we had the
knowledge.
Edited FONTS

Happier users of RAD: have been asking how they can reboot
from RAD: even though they forget to remove a floppy from
the drive. Someone on Usenet (I think it was Andy Finkel)
told how to do this.
If you set the Bootl§i field in the mounfist entry for RAD:
to 127, your machine will automatically boot from RAD: instead of from the floppy. Of course, you will find it impossible to boot from a floppy after you've done this, so you
can't have it both ways. Well, impossible unless you first
use RemRad:.
DF1: for a 2000?
On the 2000, the internal drive is DR:, but an external floppy
will be recognized as DF2:. Many programs expect to fmd
floppies in on: and DFI:. They make no allowance for other
configurations.

One final bug was reported on Usenet by Geoffrey Kim. He
had edited the Topaz 8 font, saved it under a new name into
his fonts: directory, and then tried to use it with FastFonts.
He received an error message stating that he could not use a
proportional font - but his font was not proportional.
This occurred because of a 1.2 bug in FED. FED was not
clearing the ROMFONT bit in the flags field, and yet it was
setting the DISKFONT flag. FF would not accept a font that had
both flags set.
Confused, maybe? With the 1.2 FED, you can use NewZap to
correct this flaw, but it is easier to get 1.3. The new FED
seems to have the problem corrected.
The Lazarus Virus?

Several people (Amiga newcomers, no doubt) have recently
reported a new virus both to CompuServe and to Usenet.

This is not kind on the part of the programmers, but the user
needs a way around the problem, all the same. If the
mountlist in the den: directory has an entry that gives the
name as DFI:, but has a 2 in the unit field (uNrr=2), then the
user can add a line to the startup-sequence that says Mount
Dpi:, and all references to DFI: will go to device 2, getting
the proper result.

They said that this virus attacked when they were trying to
recover a disk, even though they were using the method approved by the system software. The disk became flawed, the
requester came up telling them to use DiskDoctor to fix the
disk, and they did.

In other words, the external drive will now respond to either
DFI: or to DF2:. It makes the software happy. In 1.3, the
mountlist is already set up, and all you have to do is add the
line to the startup-sequence.

When they regained control of the computer, the disk had its
structure completely rearranged, some of the files were
missing, and the disk had been renamed to Lazarus. This is
not a virus, but is a characteristic of the DiskDoctor program.

For those still using 1.2 (does anyone?), the "/*" and "*/"
after the "ri" sign must be removed, and UNIT = 2, and
RIGHCYL=79 must be typed.

That DiskDoctor would sometimes rename a disk as Lazarus
became obvious to me back in 1985. DiskDoctor will also
put almost all of the files into the root directory, and it makes
other changes that prevent any further attempts at recovery.

Replacement drives for the Sidecar

During the summer, 1 purchased a SideCar to go with my
Amiga 1000. My need for IBM compatibility is extremely
small, however, and the SideCar became a Christmas present
for a very special relative. He was delighted, and spent a
great deal of time getting things fixed to his liking - but on
the third day, the drive stopped working. We tried to have it
repaired, but were unsuccessful in the day or so that he
would be here.
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It is not a good thing to use, though I'm told that the 1.3
version is far more robust, and that it tells you more about
what it is doing to your files.
This quirk of renaming disks happens when DiskDoctor
finds the root directory to have problems, especially if something prevents the reading of the disk name. In that case, the
disk is given the name Lazarus to indicate that it is has been
resurrected.
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Despite this resuscitation, the disk will almost certainly have
serious problems. The files should immediately be copied to
a good disk, and the disk named J avarus should be reformatted - or thrown away.

The IRQ Virus
Another virus that is real has surfaced since the new year
began. This one is the IRQ virus, and it may be the most troublesome to come thus far. This one is very real and very bad.
It attaches itself to the first command called in the startup sequence, installing itself instead of the load hunk, and putting
the regular load hunk into the program itself.
It manifests itself by changing the title of the first screen to
its own name, IRQ VIRUS.
Steve Tibbetts has already provided a killer for this virus, but
it will be very difficult to keep it from infecting us over and
over. It can attach itself to any program that runs. It can be
sent along in files uploaded or downloaded.

Checking for 1.3 files
In addition to Steve's killer, may I suggest that readers get a
copy of Jim Butterfield's SYSCHECK? (It will be on the Transactor disk associated with this issue - 6n)

i-r

S ysCheck will read your WorkBench disk and report to you
the name of every file that is not the same as the 1.3 release
version.
Well...almost every file. He doesn't check the startupsequence, but does check all of the C commands, the libraries, the devices, and other files that users are unlikely to
customize.
By running SysCheck over your WorkBench regularly, you
will spot the files that have been contaminated. They can
then be replaced with the originals in order to clean your machine. The combination of SysCheck and IRQKiller is about
the best protection we have as this goes to press.

Finally
A computer without problems or oddities would be far less
interesting, at least to me, than one that has a few. Somehow,
these peculiarities seem to give the machine a personality.
New quirks are discovered constantly, and finding the solutions to them teaches us more about the machine.
Have you noticed that people are still finding strange things
in the Commodore 64, after all these years? How much
more challenging it will be to search out all of the idiosyncracies of the Amiga!
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ROBBS - an introduction
Rexx Object Building Blocks - an ARexx project
by Larry Phillips
ABexx is a very powerful tool for the Amiga, allowing programs to communicate with each other relatively easily. In this
article, planned to be the first of several, Larry Phillips describes one application, ROBBS, which provides a set of
building blocks to help programmers write simple Airexx programs to call other programs as building blocks. This article
describes the concept, and outlines SerMod (Serial Module),
the first of the series of modules, designed to allow the serial
port to communicate with ARC= compatible programs.

The Amiga, by its very nature, encourages a different sort of
program. On some machines, you will see word processors integrated with database managers, spreadsheets, and mailing
list programs. Great efforts are taken by the authors of these
programs to provide a lot of features, and to smoothly integrate the various parts of the package.

While this ability is important, there is another level of versatility that is, as yet, untapped. It is nice to be able to run different programs at the same time, but wouldn't it be much
nicer if you could use any program with any other program as
if they had been written to work together?
It isn't possible today, at least not with all possible programs,
given the programs we have available; but it could be at some
future time. I have heard an Amiga owner say "database, word
processor, and animator linked together ... could put Ilypercard to shame." Personally, I can't think of a use for those
three program types acting in an integrated manner, but the
fact is that someone did think it would be a marvellous thing.

I doubt that the author of any database program would even
consider writing the code to allow it to link up with the other
two, and the same goes for the other two authors. Even if they
You will also fmd, on single-tasking computers, features in did think it was a good idea, what programs would they
large and small programs that do mundane small jobs, like choose to link up with? If it happened to be one you particudeleting a file, listing a directory, and so on. The reason that larly like, you'd be happy, but if not, you would probably keep
these features are there is because it is usually not possible to wishing that he'd chosen your favourite.
do the job unless you are willing to exit from a program.
These thoughts led me to the idea that what we really needed
If you've ever looked for a particular program, or set of pro- was a series of building blocks designed to be hooked together,
grams to do something like remote updating of a database over each providing a limited, but necessary, set of functions.
the modem, you have probably come away frustrated that the
only programs you could find were those that could only do it I can't take credit for the basic idea though. This is a phiin a batch mode, after the day's business, and while your local losophy which has stood the test of time in at least a few operdatabase program was inactive.
ating systems. UNIX is one, and even if you have no particular
love for UNIX, you must admit that the ability to build complex
Well, we Amiga owners know that there is a better way, and programs from simple, small programs is a powerful idea.
we have the machine that can solve this type of problem.
I wanted to go one step further though, and write a series of
Because the Amiga is a multi-tasking machine, there is not modules that can be controlled to a fmer degree. While Unix
much reason for an author to include those features that are allows manipulation of programs via stdin, stdom, pipes, redibest handled by other programsFor instance, your terminal rection, and intermediate files, I wanted to get into the guts of
program does not need to be able to get a directory listing, be- small programs and allow them to be manipulated more directly.
cause it is just as easy to flip to a Cu (or bring up another cu)
to do the job. In effect, your simplest terminal program is far Inter-program messages
more powerful, or at least potentially far more powerful than
any you might find on some other machines. You can mn vir- The Amiga has a built-in feature that is ideal for our purposes.
tually all other programs while online, giving you a freedom It can send messages between programs via a system of
and flexibility that can only be dreamed of on lesser machines. message ports.
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A message port is a simple idea. A program can create a With an appropriate script, it could act as a file transfer utility,
message port, give it a name, and register it with the operating a BBS, or a program to allow remote cu-like operation of your
system. Once that is done, any other program can look for the machine (in a limited manner).
message port by name, and if the name is found, can then send
With the addition of DispMod, the combination of a script,
a message to the port.
SerMod and DispMod become a fairly powerful terminal
The message is received by the message port, and the program program. When I say "fairly powerful", I refer to the comthat created the port can act upon that message in any way. plete scripting capability provided by ARexx, since the proThe receiving program, of course, must be able to understand tocol modules, menu module, gadget module, and so forth,
the message. The receiving program then replies to the have yet to be written!
message, to let the sending program know that it was received,
allowing the sending program to re-use the memory allocated I chose to write SerMod first, since many programs can
benefit from serial communication capability, and because it is
for the message.
not difficult to visualise ways in which you can combine a
serial module with other programs.
Messaging and ARexx
Prior to the advent of ARexx, the messaging ability of the
Amiga was limited to programs compiled in a number of different languages, putting the capability beyond many Amiga
owners. ARexx, however, has full messaging ability, and can
send messages to other ARexx programs (scripts) or to programs written to understand ARexx messages.
This opens up a whole new area for those would-be programmers who like interpreted languages, allowing them to
write simple (or not so simple) ARexx programs to call other
programs as building blocks, a sort of a computer construction
set for applications.
After months of talking to people about this idea, and not
being able to interest anyone in it to a sufficient degree that
they would actually write modules, I decided to write a few
myself.

SuperBase is now provided with an ARexx interface, as is
MicroFiche Filer. CygnusEd Professional, TxEd, lEdit, and
DME all have ARexx interfaces and so do KILO and PILO Plus.
With SerMod and an ARexx program„ any of these programs
have suddenly acquired the ability to communicate over the
serial port, locally via a cable, or remotely via modem. If there
is enough interest in this project, there will undoubtedly be
more modules written, small programs that do only a few
things, and that allow you to custom-build other applications.
Even those who have no desire to program, even in ARexx, can
benefit from the ARexx programs written for ROBBS.
What exactly is ROBBS?
Perhaps a few words about the philosophy behind ROBES
modules would be in order.

A typical ROBBS application will consist of one or more
ROBES modules, controlled by one or more ARexx scripts. In
addition, other programs might be called, whether or not they
actually have an Akexx interface. Any program that can give
SerMod - the serial module
you the data you need perhaps in a file, can be used with an
The first module in the series is called SerMod (for Serial application.
Module). It was designed to be small (about 12K, but it could
be made smaller still), and to have a limited set of functions, Each module in a ROBES application should do only a few
dealing only with things that need to be done for serial com- operations, to keep the size down, to simplify programming,
and to ensure that there is little duplication of effort between
munication.
modules. Only those commands that make sense to the parIt started life as a combination serial module and display, but ticular application need be provided.
as soon as the serial part was working to my satisfaction, I
split the display out and started the second module, called There need be no standard set of commands across all
(you guessed it), DispMod. DispMod was a simple display modules, for the above reason, and because it is easy enough
program having only one type of window, and only enough to change the controlling ARexx program to account for any
functionality to be able to handle keyboard input and text differences. There are a few commands that make sense to all
modules, and these should be called by the same name in all
output.
modules. Examples of these are STATUS, cONNBCr, CIRL, and
By itself, SerMod is somewhat limited. You can run it from a DIE (more about these later).
script, and send it commands from the script, to do a variety of
jobs, such as setting the serial port parameters, sending text, At this time, I'd like to give you an overview of what a typical
receiving text, and checking for matches with user defined module might look like from an ARexx programmer's point of
view, and I'll use SerMod as an example.
strings on the incoming data.

I have called the series of modules ROBES, for Rexx Object
Building Block System.
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Though it is finished, it is not "cast in stone". If you have any
suggestions for additional features, I would like to hear about
them.
SerMod commands

CTRL Connects SerMod to another port for control purposes.
While any script program may send messages to SerMod,
SerMod sends received data to the CONNECT port, and matched
messages to the controlling port. This means that you can pass
control from script to script, as you see fit

RXD Turns the serial received data on or off.
Accepts a port name as an argument.
This is to allow other programs that open the serial port in
shared mode to have access to it without interference.
Accepts ON or OFF as arguments

COMM Sets serial parameters.
Lets you set baud rate, mode (echo, noecho), handshaking, and
translation (7 or 8 bits for received data).

TXD Enables or disables transmitted data.
Allows another program to send data without any interference
from SerMod. The other program must open the serial device
in shared mode.
Accepts oN or OFF as arguments
SEND Send a suing out the serial port.
A variation of this command, (SEND, sends a string with an appended Carriage Return character.
Accepts a string as an argument.
MATCH Sets up a match string for SerMod to watch for in
the received data.
When a match is detected by SerMod, a message is sent to the
ctxt. port, specifying the number of the suing that matched.
SerMod allows 10 strings of up to 100 characters each and the
MATCH command can be issued any number of times, which
means that you can replace any match strings already set up
MATCH also lets you clear any or all matchstrings. Note that
SCAN must be active in order for a match to have any effect.
Accepts a number between 0 and 9, followed by a string as an
argument. For example:

MATCH 3 'This is a string'
SCAN Enables the matching of received data with the MATCH
strings currently active.

The arguments will be described in the more detailed
command explanation at a later date.
DIE - Commands SerMod to quit and unload from the system.
If all messages sent from SerMod have been replied, this will
be done immediately. If there are any outstanding unreplied
messages, a message will be printed to the Cu from which
SerMod was launched to that effect, and you must then issue
the REALLY_DLE message to remove SerMod. This should
never happen in a debugged application, and is provided as an
emergency escape for the times when a script terminates early
due to an error.
Needs no arguments.
STATUS - Returns a string consisting of the current status of
SerMod.
It contains information on serial port settings, the SCAN, TXD,
and RXD state, the CONNEcr and CTRL ports, and, for future
use, the address of the IOSerial Request structure SerMod is
using.
Needs no arguments. The format of the returned status string
will be described in more detailed command description at a
later date.
Future articles
In a future issue, I plan on publishing the source code for
SerMod, a few example ARexx programs, and a more detailed
explanation of the commands and how to use SerMod.

Takes either ON or oat as a parameter.
CONNECT Connects received data with named message port.
Also lets you set up the command that will be used to send the
data, since not all modules have the same command for receiving data. Sometimes you might want the controlling script
to receive all incoming data, while at other times you would
want the data to go directly to another RUMS module.

Meanwhile, ponder what I have said here, particularly with respect to the versatility of hooking programs up through ARexx,
and let your imagination run free.
In the months to come, I will have at least one or two more
modules, perhaps more, to present, and soon we will be well
on ow way to some of the niftiest applications you can
imagine.

Accepts two arguments, a pmt name and a command.
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Amiga Devices - 2
Programming and Using Amiga Devices
by Steve Simpson, B.Sc.(Hons), M.Sc.
Copyright ®1988 S. Simpson
Steve Simpson is a consultant programmer of the Amiga and
IBM PC. He has lived in Sweden for the past five years, translating technical documents. He is an ex-astronomer whose
current interests include systems, DOS utilities development
and industrial process control, and he is currently edeveloping
SideCar routines . Steve is also the author of DiskRepair, a
disk editing/repair utility for the Amiga, which is available
from him.
Anyone who has explored the I0 features of the Amiga is
aware of the use of Amiga devices.
These exist as files suffixed device in the den directory on
the boot disk, or as part of the Kickstart ROM. The concept of
an Amiga device is at the heart of the Amigâ s device independent 10 architecture, and offers a consistent interface between
the system and the outside world.

Device Structure
Structurally, a device is very similar in appearance to that of
the Amiga run-time library. The Device (and Library) structure
is defined in the exec/libraries.h include file as follows:
struct Device I
struct Library dd_Library;
1;
Like a library, a device consists of a table of jump vectors followed by the library node and library information, which in
turn is followed by a data area.
The trackdisk.device is laid out as follows (bearing in mind
that the addresses given may differ):
offsets

This article is the second in a series which resulted from a
larger project, and it describes how an Amiga device can be
created and added to the system. There are many similarities
between devices and run-time libraries, and the reader is referred to Creating Run-Tune Libraries (Tmrtattor vol.l, issue 4)
for a description of how an Amiga library is implemented.
What is an Amiga Device?

An Amiga device offers device independent I0, providing a
consistent interface between the system and the outside world
- an interface that is transparent to the system. This interface
should be as consistent as possible for all 10 devices and to
achieve this we must have a number of standard functions,
structures and routines.
A hardware device will also require unique, device-specific
routines which must be easily accommodated in the device
definition.
This mechanism defines the Amiga device, such as the trackdisk, console, input, output, gameport, and audio devices
(which are resident in ROM) and the parallel, serial, printer
and clipboard (loaded into memory when needed from the system disk.)

FFDC
FFE2
FFE8
FFEE
FFF9
FFFA
0000

(-36)
(-30)
(-24)
(-18)
(-12)
(-6)

JMP $00FEA06A
JMP $00FE9FBE
JMP $00FEA06A
JMP $00FE9F19
JMP $00FE9F92
JMP $00FE9F92
Library Node

Abort IO
BeginI0
ExtFunc
Expunge
Close
Open
- flags
- version
- checksum
- open count

Data Area
Also like libraries, the table builds downwards in memory (in
this case, from the library node) and the order of its entries remains constant. Only the jump destinations change, reflecting
the addresses where AmigaDos has loaded the device routines.
If register 46 contains a pointer to the device structure, then
the assembler instruction:
JSR -30(A6)
would execute the BeginlO function. In assembler, the offset
may be declared as global in the source fie (prefixed with
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LVO), or defined as a constant in the appropriate .1 file. If
_LVOBeginLO is defined as -30 ($FFE2), the following will
also execute the BeginlO function:
,TSR _LVOBeginl0(A6)
If the device has functions which can be accessed without
making a call to BeginlO, then their offset constants can be
derived from their position beyond the standard device routines, thus:

LIBINIT
LIBFUNC
LIBFUNC
LIBFUNC
etc.

Dev_BeginIO
Dev AbOItIO
Dev Func

io Unit: pointer to a Unit structure for a unit of the device.
This is set by the device when opened.

io_Command: the command requested. This may be either a
standard or a device-specific command.
io Flags: used for special request options and device state.
lo Error: the error number returned upon request completion.
Commands can be either system standard commands or
device-specific. Standard commands, such as read and write,
are satisfied by all devices if possible, while device-specific
commands would refer to a specific device implementation,
such as allocating a sound channel for the audio device.
The standard commands are:

where mum- defines the standard library routine offsets (for
Open, Close, Expunge, ExtFunc) The Dev _Func routine
would then bejumped to by using:

LINRLIB Dev Func,A6
in the assembler source code. Where, again, register A6 contains a pointer to the device structure.

CMD_CLEAR: clears all internal device buffers.
CMD_FLUSH: tells the device to abort all pending 10 requests in
the device-unit request queue. All pending requests are returned with an error.
CMD_INVALID: tells the device that the calling task is sending

an invalid command.
Besides the usual Open°, Close°, Expunge() and ExtFuncO,
routines that form the basic library definition, two additional
routines must be present for any device, BeginIOQ and
AbortlOO.
BeginlOQ is the principal general-purpose 10 handler routine
provided by all devices. This takes as input a pointer to the
structure IORequest which contains information relevant to
the IO call in question.
The IOReggest structure is found in the exec/io.h header file:
struct IORequest I
struct Message io Message;
struct Device *1o_Device;

struct Unit *io_Unit;
UWORD
io_Command;
UBYTE
io_Flags;
BYTE
io Error;

Note the difference between JORequest, which refers to the
above structure, and 10 request, which refers to the actual
request made by a program for an I0 operation.

to Message: contains message information associated with
the IORequest structure. This is used by the device to return
the 10 request upon completion, and internally by devices for
10 request queuing.
io_Device: pointer to a Device structure for the device associated with dus IORequest. Set by the device when opened.

1-

CMD_READ: read a number of data bytes from the device internal buffers into the buffer defined in the calling program.
CMD_RESEf: reset the device unit and reset the device internal
routines, All pending commands are lost.
CMD_START: restart execution of a device command That was
stopped using CMD SCUP.
CMD _STOP: immediately stop the data processing being done.
Requests are queued.
CMD UPDATE: write all device internal buffers to the physical
device unit. Ensures that media are up to date and that no unwritten data remain in the internal buffers.
CMD_wRITE: write a number of data bytes from the buffer defined in the calling program into the device internal buffers.
The standard commands are defined in the exec/io.h header
file. Device-specific commands can be added to this list.
AbortIOO takes a pointer to the IORequest structure as input
and attempts to cancel previous 10 requests. This is particularly useful in cancelling all queued requests to the device.
Additional routines can be made part of the device definition,
and are private to the device. They are assigned jump-table entries below the standard jump-table entries. An example is the
raw-key conversion routine RawKeyConvertQ for the console
device.
1371
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Device Management

call. The unit number can refer to a physical unit or to a new
implementation of a device task. For example each disk drive
When a device is opened it may start one or more tasks, is regarded as a unique unit by the trackdisk device. This
thereby having one or more task control blocks associated means that the same code looks after all the disk units, but that
with it. Each task will have a message port associated with it, each unit has its own task control block, message port and data
permitting queuing of IO requests. The IORequest structure areas.
can be regarded as a means of passing messages to device
tasks. When a mrecage is completed, the device will reply the Device 10
message to the calling program. In this context, BeginI00,
SendlOO and DoI00 become special cases of the Amiga mes- Of the system devices, only the audio, printer and timer
sage passing mechanism, and are used to effect an IO request.
devices use the IORequest structure described earlier. The
other devices use an extension of it, the IOStdReq structure,
Device I0 control can be either synchronous or asynchronous, defined in the execlio.h header file:
the simplest being synchronous. BeginlO() is called with an
initialised IORequest message and control does not return until
struct LOStdReg I
the request has been satisfied. The calling program will wait
struct Message io_Message;
until the returned IORequest message is available, containing
struct Device *io_Device;
an error code or zero. Additionally a synchronous device may
struct Unit *io_Unit;
not have any task control block (sub-task) associated with it.
UWORD
io_Command;
UBYTE
io_Flags;
Asynchronous 10 relies on a device having at least one task
BYTE
io_Error;
and message port associated with it. The device is then capaULONG
io_Actual;
ble of both asynchronous and synchronous device 10, with IO
ULONG
io_Length;
queuing depending on the device implementation. Depending
APTR
io_Data;
on the tasks status flag maintained by the device, the 10 reULONG
io_Offset;
quest message from the calling program is either sent immediULONG
io_Reservedl;
ately to the task or is queued at the tasks message port. The deULONG
io_Reserved2;
vice task removes the request and deals with the I0 requests as
1;
quickly as it can on a FIFO basis. The calling program can
either wait for the replied message (synchronous 10) or it can io_Actual: the actual number of bytes transferred during the
get on with something else in the meantime (asynchronous requested IO operation.
IC). An example of a device task is the task started for each
unit of the trackdisk device, one unit for each disk drive pre- io Length: the requested number of bytes to transfer during
sent in the system.
the IO operation.
Device Units

io Dam: data buffer pointer defined in the calling program.

One or more Unit structures can be associated with each device and these are defined in exec/devices.h, as follows:

hi Offset: the byte offset specification for devices which require it (such as the trackdisk device).

struct Unit I
struct MsgPort
UBYTE
UBYTE
UWORD
1;

io_Reservedl: reserved for structure expansion

*unit MsgPort;
unit_Flags;
unit_pad;
unit_OpenCnt;

unit_MsgPort: pointer to the unit task's message port

unit_Flags: flags maintained for request queuing and task
control
unit_OpenCnt: number of times this task unit has been
opened
The structure is initialised by the device for each unit opened,
and a pointer to it is returned in the 10Request structure. The
unit number is specified as a parameter in the OpenDevice0

4-I

io Reserved2: reserved for structure expansion
A particular device implementation may require an extension
to the IOStdReq or IORequest structures. For example, the
trackdisk device uses a structure IOExtTD to keep a record of
pertinent information:

struct LOExtTD I
struct IoStdReq iotd_Req;
ULONG
iotd_Count;
ULONG
iotd SecLabel;
1;
iotd_Req: the IOStdReq block defined above.
iotd_Count: keeps track of disk changes.

Ire
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iotd_SecLabel: pointer to a 16-byte buffer for disk sector
label information.
The IOStdReq structure contains the IORequest as a substructure and is used mainly to return data to the calling program.
The first field of a custom structure for a user device must be
either IORequest or IOStdReq, the other fields can then be
used to control the device.
Making IO Requests
10 requests can be interfaced to devices through the following
functions:

Dol00 clears this flag and then calls WaitI00 to wait for
request completion. Both functions operate by calling the
device's Beginl0 mutine.
More on Units
We saw earlier that a device unit represents a pointer to a task
control block (ms), and thus a task's message port. Depending on a device's implementation it may have one or more
units, each possessing an associated WE. A device unit
enables queuing of I0 requests. In the system devices, the keyboard device has 1 unit, the timer device has 2 units and the
audio device has 4 units while the console device has an unlimited number of units.

Begin100: initiates an IO request This is either synchronous
or asynchronous depending on device implementation.

Ultimately, all requests, whether synchronous or asynchronous, access the unit through the device Beginl0 function.
DoIOO: initiates an 10 request and waits for its completion. Once in Beginl0, if either immediate or QuickIO is requested,
This is a synchronous form of I0 and does not return to the the ExecutelO routine is executed, otherwise the request mescaller until completion.
sage is queued at the unit task's message port before being
passed to the ExecuteIO routine via a call in the unit task.
Send100: initiates an IO request without waiting for completion. This is asynchronous 10 and control is returned to the The unit task, on removing each IO request message from its
caller even if the request is not completed.
message port, passes a pointer to the 10 request structure to
the ExecutelO routine. A pointer to the device structure is also
AbortlOO: attempts to cancel a previous IO request
passed. The unit task then sets a busy flag, thus ensuring that
further requests are queued until processing of the current reWaitIOO: used to wait for completion of an asynchronous I0 quest is completed. Once in ExecutelO, the address of the
request. Control is not returned to the caller until the request command function is recovered from the command table
has been completed.
(cntdTable) and a jump is made to it. The behaviour of the
command functions is of course, implementation dependent.
CheckIOO: checks if an asynchronous 10 request has been
completed.
Upon completing a command, control passes to TerminatelO,
where unit flags are reset and the request is replied to the task
DoIOO, Send100, WaitI00 and Checkl00 are Exec functions that made the 10 request using a call to ReplyMsgO.
found in exec.library. Begin100 is defined as part of the device
definition and AbortIOO is defined both as part of device defi- Device Routines
nition and as a support function in exec.library. Begin100 and
Abortl00 refer to interface mutines in the standard function Device routines fall into two main categories: commands,
link library module.
which are those routines that are executed when an 10 request
is made, and functions, which are accessed, like library funcQuicklO
tions, via an offset jump relative to the device's library base
address. Both functions and commands may be developed in
A shortcut to message queuing at the device task message port assembler or in C; however they must be declared as external
is achieved through Quickl0. With successful Quick10 there references (using /MEP <function name>) in the main device
is no device queuing for the 10 request. Setting the IOP _QUICK source code. They are linked into the device at the link stage
flag parameter (io_Flags) tells the device that the requesting of development.
program wants the 10 done quickly. If possible, the device
task will perform the request immediately, and then return the Commands have an address entry in the device's command
result to the calling program. Quickl0 tells the device that the table. The io_Command field of the I0 request structure indicalling program is not interested in getting a reply to its mes- cates the command to be executed. These routines perform the
sage. If a device has no associated task then for Quickl0 the actual 10 operations. Usually the routines receive their paramdevice will perform 10 as usual. The response of the device to eters via the registers. They set up the io_Acwal and io_Error
the 10P QUICK flag is of course dependent on the implementa- fields of the 10 request structure before returning.
tion of the device.
Command routines written in C would recover their arguments
The Send100 function sets the IOP_QUICtc flag, returning to from the registers, storing them in local variables defined
the calling program before the request has been satisfied. within the routines. Any returns from the routines would be

l-i
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made via the DO register as usual (See Creating Run-Time

Libraries for details.)

number of errors in that listing which means that it is virtually
unusable.

Device functions may set up some special condition critical
for correct device operation, or they may offer access to some
special device-dependent feature, such as RawKeyConvert)
for the console.device. Functions are addressed rather like
library functions, and require a similar interfacing method.

The mydev.asm listing (listing 3) gives the code for a functioning device, supported by the include modules mydev_def.i and
astnsupp.i (listings 1 and 2). This code was developed using
the RKM code as an outline, with appropriate corrections. This
example device can have up to 4 units associated with it.

In C, routines expect arguments to be pushed onto the stack.
Device functions are accessed with an offset reference to the
device library base address, with arguments passed through
processor registers.You will need to write these interfaces, and
then recover the arguments from the stack, storing them in
local variables within the C functions. These interfaces can extract the device library base pointer from the device structure.

Many of the details involved in implementing a device we
identical to those for mn-time libraries. However, there is one
important difference between them, and that is the function
table - funcTable in mydev.asm. This table contains the long
word absolute addresses of the device routines. Their order in
this table is important; a users own device functions must appear after the AbordO entry. The table is terminated with -IL.

Constructing a Device

System Interface

The component parts of the user device are assembled or compiled omitting the startup code module (begin for Manx users,
srartup.obj for Lattice) since we are effectively providing our
own when the device is installed into the system. I orge code
and large data options are also used in the compilation and
assembly stages. The device load module name should have
the suffix .device appended for reasons of consistency.

An Amiga device must have a minimum of 6 standard functions: Open, Close, Expunge, ExtFunc BeginlO and AbortlO.
References to OpenDevice(), CloseDevice( and RemDevice0
are translated into calls to Open, Close and Expunge respectively and a reference to either Begin100, Do100 or SendIOQ
is eventually translated into a call to BeginlO.

The basic device structure given earlier may be extended. In
the example device we maintain pointers and flags for correct
operation of the device. In C, the example extended device
structure looks like this:

Do100 and SendIOO are functions defined in the standard
link library, while BeginIOQ is an interface module with a
jump instruction to the device's BeginlO routine. Both Do100
and SendIOQ call BeginlO after setting flags.
Installing the Device

struct MyDev I
struct Device md_Deviee;
struct ExecBase *md_ExecBase;
struct DosBase *md_DosBase;
ULONG
md_SegList;
UBYTE
md_Flags;
UBYTE
md_pad;
struct Unit *md unitslMD NUMUNITS];
I;
and Device: the device's device structure
and ExecBase: pointer to exec.library library base

Listing 4, add_dev.c, illustrates how a user-defined Amiga device is added to the system. The device is loaded into memory
using LoadSeg(), and a call to MakeLibraryQ initialises the
devices jump table, sets up the data areas and executes the
users device initialisation routine.
The MakeLibrary0 parameters include a pointer to the table of
device functions addresses and data initialisation table, a
'Minter to the user device initialisation routine, the space required by the device in bytes, and a BCPL pointer to the segment list returned from LoadSegO. The space required is the
size of the device structure plus the user data area. The call to
MakeLibrary() looks like:

md_DosBase: pointer to dos. library library base
md_SegList: a BCPL pointer to the device's segment list

myDevice = MakeLibrary(funclnit,
struct Luz, devInit, dataSize,segList);

md_Flags: flags maintained by the device

myDevice is a pointer to the MyDev structure defined above.

and units: array of pointers to device units

The calf

Example Device

AddDevice (myDevice);

The ROM Kernel Manual: Libraries and Devices (RKM) gives enters the device entry into the list of devices maintained by
code for an example skeleton device. However, there are a Exec, making the device available to programs.

H
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A further means of installing a user device into the system
exists. The device is saved in the DEVS: logical directory and a
call to OpenDevice() will cause the system to search the list of
available devices.
If not found in the system, an attempt is then made to read the
device module in the DEVs: directory and, if found, the device
will be automatically loaded and initialised. However for this
to occur, the structure of the device must follow that given in
mydev.asm.
Using the Device
There are a number of steps to follow before device routines,
functions and commands can be referenced:
A reply message port must be set up, the 10 request structure
for the device must be created and initialised, and the device
must be opened. In doing this, the following notes should be
useful:
• The device requires a reply message port to which to return
requests to the calling task. Use the CreatePort() routine to
create this reply port. This routine is defined in the function library accompanying your compiler.

Summary
To the system, 10 requests to all Amiga devices look similar;
this is the power behind the Amiga's approach to device independent IO. In utilising the device concept, Amiganns devices
can then present a uniform front to AmigaDos in its communications with the outside world. This forms the subject of the
next article in the series.
This article has served to describe and introduce the implementation of Amiga devices; clarifying a poorly documented
area of the Amiga environment An Amiga device could interface with any form of hardware device: speakers, timer, digitising tablet, laser printer, plotter, and so on. It is this concept
which is at the heart of the Amiga's printer drivers.
The programs accompanying this article were developed using
Manx Aztec C66k v3.60a C compiler and assembler and debugged using the Manx SDB source level debugger.

Further Reading
Kernel Reference Manual: Libraries and Devices, Addison Wesley.

ROM

• The user device may use either the IORequest or the IOStdReq
structures. Alternatively a device dependent 10 request structure may be used. A call to CreateStdlo( or CreateExtloQ
sets up the standard structures and initialises the message
node. (See Mortimore for details.)

Mortimore, E., Amiga Programmer's Guide. vol.2, Sybex.

• Call OpenDeviceo to open access to the internal routines. A
particular device implementation may allow multiple units.

Simpson, S.K., Creating Run-Time Libraries, Transactor for
the Amiga - vol.1, issue 4.

• Upon exiting the program using the device, don't forget to
call CloseDevice( and to free all allocated memory. The 10
request structure should also be freed, together with the task
reply port. You can use DeleteStdlOQ, DeleteExtIOO and
DeletePortO to achieve this.

Williams, S., Programming the 68000, Sybex.

Listing 5 (main.c) illustrates how these initialisations are
made; it shows how commands am issued to the device using
the I0 request, and how you can call device functions. The
supporting interface module devfunc.asm (listing 6) details the
steps needed to jump to a device function.

Listing 1: mydev_def.i

Register Usage

The Kickstart Guide to the Amiga, Ariadne Software Ltd.

_.•N~e:.r._
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des def.
ssembler defines for mrdev.device

A number of registers are commonly reserved for particular
purposes. Exec often puts pointers into particular registers on
calling routines in the device.
Register A6 carries a pointer to the device structure or library
structure; AO and AI are pointers to data; and DO and DI are
data registers. AO, AI, DO and Dl can be regarded as scratch registers, and their contents are not retained during execution of
device routines.

H

; History:
BB-OS-16 created

;device function offsets from base structure

LIBINIT
LIBDEF
LIBDEF
LIBDEF

Dev Beginl0
Dee Abort l0
Deli Func
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Listing 3: mydev.asm

;mydev device data area structure
STRUCTURE NyDev, LIB SIZE
ULUNG and ExecBase
UING ml DOs0aae
ULGNG and SegList
UBYTE menses
BETTE mipad
STRICT and Units, ND NUUUIIIPS*I

; mydev.asm -- example device code
; Example of how a user system device is constructed.
; History:
BB-05-17 created
BB-11-06 final version

LABEL NyDev Sireaf

STRUCTURE NyDeWNsg,M SIZE
APIA mdm Device
APER Ldm Unit
APIA Ldm lab
LABEL NyDevt g Siseaf

; assenble:
; link:

; Nate: uses large code and data model with no startup module
N.begin for Manx, startup.obj for Lattice)
•

STRUCTURE NyDevUnit, MIP SIEE
'JUTE miu UnitNYn
UEYTE ndupad
SPRUCE u Nsg,NyOevNsg Siseaf
APTR mlu Process
LABEL Nyoevunit Simeof

SECTION

;status bit flag for unit stopped
BINEF MU,STOPPEs,2
;stack sire and priority far the process we
$100
MYPACCSPACESIZE ECO
NYPACCPRI ECU 0
;the nave of my device
NYDEVNAME
MACRO
dc.b
'mydev.device',0
HON

as -c -d -1 -isys2:asm mydev
In -o mydev.devlce mydev sys3:lib/cl.lib

mate

section

MOLISE
INCLUDE "exec/types.P
INCLUDE "exec/nodes.i"
INCLUDE 'exec/lists.i'
INCLUDE 'exec/alerts.i'
INCLUDE "exec/resident. î"
INCLUDE "exec/initiali urs. i"
INCLUDE "exec/nemory.i"
INCLUDE 'exec/libraries. L"
INCLUDE "exec/devices. i"
INCLUDE "exec/io.i'
INCLUDE "exec/ables.i"
INCLUDE "exec/errors.i"
INCLUDE 'libraries/dos.i"
INCLUDE "libraries/dosextens.i'
INCLUDE 'as' upp.i"
INCLUDE "mydev def.i"
LIST

Listing 2: asmsupp.i
, external definitions and references
; an app.a
; supplemental macros

; Ntstory:
,
88-05-06 created

CLO
mveg

NACRO
10,\1

XDEP
KEEP
XDEP
EDEP
BEEP
BEEF
BEEF
MAP
%DEF

Devint

Clen
Close
Expunge
ExtFunc
amName
Begin10
AbortIO
DevFunc

BUN
LINKSYS
MACRO
LLNXLIB LVO\1,12
won
CALLSYS
NACRO
CALLLIB LVO\l
ENDN
MACRD
LVO\1

f

%REP

AbsExecBase

%LIB
XLIB
XLIB
ELIB
ELIB
%LIE
kLIE
YSIB
%LIB
XLIB
XLIB
XLIB
%LIB
EIS
XLIB
%LIB

OpenLibrary
ClaseLibrary
Alert
Preeaa

Remove
Findfask
CreateProc
PutMsg
RenTask
ReplyNeg
Signal
GetNsg
Na it Port
AllacSignal
SetTaskPri
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INT ABLES
;table of addresses of nrydev functions
DEVINIT
DEVCNO NYOEACND
HACK) NYOEV END

; various definitions and equates

funnTable:
;standard system routines - these must always be included
dc.1
Open
dc.1
Close
dc.1
Expunge
dc.1
Ext}unc
;my device's definitions
dc.l
Beginl0
dc.l
Abortl0
;dry device's function
dc.I
Deviling
;function table end marker
dc.l
-1

;library priority
NYPRI F(U 0
;a major version number
VERSION LW
1
;a particular revision. This should unigley identify the
REVISION PAG
I

;this data table initialises the static data structures. The format is
;specified in exec/InitStruc routine's desciption in RM.
;The first argument is the offset from the device's library base for this
;byte/word/long. The second argument is the value to he put into that
;cell.
;The table is NULL terminated

;She first executable location. This returns an error in case someone
;tried to run the device as a program
Dewstart:
CLEAR
rte

d0

a

:A runty; structure.
;'exec' and 'ramlib' look for for this structure during loading operation
;to discover such as where to start running it, for example.
;In C this would be equivlent to the Resident structure.

dataTable:
INITBYTE
INITLONG
INITBYTE
INITNORD

initOevDescrip;
dc.v
dc.l
dc.l
dc.b
dc.b
dc.b
dc.b
dc.1
dc.1
dc.1

;structure AO
RTC NATG6RtRD
;WORD RT INTCRWOAD
initbev0escrip
;APTR RT NATCETAG
EndOevCode
;APTR RT ENDSKIP
RSP AIROINIS
;UBYTE AS FLAGS
VERSIoI
;UBYTE RS VERSION
NT DEVICE
;DAVIT RS TYPE
NYPRI
;UBYTE RS PAI
afName
;APSR RS NAME
DevIdString
;APTR RT IDSTAING
Devinit
;APRT RS INIT
;LABEL RT SIZE

;my device name
myNaae
NiDEVNNH

INI1NNVD
INITLDNG
dc.l

TYPE, NT DEVICE
LI NANE,rn Name
LI VERSl LIEF SUMISBG!LIBFCRANGFO
LIBR VEtslot eislui
WB REVISION, REVISICII

LIB IDSTRING, DevldString
0

;This is the initialisation routine and is called after the device has
;been allocated.
;If it returns non-sera then the device will be linked into the device
;list maintained by Exec
initRoutine:
;get the device
move.l
mowed

; IdO:dev.ptr. AD;seg.listl
pointer into AS
a5,-(spl
d0,a5

;save pointer to exec
move.1
a6,td ExecBase(a5)
;device identifier tag used in syiparting the device
;format is 'nue version. revision Id1 man yyyyl'. 2D,<If),<onll>
DevldStrirg

dc.b

'mydev 1.0 111 August 19811'.13,10,0

;nase of dos library to open
dasName
DOSILUt

;save a pointer to at loaded coke
mal
a0,md SegList(a5)
:open the docs. library
lea
dosName(pcl,al
CLEAR
d0
CALLSYS
geoLibrary

mve.l

;force word alignment
ds.w
0

bne.s

;the rom tag above specifies RTF AUZOINIT. The RT INn? structure field
;points to the following table. If RIT AUTOINIT was not set, then
;R? DUT would point to an initialisation routine to run.
;These data ara used by the loading program as parameters to NakeLibraryll

d0,md Dos9ase(a5)
init 5aeGl

; can•t open dos
ALERT
AG OpenLib!b DOSLib
init DosON:

;build the static data that we need
;device

specific

initialisations go here

DevinSt:
dc.l
dc.]
dc.l
dc.l

H

NYDev Sireof
funcPable
datapable
init8cutine

;data space size
;pointer to function initialisera
;pointer to data initialisera
;routine to run

mm.1

rove.'
rtw

a5,d0
(sp11,a5

1~
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;5s unit still in use
suhq.w
I1,UNIT OPENCNTIa3)
CloseDevice
bees

;System interface commands begin here. Calling Open0evice(I/CloseOevice/
; BemDevicet] translates into a call to the routines Open/Close/Expunge
;respectively. The device library base pointer is in A6. Task switching
;has been turned off while in these routines (via Forbid/Permit)
,so don't hang about.

bsr

ExpungeUmt

CloseDevice:
;decrement device open counter
subq.w
11,L18 OPENPr(a6I
;If Nem is an error the 1O ERROR field of the device request structure
;is set, otherwise a pointer to a device unit is setup in the 10 UNIT

anyone got device open
CloseEnd
bne.s

field.

Open:

;(device: A6, iob: Al, unitnum: 04, flags: UI1
moven.l
d2/a2-al,- Ispl

;got a delayed expunge pending
htst
ILIEB DELEXP, mi Flags (a61
beq.s
CloseEnd

move.l

;da the expunge

al,a2

;save the ieb

bet
unit numb
moveq
cmp.l
bcc.s

n range
iNn NUNUNITS,d2
d2,d0
OpenErrar

CloseEnd:
movem.l
rts

;unit number nut of range

,is unit already initialised
move.]
d0,d2
;save unit number
lsl.l
12,d0
and Units(a6,d0.11,a4
lea.)
cove.)
(a4),d0
bne.s

;If the device is no longer open, then Expunge returns the segment
;list for the device code. Otherwise the delayed expunge flag is set
;and NULL is returned in DO.
;Expunge may never wait or take a long time to complete.

Expunge:

as initialisation OK
ve.l
(a41, d0
beq.s
(penErcor

moee.l

dB,a3

ls:
0K the remove device - store stalls red/
move.)
and SegList la5),d2
;unlink from device list
move.)
a5, al
CALLSYS
Remove

110ERR OPENFAIL,10 ERROBla2)

;device specific closings go here

OpenEnd

;(device: A6, iob: Al)
movem.l
a2-a3,-Ispl

novel

al,a2

move.)

IOUNIT(a2L a3

;the iob may not be used again
cove).)
I-1,d0
mve.1
d0,I0 UNIT(aml

H

1$

(sp)qd2/a2-a4

;If the device is no longer apes, Close returns the segment list if the
;delayed expunge flag is set, otherwise the return is NULL

mve.l

LIB_OPENCATIa51

beta

;still open - set delayed expunge flag
bset
ILIEB DELEKP, mi Plags(a51
CLEAR
d0
ExpungeEnd
bra.s

dO,IO UNIT(a2)

OpenEnd:

Close:

[st.w
;unit pointer in a3

;no delayed expunges allowed
bar
ILIBB DEIEXP,md Flagsla6l

OpenErro :
move.b
Imam

;(device: A61
mvem.l
d2/a5-a6,- (sp)
vel
a6,a5
move.)
rad ExecBase(a5),a6

,Is device open

;increment device open/unit counter
addq.w
❑,LIB OPENCNT lab)
addq.w
I1,UNIT OPENCNT(a31

mvem.l
its

(spla,a2-a3

OpenUnitOK

;try to get a unit
bar
InitUnit

OpenunitOK:
move.'

Expunge

d0, IO DEVICElafl

;close the dos library
move.)
m1 DasBasela5Lal
CALLSYS
Closelibrary
ree allocated memory
CLEAR
d0
mve.l
a5,a1
rove.v
LIB NEOSIZE(a51, d0
sub.1
add.w

d0,a1
LIE POSSIIE IaS), d0

CALLSYS

FreeMam

;setup return value
move.!
d2,d0

-1
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ExpungeEnd:
movee.l
rte

;error - free the unit structure allocated earlier
lnitUnitFreeUnita
bar
FreeUnit
bras
InitUnicEnd

Isplr,d2/a5-a6

;frees the allocated unit memory
FreeuniL
I tunitptr: 03, deviceptr: A6)
move.l
a3,a1
move.1
Ireelle lnit Eirecf dD
LINNSYS
FreeNen,ad Execfase la b)
as

turns 0 in DO register

ExtFunc:
CLEAR
rts

dO

ExpungeUnit:
move.1
;InitUnit initialises a device unit and starts up the ass
:unit task.

InitUnit:

movem.!

; IunitptrA],

at
;remove the unit task - at this point the unit open count is Zero - so
;this is quite safe.

;(unit number: D2, scratch: Al, devptr: AGI

move.!

d2d4,-(spi

lea
LINMSYS

;allocate unit memory
move.!
IMyDevinit Siaeof,dD
move.1
INEMP PURLIC!MEMF CLEAR,d1
LINMSYS
Al locMem, nd Execpase(aE)
tst.l
beg

dO
InitunitEnd

move.I
move.b
move.b

dO, a3
d2,adu UnitNumla31

deviceptr.A61

d2,-Ispl

ndu Process(a31,a1
MegPortllalLal
RemTask,md EvecBase(a6)

-(pr

;save unit number
CLEAR
d2
,mve.b
mu UnitNumla31,d2
;free unit structure
bar
FreeUnit

INP MSGPORT, LN TYPE(a3)

initialise unit number
init.MsgPort type

;clear unit vector in the device structure
121.1
(242
dr.1
d Unitsla6,d2.1)
move.)

(spl+,d2

;The unit process is started here. We set the unit process message
;part flag to PA IGNORE until the flag is reset by the newly started
;process. Note: that we can't go to sleep here since we've effectively
;been made single threaded by OpenDeviceO calling Forbid() for us.
move.(
move.'

LINKSIS

INYPRCCSTACES12E,d4
;set stack size
Imyproc seglist,d3
;set segment list
1243
;change to BCPL pointer
IMYPROCPR1, d2
;set process priority
ImyName, dl
;process name is device's
CreatePrac, ml DosBase(a6) ;return NsgPort

tst.l
beg

dO
InitUnitFreeUnit

Isr.)
moveg
move.(

rts

;The device specific mmands begin here

; cndTable - addresses of routines implementing commands are held here
;Address is squired in the ExevreuteIO call

;process MsgPort

,set unit structures for the new process
move.(
nu, au
move.1
dO,mdu Process pal
;address of process MSgPort
lea
-pr MsgPort(a01. a0
oddress of taskTCB
move.h
IPA-IGNORE,* FLAGSIa3)
move.(
aO,NP SIGTASX1a3)

endTahle:
dc.l
dc.l
dc.l
dc.!
dc.!
dc.1
dc.!
dc.!
dc.!
dc.l

Invalid
Reset
Read
Write
Update
Clear
Stop
Start
Flush
Custom

400000001 bit
;$00000002
:$00000004
400000008
;$00000010
;$00000020
;$00000040
;$00000080
;$00000100
400000200

;send startup message to the new process
lea
coda Msq la3l, at
move.(
a3,adm Unit (all
move.(
a6,mdm Device(all
move.b
INT MESSAGE,LN_TYPE(all ;node type = message
;which romands are not to be queued
move.(
d0,a0
;message port is new process port IMMEDIATE ECU
$000001c2
;Flushlstart Mystop1MyReset
LINNSYS
PutMag,md Execlasela6) ;AO-Mse&ort, Al-message
;mark unit as ready running
move.b
edu UnitNum(a31,d0
181.1
1240
move.(
a3,md Units a6,d0.1)

;recover unit number

; Reginlo - all incmito 10 enters through this routine. The IC is either
;queued or is executed 3mediately

;set unit table entry
BeginIO:

:Iiab:Al, device:A6)
moved

Ini[UnitEM:
movem.l
rts

H

(splr,d1d4

a3,-(sp)

;copy device unit
move.(
IO UNIT(alLa3

D•
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,is IO command within range
CLEAR
dO
love.
10 CCNNANUIall,d0
mq.w
IMYDEV END,de
bcc.s
Beginl0 BadGd
DISABLE

; Terminatel0 sends the request back to the caller, The device is not
;set to inactive if request was immediate or if request was started from
;the unit task

a0

4erninatei0:
CLEAR
mve.w
love.v
btst
bne.s

;handle rommands with quick flag set
btst
110B WICK,10 FLAGS(al1
bne.s
Beginl0 Immediate
;handle all imediate commands
mve.w
IIMEDIATE,d3
btst
dD,dl
bne.s
Beginl0 Immediate

;turn off the active bit off?
btst
IUNITB INTASK, WIT FLAGS(a11
bnea
Termioatelo lmsediate

:is unit stopped - if so queue the msq
btst
INWE STCPPPO,UNIT FLAGS (a3)
bne.s
Beginl0 QaeueMsg
;not an immediate camand - is device busy
beet
IUNITB ACTIVE,UNIT FLAGSIa3)
heq.s
Reginl0 Immediate

;no more work for the task
belt
IUNITB ACTIVE, WILT FLAGS(a31
TerminatelO Imediate:
;if quick in bit is set just return to caller without reply meg
btst
IIOB QJICK,I0 FLAGS tall
bne.s
Teminatel0 End

;queue the request - mark device as n.Ming task attention
;clear the quick flag
Beginl0Queueisg:
beet
belt

LINPSYS

IUNITB INTASY.,UNIT FLAGS(a1)
IIOB p1ICK,IO FLAGS(all
;Mort10 - this
a0

rove.l
love.1
love.l
rove .1
LINKSYS
bra.s

du Nsgla31,a2
al,mdm_lob(a21
a2, al
MILT races sb31,a0
PutNsg,d becaase(a6)
Beginl0 End

Be1inI0EM:
love.l
rts
Beginlo_Badcm1:
rove.b
bras

PeplyMsg,d ExecBasep61

Terminatelo_Gd:
rts

ENABLE

Beginl0 le ediate
ENABLE
bar

;Iiob:Al, unitptr:A3, devytr:A61
do
IO CO@WIAIaIl,do
IINNEDIATE,d1
do,d1
Tenainatel0 Immediate

;ptr. to message structure
;ptr.to job

AdrtIO:

;target process NsgPort
;AO-target MsgPort, AI-Message

AbortlO_Ed:

is not implemented here

Iiob:Al, device:A61
its

as

;The functions that implement the device commands begin here.
;The following register usage is adopted:
M - ptr.to the io request block
; A2 - another ptr.to the iob
A3 - ptr.to the unit structure
A6 - ptr.to the device structure

a0
E ecutel0

spi

IICERR NCCND, ID ERROR(al1
Beginl0 End

;Invalid - returns just IOERR NCC1W in io error field

Invalid:
; ExecuteIO does the actual dispatching of the request. Al has the unit
;pointer A6 has the device pointer, Al has the in request.

;IimS:M, unitptr:A3, devptr.A61
ve.l
at, -Ise)
love.!
al,a2

rove.b
,rove.1
bar
rts

IICERR NCCN0,10 E0.PoR(all
10,10 ACIVALIalI
Termfnatelo

Executel0:

love,b

IO,IO ERROR(d21

CLEAR
move.w
lsl.1
lea
love,!

dO
10 C@0nN0(a21,d0
12,d0
®dTable(pcLaO
OIa0,d0,v1,aO

jar

(a0)

love.!
its

Ispl+,a2

;Reset - this is not implemented

reset error field
Reset:

rove

IO,IO ACTUAL(a1)

its
;byte offset into table
;Read - acts as an infinite source of l's. Returns no. l's in buffer

Read:

r-E

rove,!
rove.!

10 OATAIaI),a0
10 LENGTB(alLdO

RAJ

ll•
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CLEAR

d2

mve

10,ccr

;signal task to start it up
move.'
a3,a1
CLEAR
de

;handle zero length read
beq.s
ReadEnd
;copy the data
CLEAR
dl
;value into dl for copy
mve.1 I1,d1

CLEAR

dl

move.b
beet
LINKSYS

di SIGBITIa11,d1
di,de
Signal,mf-Execliasela6l

res

ReadLoop:
mve.b
add.'
sub.'
tinea

d1,010
Ii,di
tide
ReadLoop

mve.'

d2,I0 AC1UAL(al)

ber
rte

Termiyatel0

;Plush - returns all pending io requests to the caller. It wouldn't

;he nice to kill processing in progress and let a request by.
;if a not set Id0!-01

ReadEnd:

Flush:
mvm.1

d2/ a 6,-1spl

move.l

rd ExecBasela61,a6

bset

OCR $Ti@PEO,IMIT FLAGSla31
d2

ene

;Write - dumps the contente of the request buffer, Returns m.bytes
;written in io actual field

Write:
cove.'

10 LENGTA(all, 10MNAL(all

ber
rte

TeminateIO

P1ushLoop:
;loop until there are no more requests
move.'
a3,a0
CALLSYS
GetXsg

heq.s

tst.1

d0
PlushEnd

mve.l
move.b
CALLSYS

d0,a1
IIWRA ABORTED,I0 EAROAIalI
Reply0.sg

bra.,

Flushloop

;Update - not irplmentel - should write out all pending So, not
;returning until done.

Update:
bra

Invalid

P1ushEnd:
mve.1
mvea.l

d2,d0
(sp)+,d2Ya6

;Clear - not implemented - should clear all internal buffers

tst.b
bel.s

d0
15

Clear:

bar

InternalStart

move.'
bar

a2 al
Teminatel0

bra

Invalid
1$:

;Stop - stops all ie request from being processed until Start commend
;is received

its
Stop:
box
move.'
bar
rte

IMWR STce?FD,UNITFWGS(a31

;Custom - custom command - this doesn't do such

10,10 AC1UAL(al1
Teminatel0
Custom:
ber
rte

terminatel0

;Start - starts a previously stopped unit task

Start

;The device functions begin here

bar

InternalStart

move.'
move.'
ber
rte

a2,a1
10,10 ACWAL(al)
TeminateIO

Intetnal5tart:
;turn processing bast m
belt
INW3 STOPPTD,UIIIT FLAGS(a31
f

; Oevlune - returns the open count for a specific unit

DevPune:

;(devptnA6, unit no.:D01
awe.'

a3,-isp)

1i Transactor or
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;unit number in range
moved
IMO NUMUNITS,d2
cmp.I
d2,d0
becs
DevNncError
151.1
move.I
p.l
beq.s

;allocate a signal
moveq
1-1,d0

12,d0
and units la6,d0.il, a3
10,a3
OevFuncError

;recover unit ptr.

OevFuncErroft
move.1
bra.s

move.I
move.b
move.b

d3,a3
,recover unit oft.
dO,MP SIGBITIaII
IPA SIGNAL,MP FLAGSIa31

;The main loop starts here.
;procedure:
- wait for a mesage at the port
- lock the device - task is currently active and processing
- get a message - if no message then unlock the device
- call Executelo and process the message
- loop back to wait and get a new message

OP]La]

1-I,dO
DevFunnExit

Allocsignal

;not a good ptr.

UNIT DPENCNTIam,d0
OevfencExi[:
move.1
rts

;flag error
bra

MyDevProcCheckStatus

;The device unit process begins here

MyDevProcMainLoep:
;wait for a message on the port
move.!
d4,a0
CALLSYS
NaitPort

;A process is used so that queued requests may be processed at a later

MyOevProcCheckStatus:

Aima.

MsgPort for this process

s the process stopped flag set?
move.1
dl,a3
btst
INCUR STOPPFI,UNIT FLAGSIa11
bne.s
MyDevProcMa inLoop
;devi

;This bit cheats DOS - we fake having got this code into nemory ming
; Loadseg. Using LoadSeq the segment has the following prefix:
; <seg. Ien)(Ptr. to next seg.>
;We set up this segment list here, and't'he process stands at the first
;address after the segment list

MyDevProcS[art:
LNCP

;-1 is any signal at all

CAPLETS

0,4
dc.1

16

;long word align (Marx feature only?)
:segment length

MyOevProcSeglist
dc.1

0

;pinto next segment

;The process begins here

MyOevProcBegin:
move.1

,set process active flag - so queue tressages
bset s
!UNITE ACTIVE,UNIT FLAGS (aft
bais
MYCevPrccMain!oop
;device in use when Z not set
MyoeveracNextMessage:
;get the next request
move.!
d4,a0
CALLSYS
CetMsg
tsr.!
d0
beq.s
MyCcvProcUnlock
;handle the request
nove.t
dO,a2
move.!
move.1
rtdm Icbla2l,al
erg
a5,a6
bsr
Executet0
exg
a5,a6

bra.s

;process MsgPort

;no message ?

;.MyOevUnit ptr.
;icb ptr.
;before-A6=ExecBase
;reset ExecBase address

MyDEVProcN<XtKe39dgG

AbsExec9ase,a6

:wait for the startup message
sub.!
al,al
CALLSYS
FindTask
move.l
do,aO
move.1
d0,a4
lea
prMagPort Ca01, a0
move.1
a07d4
CALLSYS
WaitPort
;get mg off the msg port - msgpo
moved
d0,a1
move.!
dO,d2
CALLSYS
Relave
;get the needed parameters [rom it
moved
d2,a2
move.d
ndm Devirela21,a5
move.1
ndm Unitla21,a3
move.1
move.I

toppen

a545

a3,d1

;<mi task> - FindTask101

;save task in al
;get msg port for my process
;save task MsgPort

;no more messages - we can wait for lare
MyoevProcUnlock:
and.b
I5f[61UNIT6 ACTIVE!U111TB INTASKI,UMIT FLAGSIa11
bra
MyOevPruc.ain6wp
;we come here if initialisation fails
My0evProcFail:
bsr
FreeUnit
rts

rked PA IGCORE
save the nag

;This is the end of our device code

EmdOevadet
FID
w device

save device ptr.
save unit ptr.
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Listing 4: add_dev.c

4 4r

Listing 5: main.c
..,.0 ....................... t..t., u.,... n.. u..... u..

'
add dote: Mmule to add a user device to the device st
ti
•maintained by the system. After adding, the user device is
'
available to all subsequent programs

/ • mimic

'
History:
'
8B-05-06 cleated

•Nistory:
• BB-09-I1 created

' compile: cc add dev
link: ln add dew -lc
.. tttt , ..........•mu,.,u.,.7'''''..,...u.....f
.........0

▪ compile: cc main
•
link:
In main devfunc -lc
kit uu..nu.u.u .................un....u.......

l include <funct ions. h>
(include (execltypes. h>
include <exed libraries. h>
•
(include (exec/resident,h>
(include <execldevices.h>
(include <libraries/des,h>
#include Biba ries/daextens,h>
ULONG segList,
cdeloc;

/• BCPL seglist pointer '/
I' pointer to code location •/

struct hit 1
ULCNG space:
PIPING funcTable;
UL(N!G datatable;
ULCNG initRoutine;
I +lait;

/• data space size V
/' ptr. to furie offset, table '/
Y ptr.to initStsuct table '/
/' ptr.to library inirRoutine •/

struct Resident •devRes; 1' ptr.to device rom tag area '/

•Test program for mydev, device

(include
(include
(include
(include
(include

n

oun.../

« unctions.lo
(exec/types,h>
(exec/libraries.b>
<exec/devices.h>
<exec/io.h>

(define CNJ CUSTOM (CND FLUSH")

struct NsgPort +reply;
struct IOStdReq req;
WITTE dev flag-0;
UBLLE buff [101;
main((
ULCNG req uni[, val, nn open, OevFur,cll;
WORD j;

ULONG space, functable, dataTable, initRoutine;
struct Device "mydev:
main()
1

/' make reply port f/
reply = CreatePort("my main reply",01;
if (reply—NULL) I
pnntfl"Can't create reply port\n");
cleanup((;

/• load the device somment 'I
if (set - t=NULLLoadSeg("mydev,devare"I;
•
(f (seg List=NULL)
printfl"Can't load mydev,dev>ce\T"l;
exit(0):

/' address of start of device code in memory
' multiply by 4 since segList is a BCPL pointer •/
codetoc - segList ' 4;
/1 address of device resident mm tag data area V
devRes = (struct Resident '1(cdelac t 8):

make to request'/
req - (struct 10StdReq t}CreateStdIOlrepjyl;
if (req=(1ULL( I
printf("Can't create 10 request\n"I;
cleanup();

H open the test device '/
ret = Cpenoevice l'mydev.device", OL, req, OW;
if l ret!=NULL) 1
printf ("Can't open mydev,device\n"I:
cleanup();

/' address to initialisation data table V
Lnit = Istnrct Ind t devRes->rt Ioit;
dev flag = 1:
/' extract data from initialisation table '/
space = init->space;
fundable = init->funcrable;
dateable = irait->dataTable;
initRoutine = init->initRoutine;
/' initialise the device •/
mydev = (struct Device •IMakeLibrarylfuncTable, dataTable,
initRoutine, space, segLisq;
/• make the device kno n to the system '/
AddDevice (rydevi;
print f l"mydev.device added to system\n");

H

/' read something '/
req->io Codman - COD READ;
req->io Data = IAPTRIbuff;
req->io Length = (ULONG)sieeogbuff);
DolOtregl I
print f)"io Actua141d\n", rep ->io Actual(;
/• try out our custom command'/
req->io Command - C(NI CUSTOM;
&yinl0(regl;
print f("io Actual=lld\n",req->io Actual(;
/' call our custom device function '/
unit = OL;
no open = Dev(»nc (req. unit(;

Fi9-1
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print[ ("no open=eldin",no open);

MEGADISC

) p"

for the AMIGA
INFORMATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
LEARN HOW TO REALLY USE YOUR AMIGA

I •.
cleanupti lcleanup+ everything we had open/allocated
u
Cleanup II
I

""""","""•" „♦,,,,•,",,,,•'rfu

ua... " /

if Met/ flag' I
ClcseDevice reg;;

10

Disk Magazine Issues available

I

ASK FOR THE FREE CATALOGUE-ON-DISK

f (rein I
lkle[eStdID I[eq);

ALL issues of MEGADISC Conlan the mlormalmn you need to make the most of your
Amiga Designed Co he easy m use all you have to know is how to click on the mouse
bollons Every issue s packed with original. not second-hand mlormauon—arli les.
:annals- reviews lee utiles tllusirations where and how to gel the hardware and
software you need. along withlhelalest updates locally and overseas Wit MEGADISC
you learn as you use and you'll like learning MEGADISC explains lion the beginning
and emerlatns to ihe end'

I

if (reply) I
DeletePort imply);
I

S•ecial offer
Listing 6: devfunc.asm
—
devfunc.aao

-----r—

-----------

AmigaDos Manual-on-disk,
with all you need to know about
CLI, Workbench , 1.2 , 1.3 and
ARP and much more

BEGINNER'S PACK-3 DISK SET

$19.95

containing:
est of MEGADISC, Best of PD Utilities
Best of Graphics and Games.
in special disk box for 520

; !steams routine between C program and Motion In aydev.device

•

History:
88-D9-11 created
assemble: as Wane

I

Price for current subscribers
$13.95

All these disks are fully described on the free Catalogue-on-Disk

PD 10-Pack (10 selected PD disks in handy plastic box) $60

MIS?
NUM "exec/types.i"
INCLUDE •exec/librariee.i"
INCLUDE 'exec/todes.i"
INCWD6 `exec/Ilate.i°
INCLUDE •exec/lo.l"
INCWDE 'exec/devices.!"
A'CWDE "asmupp.P
INCLUDE "aydev def.]."
LIS?

GET OUR 'GAMES PACK-8 Disk full of Games—$40
3 Disk Animation set $15—AntiVirus Disk $5.50

WE DO NOT CHARGE FOR POST AND PACKAGING

WE ALSO TAKEa4NKCARD AND MASTERCARD ORDERS BY PHONE
You can also send us a FAX
PLEASE ENQUIRE ABOUT OUR DESKTOP PUBLISHING SERVICE

m...,"

Dettme

DO

AO

-

-

-

.m.,. 0,a.. w

u,

r..

nl MEGAO C
u:.w..,.
ANA lisEueL.: MEGADist: ELL a E:no-LEA:,..,
ALL . lisuss m MIEGADi6C As sin
The .nSee PD pia l nanha n Itie Lass i.,:: A ELELEE ELL! ..
to
oar m "Da
..",,.,.
..... , •"- . .•
s uls. cnMEs ox. •4, s:a
.~..-.

; C calling sequence: no open = Dewunc (req, colt)

; registers:

1

500 PUBLIC DOMAIN DISK FOR $5.50 each
-

MI

MEGADOS

Order MEGADISC 1.9
Catalogue-o -disk and
3 tree Public Doman Disks for $125
)you can order your 3PD disks taten

DD

WIN no open, unit;
struct ÎOStdReg keg:

nn

______—_—_

DevPunc:
;recover call data from stack
DM .1
4 NP) ,aO
move.1
a (MP), dO

•sP Ç roe.EEL ~. -.

!DISS AIlltAATON SET Se 4r5

..IIpkus Uüv i.. zi di

s~ n ~•u~~.
;...,..

;call the device function
mica Bev Benc,IO DEYICE(al$

I......

;return to caller
rte
end

D.u.

v...

Send to: MEGADISC. PO Box 759. Crows Nest 2065
Telephone: (02) 959 3692 (all hours) FAX: (02) 959 3525

T
5c1

I-,FE

4d
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K-Gadget
A quick look at Kuma's gadget generator
by Amanda Jones
The home computer market has never seen anything which
even closely resembles the sophistication which the Amiga
embodies. This sophistication has a drawback in that the
machine is so complex it is quite a major undertaking to learn
how to program it.
One problem that you are likely to encounter right from the
start is finding out how to interact with the Amiga's WIMP
oriented user interface. Commodore's Amiga computer uses an
interface known as Intuition which supports a host of user
friendly items. Users communicate with the Amiga using such
things as gadgets, requesters, menus and so on, through input
devices such as the mouse, keyboard or joystick. Intuition
monitors this information, uses what it needs and passes the
rest on to any interested programs that are running.
In order to use Intuition to communicate, you need to be able
to set up Intuition's screens and windows, and to be able to
create the structures representing gadgets and other items. The
code relating to such objects often takes a long time to write
and is prone to all sorts of silly errors.
Fortunately, there are some Amiga program development tools
around that do a very good job in automating this particular
area of the program development cycle. One such tool comes
from Kuma Software and is called K-Gadget. It is quite effective and also reasonably priced, snit now has a respectable
user base. This is not going to be a review as such, because the
program has been around for ages; instead, for the benefit of
the growing band of Amiga newcomers, we'll show you how
the program is used to make life easier for the programmer.
K-Gadget handles the creation of all usual types of gadgets
and requesters and is an easy program to work with. You
design the screen layout by picking up a gadget template,
moving it to your chosen position in the display window, and
then resizing and modifying the gadget to suit. Requesters are
created by picking up a requester template, moving it into
position, resizing it (in much the same way as you do with an
ordinary Amiga window), and then putting any gadgets needed
inside the requester window that you've created. Basically it is
as easy as that and, once the display is complete, you simply
ask K-Gadget to write the code for you.

The requester we created took less than 10 minutes to produce
and most of that was taken up drawing our own borders
around the image structures that we used It contains a couple
of boolean gadgets together with some Do you REALLY want
to quit? text. Once the display was complete we let K-Gadget
write the code as a header file. For requesters, K-Gadget writes
all the structures needed and also creates an initialisation
function, which must be called before using the requester.
We also created five boolean gadgets to constitute a mainmenu, and let K-Gadget write this as well. When K-Gadget
creates a series of gadgets like this, it defines the first gadget
(using Ileftne) as FhtST_GADGET, and then all of these gadgets
are linked into your program window just by placing the address &FIRST GADGET into your program's NewWindow
structure.
The first listing shows part of the code that K-Gadget wrote
for our requester, and in the second some code which uses it.
To put you in the picture (as far as the code that we've written
goes) this is what happens when a user clicks on the mainmenu EXIT gadget when our main menu code recognizes that
a gadget has been hit, it passes the address of the gadget to a
handler module. This uses a simple switch statement to decide
which gadget has been activated and then, if it is the EXIT
gadget that has been activated, control passes to the code
shown in the second listing.
Any problems with K-Gadget in practice? Well, there are
some limitations. For instance, it would be nice to be able to
globally prefix all structures and functions within a particular
header file, and the image drawing facilities are basic (not
really usable for the creation of complex drawings). Another
point that ought to be mentioned is that you can only use the
four WorkBench colours when you are actually designing an
item - luckily, this limitiation is easy to live with because it's a
straighforward job to edit the source code if you want to make
colour changes.
All in all, K-Gadget is an easy to use program and does exactly what it is supposed to. There must be few established
Amiga programmers who do not have this package amongst
their utilities, and fewer still who do not find regular use for it.

®
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Example of code written by K-Gadget:

Using the exit requester:

struct Gadget ER OR Gadget = I

/'

'/

d ER_CancelGadget,
35, 25,

void exit option (1

100, 20,
GADGHCOMP I GAUGIMAGE I SELECTED,
RELVERIFY I ENDGADGET,
REQGADGET I BOOLGADGET,

BOOL

IAPTRII ERbo 1,

struct IntuiMessage 'message, 'GetMsgll;

NULL,

struct Gadget 'gadget;

t ERIC 1,
0L,

Request(( exit_ flag=FALSE;

ULONG class;
APTR

object;

NULL,
TRUE,

_nit ExitRequester regp; /' K-GADGET writes this for us '/

NULL
if(Request(ifxitRequester,windew)==FALSE{{global exit [lag=TRUE;1
SHORT ExitRequestetBolder xyl 10 I =
2, 1,

else { dcl Wait(global IDC.MP mask(;

311, I,
317, 48,

ae sage=GetNsq (window->UserPort);

2, 48,
2, I,

do {class=mejsage->Class;

object=message->I Addres s;
struct Border ExitRequesterBorder = I
0, 0,

ReplyA g(message);

2, 0,
JAM1,

switch Iciassl

5,
Exit RequesterBo:der xy,

case CADGETUP:

NULL
gadget=(struct Gadget 'lobjecq
static struct IntuiText ERit 2 =
2

t

global exit flag=g adget->Gadget l D;

JAN1,
50, 10,

exit flag=TRUE;

NULL,
(UBYTE ') Do You REALLY want to quit Y,

break;

NULL
default: oreak;
struct Requester ExitRequester;
void snit ExitRequester req(1
message'G :Msg(window->UserPorq;
I nitRequester(6ExliRequesteq;
,while (message) ;
ExitRequester.LeftEdge = 120;
ExltRequester.TopEdge = 80;

Iwhiie(:exit flag(;

Exitkequester.Width = 320;
ExitRequester.Reight = 50;

EndRequest lf£xi tRequester,,i ndow);

ExitRequester.RelLett = 0;
ExltRequester.RelTop = 0;
ExltReqeester.ReqGadqet = iER OK G dye:;
ExltRequester.ReqBar•der = d2xitRequester2ader
ExltRequester.ReqText
ExitRequester.Flags = 0;
ExitRequester.BackFill = I;

t—
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Amiga System Programmer's Guide
One of the many ABACUS reference books reviewed
review by Graeme lag
available from:

Computer Manuals,
30, Lincoln Road
Olson,

Birmingham, B27 6PA
Price:

£32.95

These days, with the Addison-Wesley reference manuals and a
whole host of other books that claim to be the definitive guide
to the workings of the Amiga, a new book is forced to offer a
great deal to earn that coveted position next to the keyboard.
For me the Amiga System Programmer's Guide has already
occupied that position.
Abacus have provided 431 pages of no-nonsense text, appropriate program listings and helpful illustrations, in a 7" by 9.5"
format, much easier to handle than the larger Addison-Wesley
book. Much thought has been given to page layout and chapter
structure, with information grouped into sections related to the
Amigâ s architecture. It takes very little time to find your way
about, with a comprehensive contents list as an aide-mémoire.
The index is a little brief for such a large book, but adequate.
The text covers a vast range of Amiga topics, including the
hardware, Exec and multitasking, 10 handling, interrupts,
AmigaDos and the major devices. Despite such a wealth of information, it makes no attempt to cover either Intuition or the
very extensive graphics routines.
The first section deals with the hardware, and comprises half
of the entire book. We are brought in gently but swiftly with
an overview of the Amiga architecture, with the interaction between the chips explained and with the differences between
the AI000 and A500/A2000 outlined.

with the machine. However, there is a surprising amount of
useful information about the function of each pin, and all three
machines are covered, allowing a clear comparison of the
mysterious port differences.
There is a bonus by way of instructions and a circuit diagram,
for converting a standard 3.5" drive into one usable by the
Amiga. This could save the cost of the book by itself
After a short discussion of how the keyboard is scanned (there
are templates for a US and a German keyboard - but why no
UK template?), the machine overview is complete.
With a common knowledge base we are now let into the secrets of the machine. The next 138 pages guide us through the
intricacies of talking directly to the hardware. A happy
medium is struck between the salient facts of a good reference
manual and the how-w approach of a tutorial. It is emminendy
more readable than the Addison-Wesley Hardware Reference
Manual (HRM), which it effectively replaces.
We begin with the obligatory listing of all the registers, in address order with an indication of which are accessible by the
copper. The construction of a display is described, with a chart
showing how time is allocated to each DMA channel on every
raster line (much more comprehensible than that in the FIRM).
Interrupt and DMA control is adequately explained by examining the makeup of the controlling registers, DMACON,
ATENA and INTREQ. There is a section on copper lists, with a
sample program written in commented machine code.

Then we are taken through playfield construction, the extra
half-bright and HAM modes, dual playfields, and a discussion
of the registers necessary to construct a display. Lots of exThe functions of the 68000 and each custom chip are sum- amples are given of the various calculations necessary, such as
marised (with pin-outs) with an explanation of the important bitplane modulos and display window start and stop. As each
control signals. There is also a run-down on the. two 8520 CIA register is introduced, the meaning of each bit is clearly listed,
chips and the use of their registers. There is then a short and the register's address stated. The latter is often missing in
section providing the layouts of all the interface connectors.
other reference works, sending the reader scurrying for the appendices to locate the register in the memory map. Abacus' atAt first sight it appears that there is nmhingrhere that is not in tention to detail is appreciated when it comes to using the
an appendix of the Introduction to the Amiga book that comes book as a quick reference guide.
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Scrolling techniques follow, then a short section on sprites and
a very comprehensive study of the blitter chip. The book's
main role as a reference guide is evident by the rapidity in
which minterm selection of blitter sources is skipped over. No
lengthy digressions on boolean algebra or Venn diagrams here.
Attention is given to more important topics such as properly
explaining the various fill modes and performing line drawing
with the bliner. An explanation of which, in my opinion, the
BRM failed completely to give.

structures, the construction of a device, the various 10 functions available and interrupt management.
A refreshingly different section details ExecBase, noting the
many vectors in this rather large structure. We are also treated
to a disassembled listing of the reset routine, and how we can
use it to construct reset-proof modules and resident structures.
A short listing at the end, A Proper NoFastMem, provides a
more elegant way of disabling Fast Memory than the previous
brute-force approach of allocating any fast memory found.

Realising the importance of the blitter, Abacus have included
useful sample programs (in machine code), demonstrating the
gold mine of information provided in the blitter chapter.

The section on AmigaDos covers the material published in
Bantam's AmigaDos Manual. There is a look at the DOS routines, the composition of the many program hunks, starting
The book next moves onto the audio hardware, with the in- programs from Cu or Workbench, the console device and raw
evitable explanation of the composition of sound waves and 10, and the layout of data on the disk. The final section looks
how sound is converted to digital data.
briefly at the various devices available to the programmer.

With this out of the way, the audio DMA hardware is outlined,
demonstrating how to play back a sample and maybe modulate
its amplitude or frequency. There are program listings to create
a simple sine wave, and then apply vibrato to it. Further sections cover reading the mouse/joystick ports, communication
through the serial port and the disk controller. It really is not
possible to detail the entire contents here.
The second largest section devotes 126 pages to Exec and the
operating system. Since we are now dealing with the more
legal side of programming, the sample programs are written in
C. Instead of register dumps, we have library function listings.
These functions are introduced in appropriate groups; for example, all the list management functions, the task control
functions, 10 functions, and so on. It's handy having them logically organised, but I think I still prefer the huge alphabetical
listing in the ROM Kernel Manual. I tend to want to reference a
function by name rather than by type, and anyway, the RICO
listings are more detailed, having 200 pages devoted to them.
Abacus still pamper to the machine code programmer, by including a note of in which 68000 registers the function parameters are passed, plus the offset of the function in the library
jump table. Thus explaining the Exec building blocks, such as
list and task management, the make-up of a library, and details
about changing a library entry or creating a custom library.

The trackdisk, console, narrator, serial, printer, parallel and
gameport devices are covered but there is little more than a
page or two about each device's request structure and the 10
commands available. This is followed by a sample program to
access the device in question.
The book ends with a useful list of all library functions, organised according to the library that they are in, and in address
order in terms of their offset from the library base. It gives
offsets are given in decimal and hex for convenience, plus
calling convention with parameter names, and registers used.
Again, I would prefer, the functions to be listed alphabetically
within each library, but the listing is invaluable even as it is.
Details are given at the back for purchasing a disk with fully
tested versions of all the sample programs given in the book. A
very welcome service for those of us baulking at the thought
of typing them all in.
It is inevitable that such a book must duplicate extensively information provided in the Addison-Wesley manuals, but The
Amiga System Programmer's Guide scores by bringing the
wealth of information to you in a single volume. This is a
great boon during program development

It is a well thought out book, but there are odd mistakes here
and there. For example, page 19 lists the interrupt control register in CIA-A as SBFECOI whereas of Course it is at SBFEDOI.
The daunting (to some of us!) concept of multitasking is SBFBCOI is the SDR, which Abacus have as SBFEBOI. Such
stripped into its component parts, and we are asked to believe errors are annoying, but thankfully few in number.
that by examining these parts individually, it is not the incomprehensible beast we were led to believe.
Does it succeed in completely replacing a handful of manuals?
Providing your work is more system than application oriented,
Though the discussions of signals, message ports and excep- it certainly succeeds as THE definitive reference work. If you
tions are well-written, I still believe that Ariadne's Kickstart require high-level graphics functions or intuitive interfaces,
Guide provided a better explanation of multitasking as a then you'll need more than this one book, but if you want to
whole. If you understand the principles, this. section serves ad- access the system at any level, from the chips direct, up
mirably as a source of reference, Further sections are devoted through Exec to Amigafos you could find this the only book
to the allocation and deallocation of memory, 10 Request you'll ever need.
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A 68010 Boot Fix
Install a 68010 fixer every time you boot!
by Danny Ross
Copyright ®1989 Danny Ross
Installing a 68010 in your Amiga is really very straightforward. Simply open the case, lever out the 68000 (carefully)
and push in the 68010. And that's all there is to it. Motorola
claims a 8% - 50% speed increase over and above the
vanilla 68000 and, with complete pin/software compatibility, we have the equivalent of upgrading to a 10Mhz
68000 for as little as £16.
Of course it's not quite that simple and, although the 68010
is faster than the 68000, the best results I've seen (with
standard benchmarks) are around 5% - 10%. The problem is
that, although certain instructions have been improved
(MUL), for instance is up to a very impressive 30 cycles
faster, and Drvu up to 32), they aren't used all that often
(MULU and Drvu almost never, relatively speaking) and so
the benefit is rarely seen.
An exception to this is the new Loop Mode, which can speed
up tight loops considerably, and these appear a great deal in
68000 code.

new os made to access the as yet unavailable hardware
would cause an exception and this could all be handled by the
emulation software.
As an operating system will quite often wish to look at the
supervisor status register (perhaps to find the current interrupt
level), user mode programs must not now be able to do so
without letting the os check it out fast. The new os's supervisor status register will almost certainly be different from the
real SR, so Motorola made the MOVE sR,<ea> instruction a
privileged instruction, thereby causing an exception if it was
executed in user mode.
This was quite acceptable - normal user mode programs have
no need of the extra information held in the supervisor status
register and, in any case, they should use MOVE CCR <ea>
However, the MOVE cat,<ea> instruction was unavailable
prior to the 68010, and quite a few Amiga 680W programs
were written using the offending Move sR,cea> instruction.

This is pretty bad practice nowadays as there is an Exec
function GetCCQ provided to avoid the problem; but that
doesn't help us with programs already written. We need a cure
Assuming you have taken the plunge and installed the 68010, for the Movs sR,<ea> problem and that's what this article is all
you have got over the irritation of finding that neither the PC about.
Transformer nor the 64 Emulator now work, and you have
started using your machine, you will probably come across the The solution
one flaw in die dream upgrade - the MOVE SR,<ea> instruction.
For some time now there has been a program called DeciGEL
Apart from improving the microcode to speed up the instruc- which could be run from the co and which would install a fix
for the 68010 problem. This is fine as far as it goes, but
tions, Motorola added two new features to the 68010.
wouldn't it be nicer to have the DecicEL fix in your machine
One was its Virtual Memory support (the 68010 was the first as soon as it boots? The startup-sequence is the obvious
microprocessor to have this on-chip), and the other was Virtual answer to that, but that requites editing and copying files,
Machine support. Now, whilst virtual memory support is a which can take an age if you have 200 disks you wish to have
rather nice idea, the virtual machine support has had people protected. A neater solution is to install the 68010 fix in the
boot block of the disk - all we need is a small C program
baffled ever since Motorola announced it.
similar to the standard Install and we can fix disks to our
The argument goes that, with the 68010, it was now pos- heart's content.
sible to develop new operating systems for machines not
yet available, by emulating the hardware of these machines Incidentally, the reason why virtual machine software never
and running the new os in user mode, under a current really took off is that it is so complicated to implement that,
68010 operating system. That way, any attempts that the by the time all the emulation routines for the hardware and

The problem
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privileged instructions had been written and fully tested,
the real thing would probably be ready anyway. For example, just think how you would allow the new os to implement the trace facility remembering that both the new
Os and the applications running under it would be in user
mode, but the emulated operating system itself will think it
is in supervisor mode.
Startup and DeciGEL installation
All Amiga bootblocks start in the same way: 4 bytes describing the disk type (usually 'DOS "), 4 bytes of checksum,
and 4 reserved bytes. These are placed at the beginning of the
program:
dc .1
dc .1
dc.1

$ 444F5300
Se97034C2
$00000370

. 'D' ' O' 'S' ' O'
; boot block checksum
; reserved

After this, there can be up to 1012 bytes of code ending with a
normal RTS.
.
A bootblock program is called with a pointer to an open disk
to request block in AI (this is used quite often by Viruses)
and the base of Exec in A6. Its normal function is very
dreary and consists only of obtaining a pointer to the
dos.library initialisation code [60..64] (note that numbers enclosed in 0 refer to line numbers in listing 1). After the

Figure 1:

normal startup we are free to do what we like, so we save all
the registers 1651 and begin our code.
The principle behind DeeiGEL is quite simple. When a
PriVfRAP exception occurs we check the instruction to see if it
was indeed a MOVE sR,cea> instruction and if it was, we alter
it to MOVE ccR,<ea> and try again.
The Dee1GEL installation works by asking Exec for some
memory for the exception handler (as this code must stay
around after the boot block has gone). It copies the exception
handler code 192.1031 into this memory and then hooks it into
the Privmi,P vector.
When a PrivTRAP exception occurs on the 68010, various registers are saved on the stack (see Fig. 1) and the code pointed
to by the PrivTaAP vector is called. The new DeciGEL handler
saves the two registers it wishes to use (see also Fig. 1) and
then picks up the instruction from the Pe at the time of the
exception.
As MOVE sR,cea> has no fixed op-code due to the <ea>
field, the DecicEL code masks it out (see Fig. 2) to produce
a pure op-code (moo in the case of MOVE sR,<ea>) If the
result was not $4003, DeciGEL assumes it was some other instruction that caused the PrivTRAP and, after restoring the
registers, the old handler is called. However, if $4000 is
found, the instruction is converted to MOVE GCR,<ea> by

Figure 2:

MC6S010 Exception stack frame (Short)

MOVE SR,Oa>

0 1 0 0 0 0 0i0111 L

r'IÂetRt3`itex

.

At Exception
906( SP)
Status Register
504(SP) Program Counter (Low)
$02(SP) Program Counter (High)
(SP) Format Vector Offset

mask out<ea>field

11 1111111 1 1,1,111 010 010 010

= 5 4 6(:6

After Register Save

Fp

SUE(SP)
SOC(SP)

Status Register
Program Counter (Low)

SQA(SP )
908 (SP)

Program Counter ( High)

106(SP)
504(5P)

DO.L(Low)
DOLL( High)

302 (SP)
(SP)

AO.L(Low)

Format

gure 3:

Fi

vector Offset
'
MOVE CCR, <ea>

0110010M1 F 0 111 r6faéexReglttr

AO.L(IligI)

1 56 1

Al—

setting the 9th bit in the op-code word (see Fig. 3) and the instruction is re-run.

was able to provide enough memory for the Copperlist and
bitmap [133], the program proceeds to create the Copperlist.

68000 veterans may notice something a little odd in the diagrams in Fig. 1. After a normal exception, the 68000 usually
saves only the status register and current PC, but the 68010
sometimes requires more information than that and has different types of stack frames.

The fust part of the Copperlist looks like this:

To distinguish between the different stack frames (so the RTE
instruction can pull the right information before returning) the
68010 pushes a further word on the stack at the beginning of
exception processing. Pan of this word is called the format
field. Aformat value of %Bono (binary) indicates a short stack(4 words, as in Fig. 1) and %l00o indicates a long stack (29
words, used mostly for the virtual memory support).
Now this may all seem a little irrelevant, but it does mean that
if the Boot68010 program is run on a 68000 machine and a
PriVIRAP occurs, all heU will be let loose as the Pc will be
taken from the wrong place in the stack. Fortunately, it is
highly unlikely that the data at this supposed Pc will work out
as 64020, and so DeciGEL will think it has a proper Prima/kg
Unfortunately, it is quite likely that the apparent PC picked up
will be odd, and the MOWN/ at line [941 will cause an address
error instead. There is, it seems, some room for improvement
here.
Message display and exit
If Boot68010 were left at that point it would certainly
serve it's purpose quite adequately. But, how would we
know that the 68010 fix had been installed, and what evidence would there be that this is a useful boot block and
not some virus?
To make the program more interesting, it displays a small
(256 x 16 pixel) image in the centre of the screen whilst
waiting for the user to click the mouse button. The colour
of the image cycles through the range of blues to make it
more interesting.
To do this, the program first opens the graphics.library and
stores the pointer to the initial Copperlist 013..1191.
Next, it sets up DDFSTRT and DDPSTOP. These are used to tell
the display hardware when (in terms of horizontal video
beam positions) it should start fetching bitplane data, and
when it should stop. You can change the values and watch
the message move left or right, but be sure to change both
values by equal amounts. If the difference between them
gets any bigger (or smaller) then the display hardware will
fetch too much (or too little) data each row and the picture
will become skewed.
With the display registers initialised, the program asks Exec
for some CHIP memory into which we can copy the image and
Copperlist that will form the display. Assailing AllocMem

WAIT 10,128)
HOVE ($0000, BPLoNOI
WAIT 1135,0)
MOVE ($1000, BPLmN0)
MOVE I$°'", BPLIPTHI
MOVE 1$????,BPLIPTLI

- the bean is at the top of the screen
- turn off all bitplane activity
- start position of display
- set lo-res, l bitplane screen
- high word of bitplane address
- low word of bitplane address

The address of the bitplane is calculated from the base of the
CHIP memory just allocated and this is jammed into the Copperlist [164..1671.
Then, 16 lines of Copperlist are generated by a short loop.
These are the copper instructions to change the colour of the
image so that, in effect, a 1 bitplane image is 16 different
colours.
The copper instructions look like:
WAIT (1351n,01
- start of each display line of image
MOVE (colour,WWROI) - set colour for this line
The last two copper instructions [157..158] turn off all bitplane activity and finish the list with an impossible WAIT.
The video beam will reach vertical blanking before the
WAIT ever terminates and the copper will be forced to
restart the list.
So, all that now remains to be done is to copy the image into
CHIP memory [160..1621 and force the copper to start reading
our new list. This is done by setting COPILCH to point to the
new list and making any access to COPIJMP.
The rest of the boot block repeatedly alters the Copperlist so
that the colours used in the move commands are gradually increased. There is an AND to limit the amount of change and to
make the colours wrap around so the net effect is of a blue
band pulsing up the image, repeating until the left button is
pressed [193].
The image (you'll have to type it in to find out what it is...
but don't get too excited) was created with DPaint II, saved
as a straight bitmap with an IPF to bitmap converter and,
from the bitmap file, I made an assembler hex dump. There
should be little difficulty in creating your own images but
remember that, with the code as it is, they must be 256 x 16
pixels.
Tightening your code
Throughout the whole program I have used every trick I know
to keep the code size down. This may seem a little pointless as
the final program length was 910 bytes, but a compact
program is a faster program (usually) and anyway, 114 spare
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bytes gives plenty of room for expansion (see improvements
and conclusions below).
Here is a brief guide to saving space for newer 68000'ers:
• always use MOVEQ where possible
• use BSE rather than ]SR
• always BRAS (branch short) if possible

to the disk buffer and creates an 10 request block in preparation for using the trackdisk.device to write directly to the
disk. The user is then asked which drive is to be installed, and
when an acceptable reply has been made the relevant
trackdisk.device unit is opened (unit 0 is DPO:, unit 1 is DPI:
and soon).
Stage 2 waits for the user to insert the disk to be installed,
checking if that disk is write protected and if not, putting out
the boot code to sectors 0 and 1 (the boot sectors).

• stay away from long constants, as they take up horrible
amounts of memory

There is only limited error checking at this point and it does
seem that at times something has gone wrong which the
program doesn't pick up on. The result is that, although In• use registers as much as possible - they're very fast (memory sta1168010 will return with an Ok message, the disk has not
is very slow) and the instructions will be more compact
been installed. I have no idea why this happens as it invariably
goes away if you talo the disk out and re-insert it. It is pos• PC relative code (such as LEA name(PC),AI as opposed to sibly something to do with the disk change count - can anyone
LEA name,A) is both position independent (a must for boot- shed any light?
block code) and 2 bytes shorter than absolute code (normally)
In truth, to use Boot68010 you only need to type in the Install
program but of course, you won't then be able to customise
• look out for repetitions of indexed or displaced addressing. the code. To take full advantage, you will need a program able
For instance:
to produce C type hex dumps (Ox instead of $ for hex values),
and one to calculate boot block checksums.
MOVE.W

$46(AO),DO

Improvements and conclusions
can often be replaced with:
Boot68010 could be improved in many ways. First and
foremost, there should be a check to see if the machine is a
68000 and not a 68010 to avoid the incorrect stack refMOVE.W (A4),DO
;then use this each
erence described above. Next, because there is so much
;time, rather than
space free (114 bytes) more features could be added.
MOVE.W (A4),DO
;the indexed/displaced Perhaps a fast memory allocator (for those with the 1
;instruction
Mbyte+ Amigas who are having problems with the particular program ou the disk) or a bit of music or a boot
The complex addressing modes take a long time to evaluate menu (maybe a little difficult in the space).
and are quite heavy on memory. See [87..891 for an extreme example of this.
Insta1168010 could also be improved. It should be able to work
out bootblack checksums (as an additive carry wrap around
The Install Program
sum of OxFPFPFPFF as Commodore puts it) automatically,
saving a lot of hassle, and it should not get confused like it
Written in C, the Install program is a typical utility hack does sometimes. Another enhancement would be to enable it
• it just works and that's all that it was designed for. I to load the boot code from disk, without having to make a hex
could have written a much better one but there didn't dump.
seem any point, as this article is about bootblock programs and not C programming. However, the disclaimer All the above enhancements are based on the two proover, here is what it does:
grams in this article. There are of course umpteen more
ideas and uses for bootblock programs such as boot deInstall68010 takes a hex dump of the Boot68010 program crunchers and disk fixers for extra long boot blocks,
and repeatedly writes it out to the boot sectors of the auto-load install programs that take your object code and
specified drive. No parameters are required (or ac- create a disk that runs it from the boot block, boot
cepted), and typing anything after the program name will menus, and boot demos -all sorts of things that can be
result in a little message about the program, what it does (and certainly have been) attempted.
and why it does it.
In supplying us with a whole 1 Kbyte to play with, ComIn stage 1 of it's execution, Instal168010 allocates memory for modore opened the path to a vast orchard of assorted miniit's disk buffer (in Cts memory), copies the Boot68010 code projects and hacks
LEA

f

$46(A0),A4;use once
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Listing 1: Bootblock code
HiSoft GenAm 680x0 Macro Assembler v2.08

1
1
1
1

t
t
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
=00000026
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
=00000000
=00000002
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
=FFFFFFAO
=FFFFFDD8
=FFFFFF2E
=FFFFFF3A
=FFFFFE62
00.00000000
=00000904
00.00000000
=000FF000
=00000092
=00000094
=00000080
=00000088
=00000180
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000
00.00000000 444F5300F97034C20000
00.00000000
00.0000000C
00.0000000C
00.0000000C
00.0000000C
00.0000000C 43FA014A
00.00000010 4EAEFFAO
00.00000014 2040
00.00000016 20680016
00.0000001A 7000
00.0000001C 4BE7FFFC
00.00000020
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; Boot Block 68010 Fixer. Version 1.41
; Written by Danny Ross, 1st December 1988
; Copyright (0)1988 Johnny Appleseed Software Development Co.
; A Division of Johnny Appleseed World Enterprises Inc.
; This code is about as compact as I can make it. If you can get it shorter
)apart from by removing the message at the end) whilst retaining the
; same functionality, then I'd be interested to see how... Version 1.41
; stands at 968 bytes with the message (910 without).

oduced with the excellent HiSoft DevPac Amiga 2.08
•
gb_copint

equ

$26

; AllocMem flags

MEMF PUBLIC
MEMF CHIP

equ
equ

0
1«1

; Library Vector Offsets

LVOFSndResident
-LVOOpenLlbrary
-LVOFreeMem
LVOAlloct4em
LVOC1oseLlbrary

equ
equ
equ
equ
equ

speed equ

2500

; speed of the colour cycling. Smaller = Faster

CUSTOM
DDFSTRT
DOFSTOP
COP1LCH
COPJMP1
COLOROO

$DFF000
$092
; display bit plane data start (horizontal pos)
$094
; display bit plane data stop (horizontal pos)
$080
; copper first location
$088
copper restart at COP1LCH
$180
PAD address of colour 0 (background)

equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ

-$0060
-$0228
-$00D2
-$0006
-5019E

; Stage 0 - Bootblock header info. This code clearly won't run.
dc.l

$444F5300,8F97034C2,500000370

; Stage 1 - Perform normal startup.

lea
dosname(PC),A1
jsr
LV0FIndResident(A6)
movea.l ,A0
~O
movea.l $0016(A0),A0
moveq 1$00,D0
movem.l DO-07/A0-A5,-(A7)

; load address of 'dos.11brarys
; exec : find base of dos module
; a0 -> dos resident module tag
; a0 -> dos library startup code
; clear d0 (indicates a good return)
; save registers

a

Pw Transactor ter the AMIGA
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67 00.00000020
68 00.00000020
69 00.00000020
70 00.00000020
71 =00000020
72 00.00000020
73 00.00000020 7028
74 00.00000022 7200
75 00.00000024 4EAEFF3A
76 00.00000028 4A80
77 00.0000002A 67000126
78 00.00000022
79 00.0000002E 2040
80 00.00000030 2440
81 00.00000032 432A0018
82 00.00000036 7028
83 00.00000038 5080
04 00.0000003A 10D9
85 00.0000003C 51C8FFFC
86 00.00000090
87 00.00000040 432900000020
88 00.00000046 20D1
89 00.00000048 228A
90 00.0000004A 6028
91 00.0000004C
92 00.00000040 48E78080
93 00.00000050 206F000A
94 00.00000054 3010
95 00.00000056 024OFFC0
96 00.0000005A 0C404000
97 00.0000005E 660A
98 00.00000060 08D00001
99 00.00000064 4CO20101
100 00.00000068 4E73
101 00.0000006A
102 00.0000006A 90020101
103 00.0000006E 4E29002C0000
104 00.00000074
105 =00000074
106 =00000028
107 00.00000074
108 00.00000074
109 00.00000074
110 00.00000074
111 00.00000074
112 00.00000074
113 00.00000074 267000DFF000
114 00.0000007A 43FA00E8
115 00.0000007E 4EAE2008
116 00.00000082 2840
117 00.00000084 2F00
118 00.00000086
119 00.00000086 2F200026
120 00.0000008A
121 00.0000008A
122 00.0000008A
123 00.0000008A
124 00.0000008A
125 00.0000008A
126 00.0000008A
127 00.0000008A 177000440093
128 00.00000090 177C009C0095
129 00.00000096 426B0190
130 00.0000009A
131 00.0000009A 2030000002A0
132 00.000000A0 7202
133 00.000000A2 4EAEFF3A
134 00.000000M6 4A80
135 00.000000A8 6700009A
136 00.000000AC

♦
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; Now run the DeciGEL code to handle 68010 PrIvTRAP from MOVE.W SR, cea>

Privy

EQU

$20

; Address of Privlege error vector

moves'
moves'
jsr
tst.l
beg

iCodeSiz,D0
iMEMF PUBLIC,D1
LVOA13ocMem(A6)
50
exit _l

;
;
;
;

move.! 00,A0
move.! D0,A2
lea.) MoveMe(PC),A1
moveq #Codesiz,DO
subq.l 15,D0
Loop move.b (AU+,(A0)4
dbf.w D0,Loop
lea.1
move.l
move.l
bra.s
MoveMe

PrLvV,A1
(Al), (AO).
A2, (Al)
display

movem.1 DO/A0,- (SP)
move.l 8+2(SP),AO
move.w (A0),D0
andi.w t-4111111,D0
cmpi.w 1$4000,D0
bne.s NotOne
bset
#1, LAO)
movem.1 (SP)1,D0/A0
rte

NotOne movem.1 (SP)+,D0/A0
jmp
SFC0000
CodeEnd equ
CodeSiz equ

Code End-MoveMe

code is small so MOVE() is OE.
PUBLIC (any sort of memory)
Get the memory
Did we get it?

; Move to work reg
; Save copy for patching vector
; Get address of our code
Number of bytes to move
; Correct for DBF and one long word
; Move byte

; use LEA (works out 2 bytes shorter)
; Patch opcode at end
; Patch us into the vector

; Save registers
; Pointer to opcode
Pickup opcode
; Mask out EA field
; Is it a MOVE SR,ea?
; Convert it to MOVE CCR,ea
; Restore regs
; Rerun new opcode
; Restore regs
; To previous handler, patched on
; installation of this routine
; Size of routine

; Stage 2 - The important stuff is done so now it's time to display the
message bitmap.

display movea.l ICUSTOM,A3
lea
gfxname(PC),A1
jsr
LV0OpenLibrary(A6)
movea.l 00,A4
move.! D0,-(A7)
move.) gb_copint(A4),-(A7)

; load base of PAD
; get address of 'graphics. library'
exec : open graphics library
; a0 -> gfxbase
; push gfxbase
; push ptr to initial copperlist

; Set up Display Data Fetch, Start and Stop registers
((DDFSTOP-DDFSTRT)/8)+i = (($130-$441/81+1) = 16 words = 256 pixels/line

move.b t544,DDFSTRT+1(A3)
move.b tSbc,DDFSTOP+1(A3)
clr.w COLOROO(A3)

; hack in data fetch start
; and data fetch stop position
; colour 0 is $0000 (black)

move.) ichipsiz,D0
moveq IMEMF CHIP,D1
LVOAllocMem(A61
jsr
tst.l DO
beg
exit _2

; how much CHIP memory do we need ?
; get memory for Copperlist 6 bitmap
; did we get it ?
; no, AllocMem() failed so exit.

~
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137 00.000000AC 2240
138 00.000000AE 2449
139 00.00000080 D5FC000000A0
140 00.00000086
141 00.00000086 49FA002E
142 00.000000BA 2049
143 00.000000BC 323C0017
144 00.00000000 lODC
145 00.000000C2 51C9FFFC
146 00.00000006
147 00.00000006 323C8801
148 00.000000CA 700F
149 00.000000CC
150 00.000000CC 30C1
151 00.000000CE 06410100
152 00.00000002 30FCFFFE
153 00.000000D6 30FC0182
154 00.000000DA 4258
155 00.0000000 51C8FFEE
156 00.000000E0
157 00.000000E0 20FC01000000
158 00.000000E6 20FCFFFFFFFE
159 00.000000EC
160 00.000000EC 323C01FF
161 00.000000F0 lODC
162 00.000000F2 51C9FFFC
163 00.000000F6
164 00.000000F6 220A
165 00.000000F8 33410016
166 00.000000FC 4841
167 00.000000FE 33410012
168 00.00000102
169 00.00000102 27490080
170 00.00000106 32230088
171 00.0000010A
172 00.0000010A 7000
173 00.0000010C
174 00.0000010C 45E9001E
175 00.00000110
176 00.00000110 3800
177 00.00000112
178 00.00000112 760F
179 00.00000114 3484
180 00.00000116 5244
181 00.00000118
182 00.00000118 D5FC00000008
183 00.0000011E
184 00.0000011E
185 00.0000011E
106 00.0000011E 510BFFF4
187 00.00000122
188 00.00000122 5240
189 00.00000124 0240011F
190 00.00000128
191 00.00000128 343C09C4
192 00.0000012C
193 00.0000012C 02390040008FE001
194 00.00000134 6706
195 00.00000136 51CAFFF4
196 00.0000013A 6000
197 00.0000013C
198 00.0000013C 303CO2A0
199 00.00000140
200 00.00000140
201 00.00000140
202 00.00000140 4EAEFF2E
203 00.00000144

xfer
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move.l 00,A1
move.l Al,A2
adda.l #copslz,A2

; al - Copperlist

lea.1
moved
move.w
move.b
dbf.w

copllst(PC),A4
Al,A0
#copshrt-1,01
(A4)+,(AD)+
D1,xfer

;
;
;
;

#$8801,D1
#15,00

; part of a WAIT (136,0) instruction
; repeat for 15(41) lines

genprt2 move.w
moveq
loops

xfer2

; a2 - Image

move.w 01, (A014
add.w
#$0100,D1
move.w #$fffe,(A0)+
move.w #$0182,(A0)+
clr.w
(A0)+
dbf.w
DO,loops

;
;
;
;
;
;

move.1 001000000,(A0)+
move.l t$fffffffe,(A0)+

; MOVE $0000 to addr $100 (BPLCONO)
; WAIT for position (255,254)

move.w #imalen-1,D1
move.b (A4)+, (A0)4
dbf.w
D1,xfer2

; repeat for size of image
; transfer image
, ...into CHIP type memory

move.l A2,D1
move.w 01,516(A1)
swap
O1
move.w D1,$12(A1)

; init copperlist with addr of image
; Low word of address

move.l A1,C0P1LCHIA31
move.w COPJN21(A3),D1

; point COPILCH to our copperlist
; strobe copper jump to our list

moveq

#0,d0

; cleat colours

$1E(A1),A2

; where to put the colours

strobec lea.l

store Vert/Horiz position
next time, WAIT 1 line down
store 2nd half of WAIT
store Colour register for MOVE
store 2nd half of MOVE
repeat for whole image

; and High word of address

move.w 00,04
set_c

point to start of chip stuff
copy ptr to allocated memory
-1 for DBF loop
transfer first part of Copperlist
...into CHIP type memory

d4 = current colour RGB value

moveq #15,D3
move.w 04, (A2)
addq.w #1,04

; repeat for 15 (+1) display lines
; alter Copperlist MOVE instrctions
; increase the Blue content of d4

adds.' 08,A2

; point to the next Copperlist MOVE
; instruction (which relates to the
; next video line)

dbf.w

; end repeat

03,set c

addq.w #1,D0
andi.w t$011F,00

; increase current RGB value (+1 Blue)
; but ensure only Blue is effected

move.w

t speed, d2

; load delay counter.

#$40,$00BFE001
mouse k
D2,checkm
strobec

;
;
;
;

check_m andi.b
beq.s
dbf.w
bra.s

mouse_k move.w #chipsiz,D0

jsr

_LV0FreeMem(A6)

left mouse button pressed ?
yes... exit
no... repeat for the delay duration
didn't exit, so continue cycling

; .W saves 2 bytes. We can do this
; because we know high word is 0's
(from the MOVE() some lines back)
; release all that CHIP memory

4 o[
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204 00.00000144 275E006
exit 2 move.l (A7)I,COP1LCH(A3)
; pop old copperlist ptr into COP1LCH
205 00.00000148 32200088
move.w COPGMPI(A3), D1
; strobe copper jump to old list
206 00.0000014C
207 00.0000014C 225F
movea.l (A7)+,A1
; pop gfxbase
208 00.0000014E 4EAEFE62
jar
_LVO0loseLibrary(A6)
; exec : close graphics library
209 00.00000152
210 00.00000152 4COF3FFF
exit _l movem.1 (A7)+,D0-07/A0-A5
; restore registers
211 00.00000156 4E75
its
; return !
212 00.00000158
213 00.00000158
214 00.00000158
; And now the DeClaire statements....
215 00.00000158
216 00.00000158
217 00.00000158 646F732E6C6962726172 dosname dc.b
'dos.library',0
218 00.00000164
219 00.00000164 67726170686963732E6C gfxname dc.b
'graphlcs.library',0,0
220 00.00000176
221 00.00000176 00968180
coplist dc.w
$0096,58180
; WAIT for position (0,128)
222 00.0000017A 01000000
dc.w
$0100,$0000
; MOVE $0000 to addr $100 (BPLCONO)
223 00.0000017E 8701FFFE
dc.w
$8701,SFFFE
; WAIT for position (135,0)
224 00.00000182 01001000
dc.w
50100,51000
MOVE $1000 to addr $100 (BPLCONO)
225 00.00000186
226 00.00000186 00E00000
dc.w
$0020,50000
; set up later as high and low words of
227 00.0000018A 00E20000
dc.w
$0022,50000
; image bitplane address (BPL1PTH 6 BPL1PTL)
228 00.0000018E
229 00.0000018E
230 00.0000018E
; The Copper instructions used to produce the colour cycle effect would
231 00.0000018E
; normally go here, with each line containing a WAIT and then a MOVE
232 00.0000018E
; to set the value of the COLOROI register, the one used to display
233 00.0000018E
; our image. The WAITs start at video line 136 ($88) and continue to
234 00.0000018E
; line 151 (597). The MOVEs are altered 'on the fly' by the colour
235 00.0000018E
; cycling code (at label set_c) above.
236 00.0000018E
237 00.0000018E
; However, as they are all pretty much identical, there is no point using
238 00.0000018E
dc.w's to define them. It is far more economical to generate the list
239 00.0000018E
; with a short smattering of code (at label genprt2). This actualy saved 86
240 00.0000018E
; bytes over an earlier version, although it's not so readable.
241 00.0000018E
242 00.0000018E
243 =0000018E
copend equ
•
244 =000000A0
copsiz equ
(copend-coplist)+136
; true length of Copperlist
245 =00000018
copshrt equ
(copend-coplist)
; length of 1st half of Copperlist
246 00.0000018E
247 00.0000018E OFFF8001FF0003FE03FF image
dc.1
SOfff8001, $ff0003fe, $03ffffdf, $ff01f800
248 00.0000019E 00FP8001FC6F80780000
dc.l
SOOff8001, $fc6f8078, $000007fc, $07c03c00
249 00.000001AE
250 00.000001AE 0781E00701000E038381
dc.1
$0781e007, $01c00e03, $8381c1cf, $03c07000
251 00.0000010E 0380E00787E700E00000
dc.1
$0380e007, $87e700e0, $00001c07, $03807000
252 00.0000010E
253 00.0000010E 0380781000703800E301
dc.1
$0380781c, $00703800, Se301c0c7, $00107000
254 00.000001DE 0E00381E00E703C00000
dc.1
$0e00381e, $00e703c0, 500007001, Sc381e000
255 00.000001EE
256 00.000001EE 03803038003870007201
dc.1
$03803c38, $00387000, $7201c047, $00787000
257 00.000001FE 10001C30006707000000
dc.l
$1c00103c, $00670700, 50000e000, $e3838000
258 00.0000020E
259 00.0000020E 03803C780038F0007001
dc.1
$03803c78, $00381000, $7001c007, $00787000
260 00.0000021E 30001n800071C000001
dc.1
$3c001c78, $00071c00, $0001e000, $e38e0000
261 00.0000022E
262 00.0000022E 038038700010E0003801
dc.1
$03803870, $001ce000, $3801c007, $00707000
263 00.0000023E 38000E78000778000001
dc.1
$30000e78, $00077800, $0001c000, $73bc0000
264 00.0000024E
265 00.0000024E 038038F00010E0003801
dc.1
$03803810, $001de000, $3001c007, $00707000
266 00.00000258 780008F00007F8000003
dc.l
$78000ef0, $0007f800, $0003c000, $73fc0000
267 00.0000026E
268 00.0000026E 038070F0001DE0003801
dc.1
$038070f0, $001de000, $3801c007, $00e07000
269 00.0000027E 78000EF00007FC000003
dc.1
$78000ef0, $0007fc00, $0003c000, $73fe0000
270 00.0000028E
271 00.0000020E 03FFE0F00010E0003801
dc.1
$03ffe010, $001de000. $3801c007, $ffc07000
272 00.0000029E 78000EF000070E000003
dc.1
$78000e10, $00070e00, $0003c000, $73870000

~--
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273 00.000002AE
274 00.000002AE
275 00.0000028E
276 00.000002CE
277 00.000002CE
278 00.000002DE
279 00.000002EE
280 00.000002EE
281 00.000002FE
282 00.00000302
283 00.0000030E
284 00.0000031E
285 00.0000032E
286 00.0000032E
287 00.0000033E
288 00.0000034E
289 00.0000034E
290 00.00000358
291 00.0000036E
292 00.0000036E
293 00.00000372
294 00.0000038E
295
=0000038E
296 00.0000038E
297
=00000200
298
=000002A0
299 00.0000038E
300 00.0000038E
301 00.000003C8
302 00.000003C8
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038078E00010E0003801
78000EF0000707000003

dc.1
dc.1

$038078f0, $001de000, $3801c007, $00f07000
$78000ef0, $00070700, $0003c000, $73838000

03801C780038F0007001
30001C78000703800001

dc.1
dc.1

03800E780038E0007001
3C001C78000701C00001

dc.1
dc.1

$03801c78, $0038f000, $7001c007, $00387000
$3c001c78, $00070380, $0001e000, Se381c000
•-•
$03800e78, $0038f000, $7001c007, $001c7000
$3c001c78, $000701c0, $0001e000, $e380e000

03800E3C00707800E001
1E003830000700600000

dc.1
dc.1

$03800e3c, $00707800, Se001c007, $001c7001
$1e00383c, $000700e0, 800001001, $c3807000

03800E1000E03801C001
0E00701E00E700700000

dc.l
dc.1

$03800e1c, $00e03801, $c001c007, $001c7003
$0e00701e, $00e70070, $00007003, $83803800

0780IC0703800E070001
0381C007838700300000

dc.1
dc.1

$07801c07, $03800e07, $0001c001, $0038f007
$0381c007, $8387003c, $00001c0e, $03801e00

OFFFF001FE0003FC0003
00FF0001FE0F807E0000

dc.1
dc.1

$Offff001, Sfe0003fc, $0003e01f, $ffelffff
$00ff0001, Sfe0f807e, $000007f8, $07c03f00

imaend

equ

imalin equ
chipsiz equ
2A2A2036383031302046

dc.b

imaend-image
imalen+copslz
68010 Fixer, (c)1988 J. Appleseed Co. NOT A VIRUS !

sa,0

end

Listing 2: Install program
P
Boot Block 68010 Fixer, Install program
Written By Danny Boss (c) Copyright 267 Demober 1988.
A Product of the Johnny Appleseed Software Development Co.
if
(include (exec/types h>
1include cexec/ports.h)
(include (exec/devlces.b>
(include (exec/rory.b>
'Include rexec/lo.b>
(include devices/trackdisk,h>
/a Her Burp of Boot68010 Fixer Version 1.41 a/
üNG baotCodeI256j =
(

0x44415300, 0x1970340, 0x00000370, 003fa01 la, Oxleaeffa0,
0x20402068, 0x00167000, 008e7Effc, 0x70287200, 024eseff3a,
00006700, 0x01262040, 022440436, 000187026, 0250010d9,
0251.0Hfc, 0243190000, 02002020d1, 0028a6020, 008¢78080,
022061000a, 0x30100240, 0x1100c40, 016400660a, 000000001,
006710101, 00e734df, 0x01014e19, 0010100000, 0x26700d1,
0000043fa, OxOOeS4eae, 0x1d62440, 022100212c, 020026177c,
0x00440093, 021170011c, 000954266, 00100203c, 0000002a0,
0x72024eae, 0013000, Ox6700009a, 0x22402439, 0xd5fc0000,
0200049fa, 0006e2049, 0232300011, 0210ddlc9, Oxftfc323c,
4x88017001, 0230610611, 020100301c, Oxfffe3ofc, D201824258,
Ox51cOffee, 0x20100100, 0x00002010, 0x1111fffe, 023236011f,
000dc510, 0xf11c220a, 0x33410016, 0x43413341, 000122749,
00080322b, 0x00887000, 0x45e9001e, 0x38001601, 0x34845244,
005E00000, 0010085106, 001145240, 0x02400111, 0043c09e4,
0x02390040, 0200b1e001, 026706510a, 0x111160d0, 000302a0,
Oxleaefi2e, 0x275£0080, 023220008, 0x225fleae, 0x1e624d1,
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0x3fff4e75, 026461732e, 0260696272, 0x61727900, 007726170,
0x68696313, 0x2e6c6962, 0212617279, 0x00000096, 0x81300100,
0600006101, OxIffe0100, 00.00000e0, 0x000000e2, 000000fff,
0x80011£00, 0x03feD3f1, Ox1fdfff01, 0080000ff, Ox8001fc6f,
000780000, Dx01fc07c0, 00e000101, 02e0070100, 0x0e038381,
Oxcic(03c0, 0x70000380, 02e00707e7, 0x00e00000, 0216070380,
0x70000380, 027810070, 0x3800e301, 0xc0c70010, 000000600,
0x381e00e7, 0x03000000, 0x700Ic311, Oxe0000380, 0230380038,
0270007201, 0260470078, 0270001000, 0x10300061, 0x07000000,
0xe000e383, 000000380, 0x30190038, 0x£0007001, 0xn0070078,
000003000, 0x10780007, 0210000001, 0xe000e38e, 0x00000380,
00870001c, 0xe0003801, 0x00070070, 0270003800, 0106180007,
0x78000001, 0x00001360, 0100000380 00810001d, 0xe0003801,
Dec0010010, 000001000, 0x0ef00007, 0x11000003, 0xc00073fc,
0x00000380, 0x70f0001d, 0xe0003801, 9xc00700e0, 0210001800,
OxOef00007, 0x£0000003, 0xc00073ft, 0x000003ff, 0xe0f0001d,
0xe000380, 02007ffc0, 0x70001800, OxOe(00007, 0x0e000003,
0x00007387, 000000310, 021810001d, 0260003001, 0x00070010,
000007800, 0x0e100007, 0x07000003, 0x00007183, 0280000380,
0x10760038, 0x10007001, 0x00070033, 000003000, 0216780007,
0x03300001, 02e000e381, 0200000380, 0x0e780038, 0x10007001,
Dxc007001c, 000003000, 021060007, 0201000001, 0xe000e380,
02e0000300, 020e30070, 027800e001, 0xc007001c, 000011e00,
0238300007, 0x00e00000, 000010380, 000000380, 010e1c00e0,
008010001, 0xc007001c, 0x70030e00, 02701e00e7, 0x00700000,
000038380, 006000180, 000070380, 0x0e010001, 0200E0038,
000070361, 0200078387, 000300000, Dx1c0e0380, Oxle000fff,
00001E00, 0x03fc0003, OxeOlfffel, Oxfffi0Off, 0x0001fe0f,
000160000, 0x0718070, 0239020a, 0x20363830, 0231302046,
0x69786572, 04620203, 0229313936, 00820462e, 0220117070,
0260657365, 0x65642043, 0x6E2e204e, 001542041, 000564952,
0255532021, 02202a2a00, 000000000, 0x00000000, 0x00000000,
0x00000000, 0x00000000, 0x00000000, 0x00000000, 000000000,
0x00000000, 0200000000, 0x00000000, 0x00000000, 0x00000000,
0x00000000
1 :

[hall-♦ft-

4O

i• Transactor kXIh.AMIGA
tot fin, device;

it Isharacter&q'1 II (charactere=i21»

rtfuct NagRort diskPorteq=NULL;
a[m2 WgPmrt +diskPort=NUIY;

printf PGoamye.\n"11
fin-TRUE;

BYTE •aecmr our-NULL;

else
printf ('Inatallinq....'1;
diekloReq->io Commend=ip PR01STAtDIS;
OolO(diskloReq);
if (diskloReq->io Actual)

main (argc, a rev)
int argc;
char •argv));

void ab¢edlh putsecmql, mtoa0[fp, proQJeaaiptlonll;

printf P Oink is write protected !la");
1
else
1

LANG +b, +c;
int a;
char character, ignore;

put5xtor(01;
of I(s=lant) Idisklnkeq->im Ermr11141

printf ("Boot Block 6806 Firer by Danny Ross, 2nd December 1911e\n"I(
printfrr fine product from the Johnny Appieseed Software ");
printf (*Development Cc.\n\n"1;
device=1-11;

printf(' tsackdisk error Id ! \n', al;
else

If large!=11 I. any paramter will give help and then exit •/

printf l' Ok,\n"I;

abEnd
Lption ll;
abWdINUL
XULq:

m[oNEf 1;

sector cut=ichar •IAllocNm(1024,NERF CHIP I PENT JIIRLIC I aENF_CLEAR);
if (sector out=0)

abEcdINULLI;

abBnd l"Couldn't allocate eery fer block buffer.");
void abEtd(str)
char •str;
diskPort=(struct ItsgPort • ICreatePort (SULL,NULLI;
if (diskPort=11LL1 abEnd(Couldntt create disk I0 corr.");
diskloReq=(stn t IOStd¢eq • ICreatestdlotdiakPort);
if (diskIoReq=iltlLI ahEnd1"Couldn't create 10 request structure."(;

if gtq printf l'Is\n',atq;

for s=(LONG +) s)sector out, c bootCode, a=0; 056; abers•, are) ;

if Idevice>=01 C1ose0eviceldlskloRegl:
if IdiskPcrtl DeletePort(dlakFort);
if IdgaklcRegl Deletestdl0(dlskloRegl;
If sector out) FreeNemisector mt,102Q;

while (device==-1)

if (str) exit (1000); else exit (01;

printf (Mitch drive to install ol;
n ? vise= or Q to W0'; •h
scant l'lckc•,dcharasteq ügnomh dewire=chara¢er-'0':
void putSectorlil
lot i;

if Ildevice>=0) di (device<=3))
1
if (CpenDevice l"tfackdask. devicé , devlce,diskloReq, 011
1
printf ("Sorry, DFec: is not available. \ n', character);
devlcev(-1);
1
1
else if ((character—'r)'1 II (character-='12.11
1
printf rot, goodbye. \n');
device=1-21:

1

void motorOff0
I
raskloReq->io Length = D;
dlskloReq->io Command = TO MOTOR;
DolO(disktoRaq);

I
else
1
printf ('Pardon ?\n'L
device=(-1);

1

void progDescription0

1

if (device>-0)
fIn=FALSr;
while (fin=PALSEI
printf " tI'mertrack rl DFId: (Type 0 to Ciotti..
scant l'le', ichaneteq;

r

1
disktoRe-no Command = CND RITE;
raskloReq->io length = PD SECIOR+P;
raakoReq->io Offset = O LONG1ito SECTOR;
diskloRry->fo Data
= (APtRIsecto[ our)
Do101daskl0Reg);

',devlcel:

printf ('Phis program writes nice, virus free, boot blocks to your n");
printf(=disks, The as best bird contains a PriviRAP fixer for all efln•);
priotf ("us with 68010 chips in our mchioes so new we can have\n•);
printf (=automatic protection from the dreaded GURU. There is also aln•);
printf)"little =siege displayed by the boot code and you can ree\o'U
printf Pit to cheek that your disk is still clean.\n\n•);
I
El

AMIGA Modems + Software

064/128

NetComm Pocket Modem 123 Amiga or C64/128
D
•
❑
D

Smart modem with full 'Hayes' command set.
AutoDial/AutoAnswer/AutoDisconnect.
Speeds CCITT V22 (1200), V23 (1200/75), V21 (300/300) plus Bell 103, 212A.
Australian Made with 2 Year Warranty.

PRICE including GPTERM-Amiga or GPTERM-64

PRICE $399.00

GPTERM-Amiga
Comprehensive communications software for PAL/NTSC Amiga 50011000/2000
Full Intuition support, multitasking, multiple window, icons, hot-keys, etc.
D Works on any Amiga compatible modem. Extended support for 'smart modems'.
D Status Line with on-line time and session cost in both modes.
D Baud rates 300-19200 including correct 1200/75 and 75/1200.
D User-defined 'configurations' for any services.
❑ AutoDial, Continuous dial, Circular dialling of multiple services, redial on busy.
❑ Automatic log-on and transmission of user-name or user-id and passwords.
ANSI Emulation
• Amiga ANSI emulation with 8
colours.
❑ Upload/download with Xmodem,
XmodemCRC, Punter, Sealink,
Zmodem, Ymodem, Ymodem-Batch
(Multiple File Transfer supported)
❑ ASCII capture, ASCII Upload.
❑ Printer log.
D 20 function keys.

Videotex Emulation
• Full Viatel specification.
D On-line mouse!
❑ 20 function keys and 26 "instant
access" page keys.
❑ 100 frame carousel store.
D Savelload/print frames as text or
graphics.
❑ CET Download (used on Microtex
666).

Packaged with 76 page manual. Not copy protected

PRICE $99.00

NetComm 64/128 Modem for C64/128 including CPTERM -64 PRICE $262.00
GPTERM-64 Comprehensive ASCIIlVIdeotex for C64/128
PRICE $59.95
Also available NetComm 24/24 1200/1200 and 2400/2400
NetComm 1234 300,1200,1200/75,2400

Contact Dr Greg Perry
GP Software,
21 Aloomba Rd,
ASHGROVE Q 4060

Phone (07) 366 1402

PRICF
PRICE

approx $560
approx

$650

Well, You've already Got the Best!
YOU PURCHASED AN AMIGA COMPUTER
SO WHY DRIVE IT IN FIRST GEAR?
Are you experiencing any of the following symptoms?
Ci Your documents and letters are spread across a box of
floppies, and are difficult to find when you need them.
EI Is a significant portion of each of your floppies full of the
same workbench/AmigaDOS files.
• Your spreadsheet and database just won't fit on a floppy
anymore.
• Does your spell-checker take an eternity to find a word?
- Sick and tired of those boot-block viruses?
If any of the above apply to you, then consider this: an extra 44
Megabytes of fast, economical and reliable storage at your
fingertips.
We won't waste space quoting numbers—the drive is fast! So fast, in
fact, that your floppy would have to run 20 times faster just to
keep up.

Australian Designed, Manufactured and Guaranteed
The precision Laser-cut Hard, Disk enclosure is a stand alone module,
with its own internal power supply and cooling fan, and connects via a
ribbon cable to the Amiga interface. This allows you to place the Hard
Disk in any convenient location.
Q.K. We are so confident of our Hard Disk that we are prepared to
give you a 7-day unconditional money-back (less freight)
guarantee. These drives are currently used in over a hundred
locations around Australia, including TV stations, law-enforcement,
schools and universities.

Hard Disk Technologies
GPO BOX 121, ADELAIDE 5001, PHONE (018) 82 4648

